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malini kadir (17th october 1965)
42 years of treking on this earth,
Point A to Point B in an emotional journey.....through life..

A teacher turned wife and mom.
young at heart, turn to art....
New to poetry......
A launch pad to fledgelings of mine....
have logged in to experiment, explore.....
as i turn the pages of a dull life book!
Shall we share poetry here and from differing veiws
benefit?
I for one believe art grows with criticism! ! !
So veiwer's go right ahead and let your hearts speak the truth......and read
and rate my work! !
I shall welcome...........it all!
Cheers!
Have a good day!
Works:
none! !
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! ! ! Drunk
Drunk the nectar,
Of love sublime
And visited paradise
Umpteen time
Now drunk;
Vision blurred
Thoughts hazy
Destination unknown
Caught in the whirlpool
And swirled for some time
Now, anchor I set thee
And stop the swirl
No more this life
Drunk in pleasure
Wider vision
Broader horizon
What is me?
My potential?
Undiscovered
Wrapped in cotton wool
Draped in silk
Life a luxury
No more my take
My eyes to my folly awake
Wasting life,
In futile activity
My purpose of life?
I question? ? ? ......
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬`malinikadir¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
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! ! ! ! Did it matter?
Not any more
No, it did not matter
Nothing matters for that matter
The egg shell lay broken
And the chick
Had stepped out
The Shell, egg shell
Symbolic of broken;
Broken boundaries stood
Shattered scattered lay
Chick stood gingerly
Testing perhaps
The strength
Of its dainty feet!
malini kadir
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Rerouted
The moon will remain
In distant sky
And man did land
To gravity defy
Hope will eternal create
Wishing for the impossible
Nearer its hearts desire
Which is but not possible
God may be; did bless!
Bless us with unrest
To strive to acquire
Doing our very best
In doing so; secure
Countless blessings
Rerouted in desire!
Till even distant moon
Near accessible reality!
malini kadir
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! God, give me
God give me kindness in heart,
Let not my fragile ego break
Break in his every word
God let me have the patience to care
let not my love go to pieces
Broken with every verbal blow
God give me the heart to forgive
let not hateful memories, at me snigger
But super imprinted love; let it linger.......
God let me live up to the trust
Responsibilities you placed in me......
Brazen walk the beaten track......
God above all thank you for caring
Enough to give, unasked what I longed for
Bolder let me stick to my yoke! !
amen
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬`malinikadir¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
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!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Pillow mate?
Pillow mate?
Stand I
Letting emotions fall
Unresisting.......
As soft snow flakes
Cover;
Till all emotions are chilled! !
Chilled out! !
Twilight has fallen,
A breeze of tender fragrance
Breathe of cool fresh air.....
Evening winds gentle tend
Soon Moon is out;
In open sky...
The Statue's face is lit up.....
Curtain of darkness
In background
The statue comes alive! !
As if Dreams come true!
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir
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!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! A Warm welcome
A Warm welcome
She gave him
Running into his arms
Slipping her arms around
Hugging him sound
He laughing holds her away
To look deep into her eyes
She; stars in her eyes
Smiles dimpling at him....
As if to ask;
Shall I slip my fingers
To trace my love
On your back
Writing 'I Love You'
In every font I know.....
Till you understand
The magic?
Between You and me?
Till you Whisper
On the nape of my neck
Sweet nothings delicious
And breathe passion
Down my spine
Minutes tick
Till you Kick
The door Shut
A Warmer welcome
Is It possible?
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬Malinikadir¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
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!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! So Didactic She;
So didactic she
Always the Kids first
He was as if last on list
And as if didn't matter a bit!
Oh! how it oft is irritating
Always correcting!
Woman! both torture
And pleasure!
Matrons of stiff virtues
Leave them on shelf with no dues!
Edifying, preceptive, pedagogic! ! !
Heavens; so moralistic and homiletic! !
I say stir clear!
Its all very clear..
No hope here
Not the type, I fear! !
Lets be off,
Off to freedom!
No way in this kingdom-com! !
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬`malinikadir¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
¬¬¬¬¬¬
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Why is it that when you
hurt, I bleed?
Why is it that when you hurt I bleed?
Why don't I just leave all those starchy principles
And call a spade a spade
And be done with it! !
Why must I rise to anger?
Why must your heart hurt?
And build defensive walls?
And be stuck with it?
Then belate lament my hasty words
Then belate wonder how you fare?
And when once again hope springs
And crush it unfair?
Then when I don't Know where you are.....
Then when you are in no contact....
And well deserving too no doubt!
And wish for a second chance.....
.........
Shall I accept it is more?
Shall I accept it is fantasy no more?
And accept I have fallen in love?
And long to love?
Yet words fail me
When the moment knocks....
I fear to open my heart
Once again to love....................hema..................................malinikadir.
-------------------malini kadir
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! The Statue! !
The statue stands
On sands of time
Seasoned by flakes
And by rain
No shelter protective
Statue still stands
Betwixt the thatched roofs of reality
As if a glimpse of a sky scraper.....
Looking up in life;
Ability to stand to resolutions
Betwixt the irony of seasoned living
Art looked up to;
Fine Art; as in the living!
A breath of courage,
Smile; a sip of dashing enthusiasm
Ram rod straight
Yet so fair and creamy smooth
Is as if looking at a pillow friend
Longing is stirred up.......
Betwixt the fall of gentle flakes
Snow white in purity stood
A Statue still.......
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬``
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Await.....to be discovered.....
Await.....to be discovered
Walls may close in...
But Life awaits.........
To be discovered
Will can will
From within walls! !
You can fetter not
Not the soul
Desperate to fly
And its time too
Shall come..........
Love a cosy wrap
But freedom?
Joyous abandon
Where the sky,
The grass beneath
And fresh air...
Free to breathe!
No Shackles of time
No Shackles man made
Just me you and air! !
Perfect pair! !
With no bar...
No care! !
Heavens blessed!
Strange Paradise!
On Earth!
Where busy and brisk
We rewarded for risk
Bask in deep pleasures...
Of Art artfully done! !
Call it poetry!
Call it passion!
Call it Life!
Unravel led secret;
Work to pleasure turned!
Each glorious moment
God's gift besides
What more can the heart request?
All balled into one.
Poetry is Done! !
Smile flirting with lips
Head shall touch the ground!
Mission over!
Let the walls close in...
I am done! !
malini kadir
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Costly Mistake
Your presence has gently washed away
The dark haunting memories
I have slipped back in mind
To years that don’t remind
Of the costly mistake I made
Causes and effects it laid
On my path as thorns
Bleeding feet, path of blood forms
Love like skating shoes I wore
On feet to skate through
And traversed non stop
Till on blind wall I hit
And now flat on my bumps sit
Rubbing my bruises,
The skates still on feet
Life’s run a surprisingly difficult feat
Now; belated I ponder on my wisdom
Wondering; mind set in glorified Random
The sky is the limit; to man’s aspirations
Enthusiasm; the backbone;
Perhaps in its active participation!
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir¬¬`````````
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Distant as eyes see
Distant as eyes see
Peace ripple -less see
For when I seize to vibrate
Ripples seize to form.......
And as knee deep
I stood.....
In murky waters
Not a hint of ripple
Or reflect of the Sun
Pleasant thoughts
Fell asleep......
Bored to tears
When will you,
Will you kiss it awake?
May be not
Let it sleep
Let peace reign!
malini kadir
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Near Impossible! !
Try to put the lid I try often
But Heaven help me..........
Emotions like lava erupt
Non stop! ! ! !
I try to put the lid so often
But God save the man
Emotions red hot and molten
Non stop! ! ! !
I try, with will to press the lid
But destiny has other plans
Like an unmined mountain.....so much within
Stops not! ! !
Try then to deviate and channelize
But mystic air with its flair
For its presence undeniable 'Poetry's flow'
Stops not! ! ! ! !
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir¬¬¬¬¬¬
¬¬¬
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! A Talk......may be....
May be,
May be She spoke much....
Cuts him in mid sentence
And Listened less
Well; not just as much......
May be,
He wishes to express
But she shackles
And stuffs her expectation
Well; down his throat as such.........
May be
He is in dire need
Need of breathing space
And Welcomes distance
Well; not the physical distance as much.........
May be
He needs to assimilate
The situations gravity
But enjoys the risk
Well; may be the thrill and kick as such..........
May be
He is enjoying her
Her very vulnerability
Well; may be the femininity as much.......
May be
She was his dream
His sweet heart of youth
Well; not as much...; . not expressed as such.....
May be
He is her fantasy
She ain't; may be not his
Well; that was then true; now this as much! ! ! !
May be LOVE
In the realms of dreams
May on waking disappear
Well; True of all dreams as such......
malini kadir
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Sucked to the vortex!
Sucked to the vortex
Suckling in native thirst
Stuck with one's own emotions
Succulent this fruit
Stole into the heart
Succour to the wounded
Succession in session
Such joy unprceeded...........
Some one tell me, how I balance?
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Love is reverbrate
Love reverberates in the air!
Beware......or be aware!
Or play with it with care
It is time you share
It’s an affair! ! Sure; take care! !
Love is in askance
Passion it darkens
Or for simple play larkers
It is time you too harkin!
It’s an affair! ! If I am not mistaken! !
Love is within your lime light
So don't treat it light!
Or if it hugs you straight!
Take it in arms to delight!
It is time you take it home; right?
It is sure, going to colour future bright!
malini kadir
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Much learning done on the idle roads
Much learning done on the idle roads
Idle roads of laziness….
Learnt of how different creatures
Live on earth…..
How for some money works
While they while away
Time in laziness…..
Learnt of some who bend backwards
Backwards to sponge;
Learnt how people
Sell them …themselves for
Daily bread…..
Learnt how Ego Satin clad
Man tend to err
Learnt father and son
Or for that matter
Daughter and mom
May stand on
Opposite sides of the
Tennis court
Little knowing
'Like poles repel'
And they too
Reflect the same…..
Met man and woman
Who paired…. together?
In Indian way
Walk together
But miles apart
Learnt of empathy
Across Nations
On the tip of pen
Learnt Failure
Catches up with you
You too! ! !
If you loiter
On this beaten track
Soon find
You get run down
By Heavy vehicles
With certain Cargo
And ultimately
Catches up with you
Does Mr. FAILURE
To keep pungunt company!
………………………………………hems
malini kadir
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Does true love ever die?
Two souls as soul mates on journey
World their colourful canvas
They love, live, strive, progress
When one can read the others eyes
Does one but even words need?
Joys of living; encapsulates love...
A special joy unique.....
Each may his own life live...
But when the invisible thread of love binds...
What more can the heart crave?
Soul mates in inner union...
Worldly pressures separated....
Live life as one should
For love here is transformed in sheer vibrations...
Universally expressed and transmitted......
Feelings too deep for words to express
Yet, its mystic 'joy indefinable! '
malini kadir
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Tough
Tougher the Nut
Stronger the Hammer
Chisel at work
Keeping company!
Joy the job
Fun the company
Enthusiasm the spirits
Team the effort! !
Call the Effort
Tall the need
Pious the spacing
Excellency the challenge! ! !
malini kadir
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Dots and Dashes
Dots and dashes
The one and zeroes
Language decoded
Computer encoded
Man in pursuit
Science in parachute
Falling to solid ground
Fulfilling quests solid
Dreamers, visualizers
Planners and executors
Each inter related
As reality is created!
Seals the superiority
Of team work creativity!
Time and again
It is always a gain!
Between the breath and pause
Life all Alive
Duality day -night complementing
Life woven alive! !
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Loved and lost
Sheer sense of unexplainable loss
Filtered through her very bones........
A desperate need to see him
Just once,
Let her eyes feast on him.......
So great her longing...............
Is this love?
Shaken by the very intensity;
walked out,
Walked on and on and on........
Till bones felt like lead;
And senses numbed
To stillness,
Vacant, blank
Eyes unseeing
The need to feel the arms
Wound around,
Oh! if he would;
Just open his arms wide.....
She would child like
Run into it.......
They did'nt need,
Words any more
She knew his heart
He knew hers........
Love, this eternal
Till death parts them.........
But arms are opened wide
When you meet,
not when you part........
``````````````````````````````````````malinikadir`````````````
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! There is a knock at the door?
Yes! There is a knock at the door!
Who could be at the door?
At this hour;
So early! !
Not the milk man
No too early
Not the Postman
No surely
The vendors start
Only later in the day
Who could it be?
So early! !
Not the maid servant
Not the gardener
Not the Iron man either
Too early! !
Shall I have a peep?
Or is it too risky?
The knock is insistent
And surely
Fear griping her heart
The dawn is just at its start
Pale the sky through the window
Paler she; surely! !
Knock, knock! Not again! !
She opens the door
Palpitation severe
And guess who?
He was at the door
Her heart in mouth….
Eyes wide…no words found!
No; Not too early……
Just too unexpected
After all these years
Then… … again why?
Was it for a fresh start?
Surely it was all over
Over for good between them
The glint in his eyes
Sent chills down spine purely! !
At Dawn, it dawned late
In this precipitated early hour
www.PoemHunter.com - The World's Poetry Archive
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He always preferred the dawn
Even way back, those early days………..
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Does it really matter?
Does it really matter?
Does anything really matter?
We are here for just a life time
And such a little while...
So much to excel
So much to learn
So much to do
To rightly discern!
Strive with balance
Lest we topple
On gravel ground!
And only with death
Our imprints imprint!
And tell you what
Even that,
The next tide
Will erase
Have you ever?
Glanced over your shoulders?
As you walk away
Walk away from the Sea;
On the sands behind? ?
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
¬¬¬¬
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! .Will you wait for me by the sandy shores?
Will you wait for me by the sandy shores?
Wait for me, when sun goes down?
All duty is done
And I ready for some fun
Wade to you
Through the shallow waters
Knee deep in soggy mud's,
Still determined, to reach you?
Longing for a glimpse of you
For its ages since we met
And ages more
Since we conversed
Modern ages
Cellphone rage
Connect as never before
But life is still......empty perhaps
Respected on principle's ground
I old values imbibed
Unable to leave go.....
Yet my soul mate
I long to date
Spend the evening
With peaceful peace....
By the riverside
Just you and me
No umpteen pressures
In between
And I shall; rest my head
On thy lap
Tranquil breathe my last
For ages shall be passions past
But what matters is;
I did find you
At last!
This soul shall,
quite rejoice
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir¬¬¬¬
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Await.....to be discovered
Await.....to be discovered
Walls may close in...
But Life awaits.........
To be discovered
Will can will
From within walls! !
You can fetter not
Not the soul
Desperate to fly
And its time too
Shall come..........
Love a cosy wrap
But freedom?
Joyous abandon
Where the sky,
The grass beneath
And fresh air...
Free to breathe!
No Shackles of time
No Shackles man made
Just me you and air! !
Perfect pair! !
With no bar...
No care! !
Heavens blessed!
Strange Paradise!
On Earth!
Where busy and brisk
We rewarded for risk
Bask in deep pleasures...
Of Art artfully done! !
Call it poetry!
Call it passion!
Call it Life!
Unravel led secret;
Work to pleasure turned!
Each glorious moment
God's gift besides
What more can the heart request?
All balled into one.
Poetry is Done! !
Smile flirting with lips
Head shall touch the ground!
Mission over!
Let the walls close in...
I am done! !
malini kadir
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! WELL! ! HE DID IT! ! ! !
When the moods were in passions grip
And the moon was out of reach
The clouds in the sky
Took care to drench him
And Quench! ! !
He walked under the umbrella
Be late when he recalled
Its existence in his case
The breeze naughty
Still played! ! !
He crossed for cover
And Safe reached his tower
And looked up to see
The smiling face of moon
Just peeping! ! ! !
The magic of the moment
Made him loose count
Of the seconds slipping
As he stepped into the escalator
Slow strip! ! !
And smooth he landed
Almost with no grip
Glancing at his wrist watch
All alert with efficiency
Now brisk! ! !
Moods and umbrella
All packed off for the time being
Mind tuned in to jet pace
Ever present in the present
His Way! !
Well.....He did it!
How well...He did it! !
OH! well just had to do it!
Keep pace; And space! !
The Clouds sympathized! ! !
His moods with him................
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬`
Tell me how it feel to be in your shoes.......
Some thing; like this man in the poem?
malini kadir
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Emotional nitwit?
She came to pour
Her pail of loving emotions
She perhaps emptied it
A wee bit fast
And non stop perhaps
But the container;
Nearly empty.....
Now perhaps
Nothing more to give
No more words to express!
She stands disheveled
And partially wet
What instincts
Chased her to
this end?
Perhaps unknown!
As ShakespeareOft did say!
'Destiny driven! '
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Fun I have in verses thine
Fun I have in verses thine
Dance with words I do
Play with feelings plain...
And you keep the sick sane
life is 'silken love in embroidery'
The roses red...
And grasses green
in it me with my love
In happy conversation seen
Entwined I with dedication
Not with any compulsion
Poetry flows from heart within
And keeps my ailing heart dipped in..
.
In Serene Waters of tranquil bay
As in fallacy I dip and sway
and play my guitar of music
It sends pain away; sick! !
Bring rich hopes to the lonely
and gentle Kisses the weary
To cheery bear their heavy burdens
and help them Life live
Each day a wee bit brighter...
Each minute a wee bit merrier
Seconds in joyous laughter
With heart really lighter!
Poetry bay
Come on I say
Let’s celebrate it!
Give ourselves a treat!
For out in streets
In Heat and dust
Of traffic terrific
Find in poetry Magic! !
Soothes the soul
Pacifies the angry
Gives multiple new rays
Of hope from dismal days! !
malini kadir
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Hunt
Hunt the glade of your heart
And find a nook for twosome fare
Shunt the busy pressing pressures
And find a wee spot for me to treasure
Let us together plant a seed with care
And not allow time old excuses any wear
To let this relationship go to seed
This with aching heart I plead
For the years apart did take toll on heart,
This heart did bleed; in regretful minutes
Let not dry ego part us any more
And make you in anger show me the door
Let us as time permits
Share; no we are no hermits
Of this we can be sure
Yet; let’s strive for portals pure! !
What more can I say
And then; in what way to say?
So that you change the direction
Of thoughts-sail to loving benediction!
malinikadir`
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! The Chick
The chick to break the shell
Must some effort within itself take
Then the Sun
Shining from between clouds
Warmed it enough to hatch!
And Shell broken
Into two
The Chick majestic
Trotted out! !
Man must some effort himself
Striving make to break out
Out of his shell of fears
Then the lord almighty
Seeing his effort
Might forces
Send to act
You too
May majestic walk
Head held high! !
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬`malinikadir¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬`
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^An answer to my sincere prayer
An answer to my sincere prayer
After having longed to hold his miniature
In my arms, longed to have him play
As every woman must long… always; ever
The efforts of fasting, offering prayers
As if it was the only end to joy
As if nothing could add meaning to life
No joy greater than a toddler in diapers
Yet, this bundle when delivered
Was full of laughter and fun
Loved to tease and take me in circles
Following his crawl…he. swiftly travelled
About the house, with a naughty childish cranky instinct
As time went by, absentminded ness of you a remind
Even his joy of teasing, you in miniature find
His sparkling wit and eyes with devilish glint
Naughty! Active super charged bundle of joy born
Filled my days and my nights in loving care
Separating from you a heavy heart does remain
But years have flown and you have grown ……….
malini kadir
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Await to be discovered(II)
Await....to be discovered,
By you Angel of Death
I live this life...
As given by lord
Taking readily all
All that comes my way.....
And to each moment
I give......Colour
To my best....
zeal for life!
Love of music!
Love of poetry
The spoken word.....
And do my duty to my beat
Of thudding heart!
Yes! manners from the heart!
And pass through day
As flexible as possible.......
Give or take!
It was love that made us
Love it is that saved us
Living with a song on my lips
And dance in my feet!
Errant a girl
Errand complete....
Peace of duty well done!
Await to leave
Leaving it to chance
Waiting with no fear
Awaiting to be discovered
By you Angel of Death!
`````````````````````````````````````````````malinikadir
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Dots and Dashes
Dots and dashes
The one and zeroes
Language decoded
Computer encoded
Man in pursuit
Science in parachute
Falling to solid ground
Fulfilling quests solid
Dreamers, visualizers
Planners and executors
Each inter related
As reality is created!
Seals the superiority
Of team work creativity!
Time and again
It is always a gain!
Between the breath and pause
Life all Alive
Duality day -night complementing
Life woven alive! !
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! For this heart to Sing again!
(Morally Downhill trip may be)
Journey downhill squirt
From bad to worse perhaps
In hearts a real journey
A steady upward curve; sprint
So steady and unbelievable,
So fascinatingly new this experience
Some what hesitant to discontinue
Surprising though, unexplainable
Young the heart, as if again
Joyful sang within despite hurdles
You must tell me, how you feel
For this heart to sing again
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! For years I wrote
In prose I wrote
Filled pages and pages
But achieved no end
Story remained incomplete
Then I gave in to God's wish
And he gave me
Gave me more, perhaps
More than I could Handle
Busy I became
And with lack of time
Prose Poetry Became
Years flew
Then the man of my Fantasy
Grazed my door step
Poetry Reality Became!
``````````````````````````malinikadir``````````````````````````````
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Let music fill your mind
Let music fill your mind
And each word you hear
Remind.....................
Off color, off beat, a track!
Drum beet to heat
Remind.............
Let every picture you see
Flicking through ads
Remind.................
Let the breeze through
The open window gentle....
Remind...........
Let the satin cushions
And Velvet carpets
Remind...........
Let the fragrance of jasmine
Nostalgic to your nostrils
Remind.............
Then when you call it a day..
Behind closed eyes let me
Come to mind! !
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! PASSING SHADOW
Catapulted by destiny,
A stone throw away
from hub of modernity
into backwaters
time tested I recline
A launch pad in life graph
to fledglings of mine
your passing shadow
from distant past
at my doorstep
lit my features
a lilt to my voice
in joy pure
your words.........
'i am proud of you'
says it all...
doubtful if anyother
voice of past
has this ability
a passing shadow
at mid-morn in mid-life
your unchanged charm,
and casual teasing
lingers in heart
with reminiscent fragrance
---hems
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Searching for peace!
Searching for peace
In the Chaos of living
Like searching for needle
In backyard hay stack!
When the mean must be
Attentively Strengthened
And details accurately
Organized...Preplanned
For the respect follows
When you organize
And systematic execute!
Your will to win....
Peace, Lasting peace
Lies in balance
In self acceptance.....
Acceptance of reality
Your passive potential
Vital tool your control
Control on your senses
Your self discipline
Stop the self blame game
Stop! ! Don't sabotage
Your system inwards
Environment maketh man! !
You are a product!
Of your environment....
Give better environment
To your off springs.....
Pristine principles fine
But life is a boom-a - rang
So take care what you give
For it will come round......
Or be prepared to face
The inevitable......
Same laws of nature
Universally applies!
Peace must begin
In every soul within
Needs met and fulfilled!
Laws and processes.......
Part and parcel
Carrot and stick
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Ups and downs
Today's and tomorrow!
Peace lies in pause
Betwixt hard work
And committed toil
To all living in this soil! ! !
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! The Grave yard in Church shade......
This grave yard lies
In the shade of the tall Church
Silent.......
Marble Stones with epitaphs
Bold, black
The world of death
Yet life swirls with bell chimes
At the church in choir times...
Sermons loud
Bible sound
Ages prodded
Truths profound
Youth gives not a dime
Ebbs and flows with life energetic
Eulogize with bouquets 'Life'
Colourful, gay joyful he
For in present lives; you see...
Entering this world,
This Church
Baptized citizen;
Exits the rear end
Grave yonder with time........
The bough low bends;
With winds shake
Blooming blossoms
Cover the marble...
Life static
You transitory! !
Changes static
Pains temporary! !
Rejoice! ! !
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Why there is pain?
There is pain
When any heart
Rigid believes
I am Chaste, correct
I have a right to;
It is rightfully mine....
Fills with rage
Of age old Ways
Jump of wrong conclusions
Punishment without trail in sessions
But when you agree
Fine, I am all you say and more
Why argue?
Why fight
Of course you are right
Always right
There is pain
When any heart
Rigid believes
No problem!
Does it really matter any ways?
No! It matters not!
Only when I deny
And to angry protest jump
You can your anger project
And the vicious circle
Can endless; go on!
There is pain
When any heart
Rigid believes
No, no more
Back waters if,
Sea is lagoon waters
Waters, from live seas
Having entered;
Secluded into inland ways
Has its waves lost!
Sea takes the shape;
Shape of the contained space
To be Lagoon defined!
But Purpose?
Above board!
There is pain
When any heart
Rigid believes
True joy
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Lies in selfless giving
Life is not in possessing
Life is in leaving go
Life is not in narrow dimensions
Life is in open skies....
Leave it be
Every one has a birth right
To believe what he will!
Leave them be
Truth is transparent white!
There is only pain
When any heart
Rigid believes
Sea water salty perhaps
Still waters?
Gathers moss perhaps
Lake waters?
Stagnant perhaps
River water
Ever on the run
Angles differ yet;
Reflects sunlight all!
Opinions will also differ
Each man
Is perhaps limited
Unlimited in abundance
Blinded by brighter lights
Still perhaps visions limited!
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬`malinikadir¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Dip in holy waters..........
Dip in holy waters..........
Men,
Shivering after their dip......
Water glistens, dripping
Hands in salute
Each in his best expressions
Of religious, dedication sincere.....
They flocked in thousands
And with the first rays of sun,
At Dawn,
Fawn a perhaps, eager puppies
To their, master.......
Front paws held up
Faithful.............
Is mankind?
`¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬ malinikadir
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Find your peace?
Find
Find
Find
Find

your peace in sane and safe deeds?
it in the Luke warmth of stagnant waters?
it in age old wine under the stars?
it any where but in my arms

You walk tall in disdain
And leave me hankering in pain
Find
Find
Find
Find

peace in sane and safe deeds?
it in the casserole after a session of baking?
it in the quilt after a winter in intricate embroidery?
it any where but in my arms

You walk tall in business
And leave me to my home and mundane business
Find
Find
Find
Find

shall I a warm heart in you?
shall I a little wet corner in hard and bitter you?
shall I a passion buried in busy tracks in making ends meet?
myself in your arms shall I ever?

You walk tall with pride
And leave me to my day, I shall wait...endless hugging Hope!
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬`malinikadir
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! He is playing with me
He is playing with me
And have no doubts; my lord!
He toys with me around
And fans my interest; proud!
Brings out my poky pines
Into defensive play strains
Leaves me bristling
Always awaiting
Seasoned he plays
Enjoys his days
So much in control
On nerves he takes toll
My beloved god's gift
Why still? Is this then a rift?
malinikadir
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Hey Partner, what is up?
Hey partner, what is up?
Tell me why this wait for sup?
Meal on the table simple
Did without you turn drub-sample.....
Tell me, have you changed
Changed your mind, exchanged?
Your time; Value in gold!
Business and meal in one rolled?
Have you your mate forgotten?
Or finally decided ill- gotten?
You have left me lamenting
And in anger fermenting...........
A call I did expect otherwise
But I guess I am not very wise
Must take your advice
And live aloof like-vice
Hey Partner, of happy days
Come take heart and say.....
Make time for your thistle soft
Lost I without your feathered tuft.....
You and me complementary whole
For can you visualise the thistle seed's role?
Without… light feathers; Afloat in air?
Journey through life; without you? Most unfair! !
malinikadir
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! I don't know
I don't know friend
If this will last till the end
Yet with sun down I spy
Gathering darkness in dull sky
Mute I walk into home
Dinner as I prepare some
Wondering if you too fared well
If your day too did sail off well
Years may distant part
Days may keep us apart
Worlds ours in different way
Yet who can deny, thoughts sway?
Hug your kids, do you?
And enjoy playing daddy too?
Hope music in your heart plays
And gladness you find in little ways
Things worth doing, never easy
Things easy doing, never worthy
Distance is a two sided coin
It does help hearts again join!
Space gives times for leisure thought
Time heals wounds life brought
Years feel none, as time stills
Love is ecstasy as emotion spills!
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Like cascading waterfall
Like cascading waterfall
From mountain edge
Her emotions spilled, non stop
Ephemeral delight!
He could sense it
Read it, feel it
Just out of reach
Spray drenched stood he
Chill and Cool....
Awakened! ! Alive!
His open lips water droplets catch
On its flow down.......
Arms lifted to keep;
water out of his eyes
He simply let it flow.......
Natures natural cascading waters
Pure, pristine and crystal clear! ! !
His matted chest
Hair curled and plastered
Water glistened in sun rays reflect!
His smile musing..........
One with nature!
Silent.
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Strange
Strange
That dreams clamor
No more to remind
And ask of you
To go find
You wonder where
The zeal went
For you smooth sail
Like Prairie Chicken
With wings folded
Strangely
Part of; the parcel?
When Cheese
On mud thrown
The rats taste it
And what is left
Is as brown as the mud!
Strange yet true!
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! The book of mystery,
The book of mystery,
life!
Omnipresent its
Writer! !
He was a spark
That gave life;
Multiple meaning!
They all say
It is him
The Omnipotent!
He Shepherd's his
Sheep(US as well)
Through life
Not by giving us lectures
No, but experiences
Life we long
To be a bed of roses
But we have to tred
The thorns as well....
Roses fragrance to life
Thorns the lessons
Tailored for us
To strengthen,
Teach or inspire us
The book of mystery,
life!
Omnipotent its
Writer!
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! The beats of loving hearts
The beats of loving hearts
Synchronize to music of there own
Perhaps in deeper recess starts
Have you till today felt it when alone?
For this music is heard better in solitude
As silent we listen one with nature
When words not needed with any fortitude
As eyes meet and still...sweet torture
At long last; for this moment to last
Last for ever, each heart quickens in beat
You feel you are long way past?
No; love when it touches you always a treat!
Age it defies, time it does fly
It is almost a physical vibrancy
So exuberant one feels; sly
With a thrill of new urgency
Fills ones being with longing
To the presence of the other
In a pretext or the other trying
And of the world, it of little bother! !
So immersed in the other
For the minutes he does hunger
Something natural rather
Wishes the heart to linger.....
Special beats of loving hearts rather
Mundane tasks all forgotten
Have you experienced it brother?
Well, then you have into love gotten! !
malinikadir
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Time to send in the clowns
Time to send in the clowns
For the script is getting serious,
And Life is getting tedious
Humor in uniform
Is tonic town!
Tonic of no alarm......
Laugh your woes away
Who lives the ideal way?
Each must his burden bear
Some have heavier loads I swear!
Come join the fun
Clowns are on the run
Lets all dance with the music!
Learn from jolly fellows logic!
Come join the girdle of friendship
And let home waters reach in this ship!
Life is what you make it
And joys; your choice, take it!
Learn to laugh at yourself
It does good mainly to yourSELF!
Shelf your self
And look about
Your bout of moods
A tonne of shiploads
Will disappear
In shame sheer!
See the sky
See the blooms
Smile a while
Easy baby
I care for you!
Said the clown!
And Smiles broke out!
Through the tears
On its walk out!
Time for clowns
Time for fun
You and I
Always fun!
Time to send in the clowns
For the script is getting serious,
And Life is getting tedious
Humor in uniform
Is tonic town!
`¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬`
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Dew on Petals
Dew on Petals
Catching light did delight
Then heat rose...
As Sun came higher;
On the eastern sky.......
It disappeared....
Evaporated?
In thin air?
But memories left
In rainbow colours! !
Mist; shall I await thee?
Will you again
Dew rain lovingly
On my Petals
Said the Rose
In misty mystic morn, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Raw the nerves!
Raw the nerves
Raging the fire!
Ransom this surprise! !
Regales this kidnapper
Rugged my breath!
Rating my soul?
Rust in Saffire?
Reel in real world! !
Raw and naked
Rate or read!
Rhyme or chime!
Reason and season! ! ! ! !
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Turbulent
Turbulent my longing!
Deeper than the dark Arabian Sea
Denser than Dead SeaTurbulence more terse!
It is Vaster than the Pacific
Can I be more spacific?
Will you Say those three words of love
And give this Flame
A more dignified name?
For Love it is,
Can you say it?
And put to death
This pining within?
Burning, hurting within?
Let peace like butterfly touch
This heart is proud so much
Then see the melting mass she is;
Surprise you will be to still find this!
Are you out of shyness or pride;
Afraid to betray?
Say those loving words today;
Until after death you wish to
Speak in epitaph!
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Why there is pain?
There is pain
When any heart
Rigid believes
I am Chaste, correct
I have a right to;
It is rightfully mine....
Fills with rage
Of age old Ways
Jump of wrong conclusions
Punishment without trail in sessions
But when you agree
Fine, I am all you say and more
Why argue?
Why fight
Of course you are right
Always right
There is pain
When any heart
Rigid believes
No problem!
Does it really matter any ways?
No! It matters not!
Only when I deny
And to angry protest jump
You can your anger project
And the vicious circle
Can endless; go on!
There is pain
When any heart
Rigid believes
No, no more
Back waters if,
Sea is lagoon waters
Waters, from live seas
Having entered;
Secluded into inland ways
Has its waves lost!
Sea takes the shape;
Shape of the contained space
To be Lagoon defined!
But Purpose?
Above board!
There is pain
When any heart
Rigid believes
True joy
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Lies in selfless giving
Life is not in possessing
Life is in leaving go
Life is not in narrow dimensions
Life is in open skies....
Leave it be
Every one has a birth right
To believe what he will!
Leave them be
Truth is transparent white!
There is only pain
When any heart
Rigid believes
Sea water salty perhaps
Still waters?
Gathers moss perhaps
Lake waters?
Stagnant perhaps
River water
Ever on the run
Angles differ yet;
Reflects sunlight all!
Opinions will also differ
Each man
Is perhaps limited
Unlimited in abundance
Blinded by brighter lights
Still perhaps visions limited!
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬`malinikadir¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Wonder what future holds!
You have left deep marks in me
That gentle love must erase....
Try as I would, to forget you and stride
You slip back in mind with ease
I long to be gathered in love
Umpteen times of love reassured
Till time; each wound does kiss away
You have the subtle touch assured...
It does gentle fondle me
And with grace of God
I accept my vulnerability
Await you still my lord.....
Life is game of give and take
As chill touches as snow flakes
I shivering wait for warmth sake
As you, busy as ever cross lakes
To distant lands, fortunes make
I with longing watch the ways
Hope flutters, with each boat in sight
I wonder what future holds these days! !
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Is life a two sided coin?
Life is a two sided coin always
When I picked up one
Unnoticed the other side came
Part and parcel
And Oh! I said, 'but I did not ask for this'
Life smiled at me and said,
But child you dearly wanted that!
And This comes with That always! ! !
Oh! I said the brighter side was so inviting
I did dearly ask, no desired it! !
So shortsighted, dazzled by it,
The darker side slipped in unnoticed! ! !
And as Sea and Sky appear to meet
In all distant horizons! !
So does life; greener pastures always find
The other side of the flowing river....
Yet, does the sky and Sea really meet?
Does the problems and their solutions;
Always mate?
Backlash errors, common error
So, that's life; have no needless mirror! !
Reflecting false visions
Look straight in the eye
And let reality Blink;
Blink and step back in haste
When your grit visible...;
You keep walking, walking.....
Straight on, on towards your goal! !
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! The long wait!
Crushing his heart,
To a spoonful of words
He let love peep;
His words drops of honey
Leaving delicate,
Hints positive
To reinforce
Positive strokes
With accustomed practice
Man in his maturity
Reality has wrapped
Him into an entity unknown
Perhaps; yet deeper the bond
Even in this Band wave
Just let me be, 'me 'always
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! HIS TO PLAY BALL?
She was his to play ball
It was bliss, heaven with her
Watching shy emotions
Wash through her.......
She was his to play ball
Raw as he senses it!
He enjoyed his power;
Washing her.......throughly
She was his to play ball still
She had hurt him in early days.........
But, soggy in deep waters
Wash; throughly needing now.......
She was his to play ball yet;
Today she lay sapless in his arms......
Wilting......his.....Love; .
Washed in love, softly his......
She was his ball to play
Crystaline! Even today rays reflecting...
His; Eternally his! !
Washing nobler emotions in him! !
She was game to play ball
He felt his power stirring........
Smiling; He pushed her aside...
Washing emotions within
She was his to play ball now or never! !
Hell! His life was his to live...
And Strided out of doors........It effected him,
Washing emotions for ever!
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Search
He would rather;
She did the searching
Searching all alone?
Perhaps a balm
To his bruised ego?
Perhaps he is finding
No time, to stake
But longs for this subtle sway;
He likes her ways perhaps
yet, let us not
The guessing game play
Anymore.....
Search she was doing
Wishing to his heart
Discover!
In his own voice
his love
Spoken, given..............
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! The Sunflower
The Sunflower shall tilt
And with infinite infatuation
Face turn up to the Sun
Morn to night
Every day
Through out its life
But the Sun
Un touched by its devotion
Shall distant glow
Spreading warmth
Impartial
Impartial to all
That is as nature
Destined it be
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! ! ! ! ! ! Good morning! !
So how goes life?
In the fast swirls....
Of private sector?
Hope the wings of imagination
Spreads its self
On the canopy
Of your work place
And the creative energy released
Enhances your lateral
Thinking, and problem solving skills......
I see you walking briskly,
Fresh and bright this morning...
Hope heaven showers its
Choicest blessings
On my heart's King!
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! ! ! ! ! ! Laden my heart today
Laden my heart today
For my life graph's picture
Quaint; that it story,
Like appears in curve structure
Laugh I do with satire
As I; as usual retire
For what pride held me high
I have now bid goodbye
I feel a shame,
At the waywardness
I am projecting
Loosing faith in my goodness
Tell me my heart
Why this displays start
Tempted I am
Invitation free
But when was the easy way
Consequence free?
The pleasure today
Will bear shadows too
Who will bear it one day?
Destroyed already so!
Ashes remain here
And each will blow it
For it is easy blowing mere
Pity shunted to self pity's pit?
Tell me my heart
Why displays must start
As if fourteen years,
Of imprisonment, within dungeons
The blinking prisoners
Steps back, two steps from bright lights

For the prisoner's life accustomed
Reality is stark and dark
For less a burden; hardships custom-ed
Free living harder to embark
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Much like those prisoners shrink back
Am I too, happy in my shadow life?
Do I have no love left or zeal lack?
Unwilling so to live free life?
Tell me my heart
Why this displays restart?
Shall I trusting follow heart?
And plunge into uncharted waters?
Shall I trust this Captain's part?
And entrust myself trustingly for starters?
Is this the eye of cyclone
Like two blade Copter's revolving fan
Does life on the other wing alone
Have more gale or cyclone in destiny's plan?
Is that why the lord has pushed me?
My emotion to intensities to bonds form?
Perhaps he too shall need a strong hand; see?
Lord knows our needs more than us; so be calm!
Tell me my heart
Why this display is on the start?
Shall I place trust in GOD
And believe in him...
Yes, my soul is in unique bond
And this is an unusual whim
I simply feel his love
And he too does mine....
In this den in air alcove
Love is in perpetual shine
If my heart throbs in pleasure
Longing for eternal bonding
So does his for sure
For Loving Lord is infinite longing! !
Tells me my heart
Why this play is ideal for all!
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
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! ! ! ! ! ! Melancholy!
Melancholy I chase thee,
Out of my doors for ever! !
Never to return!
And skip out doors to lightly mingle
And wearing my dimple smile.......
Bring reciprocating smiles...
Brightening there day
As well as mine!
Friends!
Like minded...
Or otherwise;
Clean sweep the air
Dismal air!
And gladness springs
Springs within!
Oh boy!
Is this not fun.....
Lets leave cranky nerves
Well buried! ! !
And..... walk on.......
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! ! ! ! ! ! Muddled
Muddled, meddled, medley man
Whence in my dreams
You skipped in to stand
My hearts heart -rendering screams
Did they your ears reach?
You have skipped into the thoughts
And mess about
I try to re route
Goodness gracious, you pout?
Spoilt in life, live stout
You, bighearted, light hearted
Smiling shine
Sure; it is nay too
Light headed....and true?
I suspect....it is more
But since you say
Keep still
I did spill
In haste, I may
As well; face the music my way!
Muddled, meddled, medley man
Whence in my dreams
You skipped in to stand
My hearts heart -rendering screams
Did they your ears reach?
And beseech?
malinikadir
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! ! ! ! ! ! Rhymes sultry!
Strong The wish
To walk on high roads
Yet, unfit for traffic
Fears terrific
Deep the wounds
Pains specific
Melting anger
Dreams magical
Love is magic
I drown
In its cascading flow
reason left
On sandy shores
lamenting
For heart is sour
And rhymes sultry!
-------------------malini kadir
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! ! ! ! ! Between Was and is.....
Between was and is
Lies oceans
In difference
For innocence
Is maturity
Between Was and is
Lies rivers
In difference
For youthful confidence
Is perpetual self doubt
Between was and is
Lies crossed Chasms
In difference
For Distrust
Is trust
Between was and is
Lies Valley
In difference
For faith
Is faithful
Between was and is
Lies Plains
In difference
For Dream
Is reality! !
Is; IS always better than was
All we need is a pause
To see positive reflections
On the mirror of life!
Better late than never
Adjust the lamenting lens
In the spectacles we wear!
Only here a life time after all! ! !
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬`malinikadir¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
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! ! ! ! ! Knowing the pressures
Knowing the pressures
Life holds for you
Having walked with joy
On stressful highways
With competitiveness
In early days with grit
Today having promised
A glimpse of paradise
In verse words
How will I walk away
I sigh!
My Love in purity
Till date
This bond remains
Still in many ways
The heart does
Peal all ego's
As my inner me
Longs to cradle
Your weary shoulders
And kiss your cares;
Cares away!
Is this Love?
If so
I guess
I LOVE YOU!
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
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! ! ! ! ! My lips for the eyes with tears,
My lips for the eyes with tears
the tender hearts that wades
the deep waters of life
And stumbles perhaps,
In absentminded haste
Which is driven by logic
To leave the artist and art within
Unexplored, unused,
Nipped in bud
Here I offer the lost art
My lips in reverend praise
In understanding of their sacrifice........
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
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! ! ! ! ! Not in a hurry.....
Not in a hurry
To bury
My cherished Love
In chambers of sin
Not after
Painstakingly
Preserving it as gem
In the velvet case
Of my heart
After having left you,
Seeing you in myraid
Shadows and clouds
To have housed
It tenderly with care
For a silver jubillee
Not just to bury
To bury in haste
In chambers of sin
Belittle its value
To bylanes colour?
How can I?
You deserve better;
Better than that
I shall leave the legacy
On the bound pages
Of poetry
For the ages to read
Its tapestry
And soul mates
We shall, for eternity;
Eternity remain! !
But with no stain......
Pure my love
In purity devine
Liquid wine, perhaps
Of the rare Kind!
Lofty ideals mine
My royal red blood
Chose but a fine man
Proud I shall
Him in verses engrave
And on this earth
Poetry leave.............
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬maliniKadir¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
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! ! ! ! ! Peace
Peace
Peace is search
For thee; in my chaotic world
As with each wind I swirled
Wondering if I were a creature
With no mind of my own
With a single dream sown
Too raw to be delivered
Too deep to be forfeited
Too necessary to be debated
Yet; to reality’s pressing claim
I succumb as if tame
But; surely these excuses lame
For deep down seeds
Lie dormant awaiting fertile soil
To its growth as if you were meant to oil! !
And strange peace settles in
As each day I add oil to my lamp
Prayers and effort, as if consistency to Stamp! ! !
Between the waking hours
In between busy working schedule
Words writing, as if in a silent duel
With you, for walking away unconcerned
Demanding right royally, never to do it again
Pleading; for a wit bit in your heart…..for always.
For home is were the heart is
For peace is in this unity
For life is a too short for regret……
And PEACE is for ever
In unconditional acceptance
Acceptance of life, as it is…….
[perhaps this would apply to the Lord for you also,
If you could talk to him as if he were Your best friend,
who walked away from you, when you became busy; otherwise in life]
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! ! ! ! ! Tell me
Tell me friend,
Don't I ever come to mind?
And; of my own.....
Slip into your thoughts
And have you thinking of me?
Tell me friend,
Don't I ever come to remind
Don't you feel like reaching out to me?
And share what’s in your mind?
Tell me friend
Don't you wonder what’s up my end?
And of your own
Slip me into your thoughts
And have you wishing to meet me?
malini kadir
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! ! ! ! Hiding?
Hiding behind the pleated curtain
In the decor of state-Art!
The refrain and disdains certain
I did give age old love a try start
But; tell you what I guess he is too busy
He adds weight-age too much
And living life too seriously to treat it light!
Perhaps withdraws too often as such
Its all uphill the trudge
And hardly much fun
Maintenance a drudge
As extremes is to shun
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
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! ! ! ! If Love is a burden......
If Love is a burden
Lets dropp it
If love feels like
A piece of hot coal
Lets brush it aside
If love is irony
Lets smile at it...........
If love is poetry
Lets flip it away
If love is sultry
Lets air it in the net
If love is caressing
Lets find a special nook
If love is untimely
lets tune it off.........
If love is a wish
Lets wish it true....
If love were a dish
Lets taste it with relish
If love isn't your cup of tea
Its OK! There is oft many a slip
Between the cup and the lip
Lets just have a good day
And give worldly troubles the slip! !
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬! ! .
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! ! ! ! Lovers
Lovers;
Eyes locked
Till distance blocked
Then lips locked
Time stood by
With a sigh!
..........................................hems
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! ! ! ! Man of the world
Man of the world
Herold of passion
Liquid in his veins
Shackled in restrain
Gentle man he;
Me the first girl in his life....
Wish I were the last too
Hopes too high! my heart sighs
Men of the world
Meet so many,
Sophisticate women;
This handsome lion
Shall never be mine......
The biting frost; reality! !
Passes down the spine
A little shiver,
Heart in quiver....
Lips I bite,
Eyes down cast
Shyly depart.........
Yet wishing...
Fare the well! !
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
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! ! ! ! Not that You..........
Hotch potch, medley, and a farrago?
Of course not those in any go...
That is harsh a judgment of self
Your considerate nature manifesting itself
If at all you be called so; in any case
It must your ever adjusting nature, be the case
Where you put others before self
Your generous self manifesting itself
Your ever lasting desire for harmony
And your optimistic shallow surfing-sunny
Where of you dismiss the trivial for larger context
Your mature self manifesting itself, is the rest
A certain chord in your heart
Left to thirst in life's start
Is a sacrifice of certain dreams cherished?
You manifest understanding, missed is missed
When thoughts on similar platform
On the same wavelengths don't perform
A deep discord in inner harmony discovered
Your need manifesting itself, beautifully addressed
Human nature in natural converge..
Not to be listed as sin, in rage
Deeper insight, than the average
Your loving Soul manifesting itself.....in calm leverage
Will in deeper an understanding channalize
And one day a wonderful relationship realize
The deep rooted confidence in you; is you man! !
Your adventurous self manifesting itself, Joyful fun! ! !
Hotch potch, medley and a farrago?
Of course not those in any go...
That is harsh a judgment of self
All in all your fascinating nature manifesting itself! ! !
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! ! ! ! Will I hear from him?
Will i hear from him?
Yes! I shall hear from him
When this yen to hear;
I stuff down the garbage
And walk with my life
And neglect him...
Learn to live
For although,
He is every thing to me
He is not my keeper!
No! I have a life
Golden in its own
Years of toil sown
Now in blossom garden
Still a charming Eden
Full of goodness
My little meaning, full deeds
Filling my days
As I replant new seeds
For better flowers
This Fall......
I lift my fallen spirits
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬``malinikadir¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
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! ! ! ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^My Inner Core
When feelings take a dip
Meanings are in an ebb........
I nose dive to my inner core
And connect as never before
He slowly seeps into my being....
And away flows all negativity! !
Low and behold; joy gentle sweeps....
My faith in you astounds me more....
When I realize my contact with you,
Dates way back......
It is a rapport since childhood I guess!
Amen
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! ! ! ^^^Seeking.......
Seeking.........
Seeking the inner essence of living life in jest
I stumble oft in my quest....,
Faith I imbibed in life
When I learnt to turn to him in strife.....
This lord; he then my friend did become
And oft I to him did speak, he to listen did come...
And As I walk the roads less traveled
He besides me, encouraging words divulged
We as friends in common dialect spoke
We oft in dialectic dialogue; joyful spoke....
And he oft does in jest; test me so.....
Leaves me to puzzle it out; on my own too...
While he askance smiles
His calm self as usual in radiance for miles......
I continue to walk....glancing over my shoulders
And when I do so; careless, just miss the boulders
Oh! ! He cares for me, no doubts,
But he does have these humor bouts! ! !
``````````````````````````````````malinikadir```````````````````
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! ! ! Angry lion
Angry the lion
Strolled and paced
Hugging his secret
Wished in haste
But the nimble Deer;
Scared out of its wit
Ran with fright
His presence escape
Nature At play
The poet in muse
The angry lion
With time
Did persue
Till sorry prey
At his mercy
Real raw nature!

-------------------malini kadir
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! ! ! Asset
Your asset is expecting,
What eventually does happen
Foresight and perception
It is real, really exciting
Your asset is access
What is in environment
Complete utilization, exploitment
Battle of brawn, it stresses
Your asset is flexibility
What ever is need of the minute
Rising up to the situation, mute
What more to say of your ability?
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! ! ! Chasing the bubble Love
Chasing the bubble love
Which reflected colorful images
blowing it harder with excitement
Enjoying the myriad bubbles escaping
From your very own lips
Muse of a poet
In his romance....
Poetry each bubble
Short lives in pages of life
He blows it into the web
And watches the journey high!
Up...Up goes the bubble
Reflecting the Sun
Come lets all have fun!
While it lasts
For it is here and now
Part of today!
Enjoy! !
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬`malinikadir¬````````````
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! ! ! Drops of honey
Drops of honey
I wish to collect
honey is tasty
My taste too,
Tasteful
Yet biting; the sting!
One too many.....
Queen bee
And its family
One too many
Protective,
Defensive they sting! !
Dropping the catch
I long to run away
Swollen my limbs
Where the bee had its say...
Honey combing the beach.....
I wash my hands
In salty waves,
Walk the lonely beach
In my thoughts company........
Well! honey,
Drops of honey
Did draw drops of your blood! !
Laughed I in the irony
Of life, our desires
Our futile pursuits
For little drops of honey! !
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir¬¬¬¬```````````````````
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! ! ! I Challenge thee! !
I challenge thee,
I talk and speak
With fun and joy
I shall my love;
In verses impart
I shall open tell
My love is alive
But to my duty
I shall even stick
Even if it did kill me
I shall be true to it!
I gave my word
I shall live by it
Years they will
Pass us by
I shall to my grave
Go as his wife
Virtue is restrain
Not in absence;
Of temptation
Virtue lies in
Being Faithful
To what reason;
Reason once accepted
Despite all available;
Temptations! !
Human to feel tempted
But Restrain
Shall help in refrain......
I shall walk today
As yesterday
Virtue here is
Sticking your guns
To duty! bound
Despite all;
All temptations!
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬``````malinikadir¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
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! ! ! I long to hear the lie,
I long to hear the lie;
From your lips
That you so easy say
As if I would not spy
The loose ends
In your next sentence
Know your cautious
Non committal nature
Fearing responsibility
Is this you?
Know; my love
This is not you...
Why must you hide?
Hide from me?
Your real needs?
Do you fear,
I am still fragile?
Years have stiffened me...
I can understand
Understand your needs better,
Share with me;
Will you.....
My heart shall accept
You as you are..
And not needless
Make demands
Open up my love
I long to hear,
Share your soul
let us become
Soul mates! !
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
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! ! ! Let us not
Let us not
Let us not,
Fetter the responding soul
In the chains of relevancy
In the mundane grips of activity
Killing its very essence,
Perhaps by bending it to fit
Do we loose its natural effervescence?
The birds, we love for its lofty flight
The Rose for its fragrance
Birds in captive is a shadow of its real self
A rose plucked from its stem withers.......
Each has a nature of its own
And in it lies the beauty
Its Original beauty perhaps
Let us then; learn to love
All that nature splendid provides...
Never craving to posses
For by possessing it
We perhaps shell it
bit by bit
Till it dies.......
Confined! !
LOVE IN IT'S COFFIN (prematurely)
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! ! ! Life is smooth sail
Life is smooth sail
In high waters tide
A clean sweep
Of emotions glide
As almost in mid life
As in mid stream
My life boat sways
To the waves as in dream
The rainbow ends of reality
Colouring ones sight
Not a pretty picture really
But will do, worth its weight
For all the turns taken
I regret none at all
And happy laugh at myself
For life is a merry time at the Ball
malinikadir`
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! ! ! Loggerheads at dawn!
Logger heads at dawn?
Off to a wrong start day long!
Why? Asked reason; season! !
Oh! It is just silly;
Wit is half asleep
And not fully awake
Alarm clock just too loud
For; peace it shakes.....
Hands reach out
To stifle the sound
And noisy morns for slapy, slicy start!
Just one of those days
Good night to a bad morning start! !
Whew! Man; limbs feel lead
And head dead
Could it be the late night?
Super state to take the world on! !
Any ways, does one have much a choice?
Not much! Except, cut this noise! !
Drub, till you rub humor
Curb anger, on tongue tip sooner
Darling; bed mate mine, shall we start the day?
Won't you butterfly kiss me, for starters.............malinikadir
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! ! ! Man of the world
Man of the world
Herald of passion
Liquid in his veins
Shackled in restrain
Gentle man he;
Me the first girl in his life....
Wish I were the last too
Hopes too high! my heart sighs
Men of the world
Meet so many,
Sophisticate women;
This handsome lion
Shall never be mine......
The biting frost; reality! !
Passes down the spine
A little shiver,
Heart in quiver....
Lips I bite,
Eyes down cast
Shyly depart.........
Yet wishing...
Fare thee well! !
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
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! ! ! Romance,
Romance in the heart
Passion raging fire
You can call it desire
But it is just the start.......
The Cleopatra Antony pair
May well from their graves sit up
So strong the pulsating vibes light up
For this love is mutual, intoxication in air! !
The souls drawn to each other
Yest er years in heart, still a pair....
Bonds like theirs definitely rare
The waves splash their feet, wet further
The strolling pair at the beach
Arms linked...not, distance between
But sparks electric almost visibly seen
The girl in slant glance did appear to beseech!
The tidal waves washed the shores
And in fear; she hooked her arm
The smile she gave him full of charm
The molten man in feigned detachment, cares....
His arm slips protectively around
And they walk on...on...and on...
In search of privacy, could be sworn;
Distant sands, away from crowd
The waves ebbed away washing the shores
leaving a ripple in the hearts
Sky, sand, sea as Sundown starts
Passion flames flick, watching the stars....
Sea And sand play touch and go
Sky bends down to kiss the sea supple
Sands of grain crushed in gentle tussle
The moon, all his; reflection at sea, just below.......
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬`
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! ! ! SCANT CLAD
Scant clad in warmth of loving words
Longing to be enveloped with, blanket of soothing Love
For the heaven we glimpse in this private moment
Is oft too special for spoken sounds to disturb Love's advent
Where my love, when I with child like wonder live the moment
When the joys, astound me and I travel beyond realms of movement
To float in magical mystic lands; dream like as if in trance
Till you gently lower me, down to earth with your liquid glance
Have we traversed the heights of ecstasy
Perhaps or Is this all your presence in my fantasy?
The souls unite waiting for no invite
Then why any so ever a verbal fight?
Is it that love grows in playfulness
Is it that in this play; love blossoms to fullness?
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir¬¬¬¬¬¬
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! ! ! TenYears later
Your Car may turn
Into my lane
Satiated; then concern
If I were sane
For crasy people
Who live in romance
In sun lit water ripple
Does love in their life chance?
Do they ever dreams fulfill?
Does she love him still?
Does she long to see him till;
Her heart overflows, in free will?
Yes! yes! yes!
The greying temple
And sunken eyes
Still did ! shining eyes an example
Of true love untarnished ! ! !
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! ! ! The witch is back
The witch is back
The witch is back
With the itch to write
To old habits sack
And new ideas pack
Love is an art
Of life it a part
The very start
Till we depart
Progress is wed with mind
Love seated within the heart
The world is kaleidoscope
Of people, colours, sounds and textures
It is but a Delicious, invigorating mixture
All in its primal be.........of necessity
Yet some in sophisticate camouflage;
In it all I spy a basic short sightedness
When means need to be strengthened
The ends are being magnified! !
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! ! ! There is a knock at the door?
Yes! There is a knock at the door!
Who could be at the door?
At this hour;
So early! !
Not the milk man
No; too early
Not the Postman
No; surely
The vendors start
Only later in the day
Who could it be?
So early! !
Not the maid servant
Not the gardener
Not the Iron man either
Too early! !
Shall I have a peep?
Or is it too risky?
The knock is insistent
And surely
Fear griping her heart
The dawn is just at its start
Pale the sky through the window
Paler she; surely! !
Knock, knock! Not again! !
She opens the door
Palpitation severe
And guess who?
He was at the door
Her heart in mouth….
Eyes wide…no words found!
No; Not too early……
Just too unexpected
After all these years
Then… … again why?
Was it for a fresh start?
Surely it was all over
Over for good between them
The glint in his eyes
Sent chills down spine purely! !
At Dawn, it dawned late
In this precipitated early hour
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He always preferred the dawn
Even way back, those early days………..
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
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! ! ! Why is it I feel....
Why is it I feel I have evoked pain?
When I came to impart joy pristine?
Your heart is heavy,
Your pride in stride;
And I for one; would never wish you
To lower your self,
In any manner to lesser respect..
For your majestic pride
Does like magnate draw me.......
Of course You are being you typically
And me the one riding ego's high horse....
Life is too short,
Too short to turn your love away....
Cries my heart....weeps within
Longs to run into your arms
Throwing caution to the winds
Live I to hear you,
So much longing in my bones..
Why then those petty rules?
Let the world,
Speak of You and me
As of Antony and Cleopatra.
Come love,
Hasten to my door
And take me in your arms....
To swim and cavort
In your love
For the remaining of our days..........
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malini¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
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! ! ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^Tasteful Palate
.....
Tasteful a palate
In divine hands
Colours mixed
To artistic bends
Touches, strokes of fine brush
Has painted on canvas
Sparse in strokes; yet to mind
Bringing....images as it was (as never before)
All realities of life
In their blended colours
Whites, greys, multicolored stripes.....
All bottled emotions in poetic flowers!
Delicate fabric of presentation
Entwined figurines in canvas
Erotic, too erotic a picture
Tasteful although it was..........
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! ! ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^Lady will you never learn?
Lady will you never learn;
Life is all about forward gear
And it is foolish to keep looking back
When Paradise is in your reach
Why still you beseech?
Look backward and re-reach?
Research and Reconsider?
Anguish builds.......
When with the maturity of years
You Look back to your innocence....
And lament in self disgust!
If wise we were born
And no folly could be sworn.....
Laughing moments;
May never have caressed.....
And joys may never have filtered
All serious and sensible
Love may never have gentled you....
And happiness never drenched you
All stiff, starchy, Pristine self....
Would have no beauty left,
Left high up on the shelf
With ego for blanket
In your proud mattress
Lonely slept............
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir! ! ! ¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
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! ! ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^Set free
Set free in oceans
Of consolidate buisness
The reserve energy
In solid stealth.......
Changing senario's
Of Changing times.....
Let your imagination;
Surf on lateral....
Thought waves set free.....
``````````````````````````````````````malinikadir! !
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! ! ^^^Ready to picnic? ? Joys in tonne! ! !
A Lilt in the voice
A glint in the eye
Guilt in the game
Lips in sigh!
Where is Sire?
I so admire?
Set me in fire!
Have you no desire?
Shall the maiden game
Today with excuses lame
Begin in poet's flame
Quench to tame?
Meaty meals, spread of the season!
Joyful fruits, .peaches red! ..ice cream season!
Are you game with reason; then listen! !
Lets make it! this the right season! !
All in the spirits of fun?
Are you ready or gonna shun?
Have usual debates begun?
Ready to picnic? ? ? Joys in tonne! ! ! ! ! !
````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````malinik
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! ! ^^Stone heart
Stone heart?
Offcourse not
My beloved
You do thaw...but
Just, that stoic
Sophisticate look
You men do so pride
And my heart shook.....
Within; ..... a quick quiver
As I with cold;
memories shiver.....
And you me enfold
In strong arms
Trying to sooth....
With winsome words
trying to smooth
Ruffles in relationship
But not so easy is it?
Not with this gaint ego
Walking up front is it?
``````````````````````````malinikadir``````````
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! ! Don't Leave me in the dark
Don't Leave me in the dark
In the dark before the rooster cock
Awakens the early lark
Light fires in me....round half the clock.....
Love me....gentle, deep
Into the wee hours of the dawn
Awaken passion's steep
Light fires in me....round half the clock

Clock me in your warmth,
Into the valleys of dark lets go
Testing the limits of passions wreathe
Fires bright dispelling dark....round half the clock
Round half the corners
Crescent and crevice naked stark
Explore the limits under covers
Traverse the peeks.....round half the clock
Don't Leave me in the dark
In the dark before the rooster cock
Awakens the early lark
Light fires in me....round half the clock.....
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! ! Drunk
Drunk in the nectar,
Of love sublime
And visited paradise
Umpteen time
Now drunk;
Vision blurred
Thoughts hazy
Destination unknown
Caught in the whirlpool
And swirled for some time
Now, anchor I set thee
And stop the swirl
No more this life
Drunk in pleasure
Wider vision
Broader horizon
What is me?
My potential?
Undiscovered
Wrapped in cotton wool
Draped in silk
Life a luxury
No more my take
My eyes to my folly awake
Wasting life,
In futile activity
My purpose of life?
I question? ? ? ......
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬`malinikadir¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
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! ! Meet me half way...
Meet me half way will you?
When I shed my shyness
And try to reach you?
Met me you did
When I spoke to you
You were so warm and open
Met me with love?
In the recesses of your heart
But then perhaps it was to flirt
Met me to spend moments in fun
In the open way I did, my love speak off
In between my lines in spoken words
Met me to know how much was true
For your mind my love would not accept
Found it, perhaps insane to cling to past
Meet me after ten years or more
And discover the love still lingering
Perhaps it will then be believable to you......
Meet me half way will you?
Then I shall be shy no more
And shall reach out to you?
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
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! ! Mystic waves of night
Let the mystic waves of night
Fall without sound on heart tight
And stars in sky bring to sight
To spark our enthuse-star and spirits lift!
Let our eyes scan the vast skies above
To float with the clouds, new dreams in tow
Like scattered cloud, family split
We too, perhaps float free, new-age tilt
Changing panorama of night life
Life with lesser peace and more strife
Loneliness a common malady
And of course longing for the lady!
The wisp of night jasmine floats to the nostrils
Bringing sweetheart to mind with all attendant thrill! ! ! !
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! ANGER
Anger like a tempest
An Unpredictable, uncontrollable pest
Leaves in its wake destruction
And is further fanned by obstruction
It begins at the seat of the heart
Deep sense of injustice; wells up its start
Fumes can be seen for miles around
And its violence felt by all in the surround
Children are needless ambushed perhaps to subservience
Subordinates to speedy action to ones need and convenience
In the rut of anger, blinded in its fiery smoke
Judgments, opinions, actions wrong provoke!
Anger a mask worn, perhaps to vulnerability hide
Anger is left high and lonely with no one at its side
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
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! Empowered! !
Empowered by acceptance
Geared by choice
Free to voice
I take liberal my stance
My Poems a hunt
And my efforts no stunt
Reaching the verse
Touching hearts as I oft re-verse
Look to touch many a soul
Have in words bared the soul
Inner conflicts, their role
Play majestic to enroll
Each of these poetry found
Reach out far and beyond
Of dead emotions,
And live notions
In a benediction
Soothing balm, like lotion......
Some in rhetoric; powerful voiced
Full of strong flow of rage, fire dished!
Does these rank as poetry?
Of late I believe it is! ! ! a good try!
With the flow of comments
I thank you ! ! it our friendship cements! !
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! I thank thee
I thank thee my lord
For having given me love
Love so pious and so strong
Bloomed it late in my heart perhaps
Yet the blooms effervescent
I thank thee my lord
For giving me a lovely home
Children so warm and good
Bloomed early in my garden they did
Yet the blooms effervescent
I thank thee my lord
For this beautiful home
So much to do and care for
Blowing winds strong! seeds drooped in it....
Yet the blooms effervescent
I thank thee my lord
For their individuality
Each so different in the nature
My blooms they glow with angry strength and co lour
Yet the blooms effervescent
I thank thee my lord
For giving me a flaw
For it has taught me humility
And given me seasoning pain
My blooms they make me my pains forget
Yet in youthful flamboyance; effervescent lovable!
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
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! Life is full of opportunity;
Life is full of opportunity,
Look around.....
Well said, friend mine
Just right in this surround! !
We oft are so engrossed
Inwards with our trivia
Till the world is extinct
Perhaps to our visions dear...
Dear me, how foolish
How too sheer-silly
Lets make amends
And get involved
Think of others
In worse situations
Walking, taking in stride
Life for whom is easy play? ? ?
Each must toil, strive his own way....
Try to reach up, as best he can
In his unique situation
His is the unique decision
Walk tall, with resolute stride
I shall! as I abide by you.......
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir¬¬`
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! Lotus
Lotus like boats afloat
On this water pond
Droplets of dew
On the petals found
Crystiline, pure
Sparkling multifacet
Golden shine
Sunrise God sent
Slant light
Dew Reflected.....
Watching it
Me deflected
My walk
Brisk trot to stroll
My thoughts;
Musing took toll.....
Lotus like afloat
On this world found
Little droplets too; inspire!
Breathing freshness around
A poet’s faith renews
Magical poise
Life's awareness
Its free choice! !
```````````````````````````````````MaliniKadir
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! No! How can you?
No! How can you?
No! Surely not!
Can not let, daisy die!
Can not leave this daisy;
Wild; on the wayside..
Left for passers-by to wonder
Why this waif
Is out in open
Did a seed catch the wind?
And did the soil
Wet with torrid temper rains
Find this daisy?
And did with impulse of moment
Water with care?
And let daisy grow?
Now when almost past full bloom
Lost its glow
Left to droop alone?
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬`malinikadir
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! Sensitive
Sensitive to her needs
So very diplomatic
His mode and tactic
Entwined in her soul
For ever, ever more
She simply did adore
And no use holding poll
Her vote was his
Sure of this
Has been perhaps always
Heart in murmur
But this life's summer
Breezy, cool and brazen hot
New butterflies with in flutter
Making her in shyness stutter
He did upset her equilibrium's even dribble
This 'trouble! Trouble'her heart whispered
But drawn despite it all, love respired......
In enhanced her very being, deep inner being......
Is this peep of magic?
Or is this real tragic?
Mystic ways of fate in willful play?
Or the play of young hearts?
Thirst is deeper than surface; within starts....
Bonding is there visible with invisible chords
Sensitive he, lives with the flow.......
Attractive she, swimming in its flow...
Sensitive to her needs he caressed! !
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir
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! Walking the deserts of life
Walking the deserts of life
Each man an isle in himself
So much is within
Past and parts of time
Best to live in present
No contemplate beyond
Laugh at one self we must
Do we run from reality?
Search for refuge
In false mask of laughter?
When perhaps
Even as one walks
The dairy
Of present
Gets written! !
To unfold on the morrow
To tell of joy or sorrow
Why not begin today?
Then to beautiful make the day
Each present made beautiful
Shall give lively memories of past
And fruitful memories in future!
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir(sep 07)
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#################################WOODPECKER
I walk through these woods
Umpteen mornings
Today; busy woodpecker
Kept tab of my stride
As if to its drum beet
Walk I………
He; a hollow on tree trunk planned
I; a hallo of slimmer self planned!
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##############################FALCON#
Let me slip away...
Far from reach....out of your way
Let joy slip in, now
Far from reach; out of your way

Does joy step in vacancy?
Enlisted in the payroll
Yes! On duty; but inconstant flight...
Its duty tedious,
Fickle minded.
Mankind......
Joy spread its wings
And Like a Falcon
In sky's expanse
Distant fly's
From your window
Have a peep......
Can you see?

Majestic, lofty
Dark king
In unreachable heights
In Flight?
Gliding with,
Still wings?

It holds
The secret of joy!
Everlasting? ? Yes! ! !
Of distant vision....
Viewing
Earth, its splendor
From unattached,
Unperturbed distance...
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############################Shall we hold hands?
Shall we hold hands?
Across distant lands
With mutual consent
Have dashing fun?

Shall we exchange thoughts?
Across the distant lands
With mutual consent
Have enriching fun?
Shall we each our separate fates meet?
Across the distant lands
With mutual consent
Have gutsy fun?
Shall we show this world?
Across the distant lands
With mutual understanding
How this can be done?
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##########################As If...............
As if…..
As if
Walking the sea shore
At twilight……
Sun rays slant on water
Twinkling multiple rays
To delight……
Breeze blows your chlothes, hair….
And waves to natures tide
Ebbs and flows………….
As if
The flying birds
Fly home bound…..
Ships depart as distant dots
Sands pillows,
On shores strewn about….
Invite……..I sit on it
.Eyes in distant thought
My soul reaching out….to you….
As if
Asking you
Have I made no inroads?
Into your heart…
Have I left you untouched?
My heart Aches…..
To hear those beautiful words
May be…….just once
From your lips
As if
Life would STILL
On that momentous second
Fulfilled my heart stills
Meaning to life given
Birth, life, death
All immaterial
As if those “golden words”
Magic woven
Transcends time

As if
Transforms life
Fills my throbbing soul
Ecstatic joy internal, eternal
Your words…in soft whisper
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Erasing all
Tears, aches, sorrows shake
And love fills my being
As time stands still
As if
You were born for me and no other
To be loved by me
Till the very end
To be understood caressed
With poetry cherished
Your smile my beloved
I love so much
Forever fortify.
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#########################Shall I wait for the morrow?
Shall I wait for the morrow?
A day after tomorrow?
when your heart will mellow
A day brighter my dear fellow?
When the rays of the sizzling hot sun
shall melt frozen ice...make it run, run
Down this hard, hard crust mountain
In rivulets of chill, .....in icy fresh fun?
As if summer; touched the ice burg tip
Melting it, unsettleing it........, looseing its grip?
Till it tilts a little: ..., coming apart with a rip
brittle sound Crunch, , , a descending trip? descending trip! !
falling, falling, falling till it comes to rest
Perched, dangerously....but it be best, it be best! ! !
Nature's little adjustments, just a little test, little test!
Adjust....adjust adjust, but adjust it must!
Oh! nature may change...its inevitable, inevitable it is! ! !
But why must man? ....Charismatic, irresistable? irresistable!
Your mighty pride, formidable....., dauntless, formidable! ! .
Goes before a fall...irreversible! ..A fall irreversible!
Your mighty pride, formidable....., dauntless, formidable! ! .
Goes before a fall...irreversible! ..A fall irreversible!
Shall i wait for the morrow?
A day after tomorrow?
when your heart will mellow
A day brighter my dear fellow?
malini kadir
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####################Mercy this heart
Mercy the heart that loves you....

Mercy
Mercy
Mercy
Mercy
Mercy
Mercy

this
this
this
this
this
this

mercurial temperamental woman
volatile, capricious spirits
unpredictable, quicksilver tongue
Fluctuating, wavering...mind
vacillating, flighty, nibble feet
liberal generous hands.....

No more can I your silence bear....
No more can I pretend I care not...
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####################Weaver Birds
Sober coloured
Quaint birds
Busy season
Building nests
Each with artistic work
The neighbours work
Mates helping each other
Team work joy
Planning their parlour
Arch way entrance
Preplanning in nature
Exemplary! !
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##################A Fall-Irreversible, Fall-Irreversible
Shall I wait for the morrow?
A day after tomorrow?
when your heart will mellow
A day brighter; my dear fellow?
When the rays of sizzling hot sun
Shall melt frozen ice...make it run
Down this hard crust mountain
In rivulets, of chill, icy fresh fun?
As if summer touched the ice burg tip
Melting it, unsettleing it, looseing grip?
Till it tilts a little, coming apart with a rip
Brittle sound Crunch, , , a descending trip?
Falling, falling, falling till it comes to rest
Perched, dangerously....but it is best
Nature's little adjustments, a little test
Adjust....adjust, but adjust it must!
Oh! nature may change...its inevitable
But why must man? ....irresistable?
Your mighty pride, formidable......
Goes before a fall...irreversible!
Your mighty pride, formidable......
Goes before a fall...irreversible!
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##############Dream deferred?
Dream deferred?

Does a dream like dried raisins?
Dry in the hot, hot sun…….
Not these days, with virtual reality
Fry, fishes free in hot, hot fun…
Sentiments simmer in loving hearts
Deep, deep within for ever
Show it, with the droop of shoulders
Never, never; left without never…..
My joy in hearing your voice ever mine
Wishing you the world’s best….I remain
Left on the pavement as you drive by
The heart that loves…….frozen…stands by…….
Life, its walls don’t cave in these days
Well Sir, let’s shake hands
These things happen….lets go our ways
Love is celestial in unrequited lands
malini kadir
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############Hurt heart
Hurt Heart is bleeding
But I must not
Let my pains show
I buried my ego
With my fingers crossed
The threshold in raw emotions
Gave hope a chance
It hankered for
Today hope died
And a part of my heart too
Tears prick my eye lids
I need to go into my shell
To lick my wounds in peace
And my fragmented life pieces
Put together…….whole again
But believe me
I don’t regret my action
Out of pride or shyness
Are you frightened?
To betray natural emotions
Say those loving words today
Until you wish to speak in epitaph
I have had the courage to face my truth
I fade away …..shall fade away
A face soon forgotten………….
malinikadir
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##########Passion Vibes
Roses; fragrance in the garden
Proses fragrant in the heart
Looking deep into her eyes
He lost his sense of time, her smiles
Enticed his masculinity........gallant spirits
Silence.........is that love that she spies?
Moon some tonight, poetry flares
Dusk settles in...........who cares?
Time, place.............all forgotten
Passion vibes......strong....smitten
Passion unfurls...........she curls
Gentle.....gentle, he travels
Come baby, lets on a moonbeam traverse
To the twinkling stars.......in heavens preserve
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##########Surfing on a greater wave...
Surfing on a greater wave...
Surfing on the summer shores
Sharing memories preciously stored
Sharing moments preciously short
Pour your heart into it...
Tell me you care just a wee bit
Tell me I matter to you....
As we traverse together
The waves of love....
Leaving the sands on time shores
Wet.......as we ebb away....
Ebb away, only to return....
Surfing on a greater wave...
On the surf board..Belted close
Arms out spread...clutching;
The other; for dear life
This gala time together
The sea the sun and the surf
The griping fear,
Shivering near..
Nearer to your heart
As never before dear
When are you going to whisper in my ear?
The: Three most beautiful words?
Binding us for eternity....
On the realms of our souls a reality!
Malinikadir
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#########Opened the floodgates
Opened the flood gates
Of her heart
Emotions gushed, slushed
Abundant
Like overflowing waters of
A river dam in floods
For safety; was let open
Water channel routed
Emotions flooded the veins
Pumped response
A remarkable distinct
High……unforgettable….
The floods of the season
As never before
Wild this mountain river
Flooding fusion at sea! ! ! !
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#########Vintage Wine
Loitering on the
avenues of literature
Flirting with the realms
Of poetic sensuality
I stand bemused,
In heightened awareness
Of Fathomless deapths
Yester years-'A Golden Age'
did man then too strive;
As we today; entraped
In webs of our own making.....
Futile tugs on the heart strings.....
Violating the laws of conventions
Struggling for poise and serenity
Which vitality and youth denys
the first taste of this heady
Wine; lingers on the taste buds
A new thirst awake within.....
Tempts me far into the night
my eyes, a drunken red!
Till icy fingers of reality
shake me back to worldly reason,
Literature! ! thou art surely
A Vintagewine! !
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########Relationships
Uncomparable joy in wedlock be
When both exist with compatibility
Yet; loose their individuality none!
IN this bonding then; joyous spontaenity!
A s Fragile shell of egg be
With no crack 'in existence
So true a friendship; try to see
UNblending; fragile shell they share........................
True friends in life
Of friendship ripe
Fragility; this shell too shall share
UNblending; yet existing in pair...............
As man with god be................;
LIke 'yolk in white! ! ! '
Remain within together; yet apart................
With sure salvation and JOY bright! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
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########'Solitary Moon'
I would rather wish mute
Travel on the dark canopy
Of the sky……..a solitary moon
A loving fairy sweet
Than be a fallen angel sloppy
Enfolded within arms soon
To be crushed and crumpled
And thrown away after play….
Forgotten as “Sun” shines brighter…..
And day begins; busy progress enfolded
TO in dark street corner stay
Awaiting forgotten, as “duty” prevails brighter!
No! Never that! I would rather mute
Travel on the dark star studded canopy
Of the sky……”Love-lorn” a Solitary Moon!
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######Geometric Compass..
Like the stiff, fixed foot she
Of the geometric compass
He bound by her; yet free
To circle; stopped as he did pass
As to this fixed mate
He often spoke
Driving by; as to a date
In harmonious yoke
So perfectly amicable;
These two in conversation dwell
A closeness; unity unenvisageable
Love in deep joy did revel! !
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#####Time to move on......
Time to move on...
Time to pack up, put all your emotions
Under lock and key....into your briefcase
New briefcase....just purchased
At this new mall......time taxed
As with business like efficient pace
You detach yourself from cumbersome
Detrimental excess of the softer sum.....;
Sum total of your self today
Ways different from self yesterday!
How you have changed......
How you have to change....any choice?
None what so ever
If you are cleaver
You march with the tide
Not to be left by the road side
You surf the tide
Deep breathe, refresh mind
Of your duties remind
Your briefcase in hand
Step unto the escalator
To reach the floor
Where your business awaits
To, the entrance......
Step into the car
Time to move
Time to move on
Move on with changing times............
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####Kiss my sorrows away……(II)
Take me in your arms
Gentle kiss my palms
Draw me closer still
As close as you will
Let me rest my head
On your shoulders bend
As your hands caress my back
Bringing back all the warmth I lack
Kiss my eyelids, my cheeks, my lips
Whipering words.....as tongue within slips
Till the flames of desire
Sets us ….a – fire
And all my sorrows melt away
My woes forgotten dealt away…….
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###To JUST be the YOU, you can be on earth..............
To spread joy, peace and goodwill in our surround.....
To spread the message of” live in the present' to men around
To do our duty by our near and dear
To show them what life could mean with no fear.....
To lead an upright life through thick and thin
To show them sincerity, hard work and truth can also win
To accept both joy and sorrow as equal impostors
To accept both success and failure as mere posters
To show the endearing things in every day living
To show the lasting joy in duty well done.......even in striving
To show it is not in your living standard
To show it is in your Standard of living...in your inner standard
To strive for perfection in yourself till your last breath....
To persevere, to endeavour....to just be you YOU can be on this earth! ! !
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##Kiss my sorrows away...........
Lord! In the heavens above
Gentle kiss my sorrows away..........
My responsibilities weigh
And chase my sleep away
Awake I lay on my cushioned bed
.................................worried
Come, Lord as the sky so blue
Rain sunshine on me and chase my blue
Fill my being with trust in you.......
Come, lord as the clouds in white
Rain forever ideas, which shed light
Fill my being with joyful delight in you.....
Come, lord as the sweeping eagle
Alight on the dead past and take it away
Fill my being with humbleness for your mercy....
Come, lord as the humming bird tiny-winy
Humming hymns in my garden cheering me shinny
Fill my being with positive thoughts, full of hope in you
Come, lord as the fragrant rose in my garden
Spreading wide the fragrance of love unbidden
Fill my being with gentleness, full of love for you
Lord! In the heavens above
Gentle Kiss my sorrows away..........
My responsibilities light
With your grace enlight
So that I child -like sleep on my cushioned bed
......................................................cheered! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! .
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##Random ##
##Virgin...White ##
How many
Seeking hands,
Naughty lips
Did she dodge….?
Salvaging
Herself……….
For her Mr Right!
Her Shyness
Her Trembling…..
Nervousness
Can you forget?
How can you!
Lowered eyes
And shy smile?
A Virgin Bride
In modern tide?
Yet her Trails
Don’t end here…..
Believe or not
They have just begun!
For CHASTITY an even
Greater Challenge!
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##Strange sense of belonging#
Across the lands in between
You and I as if hold hands
This bond a strength has been
Over the years in purity stands
This sense of belonging
A strange peace invading.......
Knowing; you are understanding
And accept my love prevailing.....
I walk the sands of time resolutely
Through the trails life sends my way
I hope the strenght of this warmth, slightly
Enhances your life too..........in some way
Gives me a strange sense of belonging.........
I hope you can also experience its substle waves
Lightening your heart, cheering your spirits loving......
Knowing your presense......to this soul a direction paves..............
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#Mutual pleasure#
At the backyard garden
Silent ……mid morn
Strolling to pick flowers
The drone ………..sound
Distant heard
Black; yellow striped
Wings in top gear flutter
The busy Bee at work
The yellow bloom’s smile
Acceptance of its presence
A picturesque Contrast
A sight to see…..
Tell me little flower
Is the pleasure mutual?
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$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ Wonder what future holds!
You have left deep marks in me
That gentle love must erase....
Try as I would, to forget you and stride
You slip back in mind in ease
I long to be gathered in love
Umpteen times of love reassured
Till time; each wound does kiss away
You have the subtle touch assured...
It does gentle fondle me
And with grace of God
I accept my vulnerability
Await you still my lord.....
Life is game of give and take
As chill touches as snow flakes
I shivering wait for warmth sake
As you, busy as ever cross lakes
To distant lands, fortunes make
I with longing watch the ways
Hope flutters, as each boat in sight
I wonder what future holds these days! !
`````````````````````````````````````````malini kadir
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$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ As if in Conversation with you, in my heart........
I have sprouted like an unwanted cactus
In between spring flowers in full bloom
Look out of place among sophisticate peer group
And tremors of fear in my visions loom
Be late has Love my lanes entered
But never the less with intensity! ! !
(If he where but to know of his impact
And the joy he imparts.......his excellency! ! !)
(He is an uncut diamond as yet unaware
Of his great potential hidden with in! !
If he would but see that others are no different from he
And If he would believe He can! ! ! Discover enormous power within! !)
My love, you must see the larger perceptive
But set your limits within yourself....define the ends within you
And Life is in your palms....every thing within your power
The external environment is and was always there for you
External factors I agree limit man's powers
But If you find an unshakable core within.....
You can face it all! An ounce of courage removes,
Has always removed a gallon of gall, all troubles you swim in! ! !
The defining your needs and planning ahead of time
Is the KEY love, unexpected waits round the corner....
But you can face it, be mentally prepared to face both eventuality
And then events in itself can not stress you my lover
Not any more my love not when a well wishing Angel hovers
To take you in her arms to hear you out and to help with words
That shall empower you, for you are special to her....very special
And come on, de stress my love.....don't jump to hasty conclusive words!
Loving you as you are and wishing to fill your visions
With hope and positive energy as pure as can be
And wanting to show how you can empower yourself
To live your life with deep rooted peace if you will let me be
Just, forget my life...I am not here to compare
It is placed in tracks best suited for it, leave be
I am your intimate soul mate, and trying to see your life
Let me share, don't withdraw take me in....closer where I long to be........
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$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ How too, are you my love? ?
The stars are twinkling alright
I walk the beaches too.....
But what of it without you,
Looking in askance at lovers few......
The Waves in the bay high
And Emotions in tempestuous waves
Wondering when I shall walk with you
In Life, a few Gossamer dreams are dew....
How are you tonight?
After dinner; With your new date?
Wondering; remember me again will you? ?
Back again, as walk in memory lanes, you
Many more leap years may leap and go
But this trembling quiver of excitement
The twinkle in my eye, thinking only of you...
My dimple smile, all shall appear just for you! ! !
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$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ Round the corner.......
Round the corner victory mine
As I shall in your heart shine.....
Your words, dropp drops of honey! !
And my world becomes once again sunny! !
All my long days of hankering
As if, disappearing
And clouds of rain, drenching
Drenching, quenching.........
I sing in joy
your voice, your play....
Round the corner happy days
In your voice a trace of jolly ways
Happy a lark more than me
The world today Is yet to see! !
``````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````malinikad
ir
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$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ August winds!
Early breeze of autumn
Turned strong to autumn winds
Howling through the window panes
Shaking nature; very dry these winds…..
As the Sun rose up the shy
It seemed to loose its self direction too
And seemed to swirl round and round
Targeting objects in the ground too……
Colourful plastic, flew in circles
On vacant lands and meadows
Catching the horns of grazing cattle
A picturesque scene it endows
A lady on the roads with dainty umbrella
To shade from Sun, in battle holding it!
It turned the umbrella inside out, she gave a shout
With angry pout, hands folding it!
It lifted her skirts high, still having fun….our winds
Tempted to tease, as she snorted and pouted…..
She placed her umbrella into her bag, freeing her hands
All ready to tackle the winds…..as its strength mounted!
Against natures fiery winds and Sun overhead
She tick tack; in her heels walked resolutely
Well Lady, All the best! I smiled as she finally hailed
A passing Taxi to step in, shutting out the winds absolutely! !
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$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ Strenght this unity! !
Art a start
Lest we part
Tell the clock
To chime and rock
Reminding gentle
Swift pass of time till
You are reminded
To your friend guided
To her library collection
And you make a selection
From the available variety
A book of puzzles plenty
As you spend in tuzzle
Till brain cells fizzle
And she swaggers in
With Champagne and Gin....
Twilight celebration
Cheers! to the occasion! !
Friends A joy!
Strenght this unity! !
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$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ As one you know........
A nascent self.....
as I yearn
So eager wish
To learn.....
Learn the mystics
Of your soul
And incomplete self
make whole
So attuned to you
across the sea
As if, your soul and mine
As one you see..........
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$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ Deep sleep ofter.....
Aching limbs
Dead tierd
Brick by brick
On head labor
Age no bar
Energy the question
who I to criticize
when I only supervise?
Head no pillow searches
No sooner head rests
Deep slumber reaches..........
On his long day, waiting tables
on his feet, this lad
morn to evening
earns his bread
Age no bar
will to serve
earn his own keep
survival the question
who I to question?
Head no pillow searches
No sooner head rests
Deep slumber reaches..........
He pulls the cart
they pull the weight
Of the self
And slog to feed
them selves and family
In odd jobs around
I found, in solitudes bound
myriad examples..........
The milkman, the barber
newspaper boy, Iron man
These people.....plumber.
mason, electricity line man
The long never ending list
So much we take for granted
Painting finger nails in colour
Easy life, the thief of slumber
Killing time, petty crime.....
Money the cushion
Status the bed
Servants at hand
Demands on lips
Command in voice
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Ego in stride
lust in breath...
Fun in full time
Work in hobby
Life of luxury!
Criminal waste.....
No crime?
Head pillow reaches
No longer head rests
Deep slumber searches..........
Don't mistake me......
This no punishment for
no crime in it is there?
Just natural sequence in cyclic order
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$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ YOU CAN! ! ONLY YOU CAN! ! !
Five parts angel and five parts devil
Within in all...........
When love does with gentle fingers touch
Then angelic as much
For all discontent and burning indignation
Disappears, start of the ignition..........
For human engine is then set; for Herculean tasks
Within goodness masks
More work is accomplished in love -point
Than gun point, .....
Mountains moved in diplomatic tact
Excellence a fact! !
Good management isn't compliance
It is willing alliance! ! !
Walk the roads of life with nothing but love in you
You shall find roses strewn on path due........
Just a minute...., expect imperfection
Aim is perseverance..in action!
Lets not standards lower
Lets accept to endeavor! ! !
Continue to persevere....
Conditions no matter how severe....
Little sand grains together a desert! ! ! !
Little droplets of water unit in oceans! ! !
Lets each five parts of angel offer to this world....
And vanquish evil by gentle transforming, radical changing! !
You are not a terrorist at birth! ! environments created you!
You are not a opportunist! ! circumstances created you!
You are not a murderer! ! ! Crisis created you! !
Search with in your self and discover your loving self
There is goodness in you......you are not a sinner! ! never that! !
You have stumbled and drifted! !
No matter! ! Now is as good as any! !
Begin today! ! In little selfless deeds show the world! ! ! !
Bring out the Angel hidden within out to this world! ! !
You CAN! ! ONLY YOU CAN! ! !
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$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ HUGE WAVES
The huge waves washed the shores
All foot prints in sands erased
The scattered shells only remain
To tell a tall tale, as if still dazed
By the suddenness of the unexpected nature
Helpless before nature forces
Standing as yet bemused by the turn of events
Unable to digest loses.....
Destitude, desparate, bemoaning....
Man in primitive grieving......
As peaceful routines of living
Disrupted, joys receding
Man a mere toy in nature’s magnificence
But merely a speck in the vast universe
The after effects, its slow significance
With each passing day, more prominently perverse! !
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$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$A fresh sheen! !
Each plant has a beauty of its own
Adding, enhancing nature in its variety!
The butterflies and bumble bee is out
The scene rings of gaiety!
As if this tender tendril climber
Could not any longer on mud’s clamber
It clamors for support, and grows
Around this hollow bamboo in slumber
And as days pass, tender green shoots
Sprouting...tiny fresh green leaves are seen
And the sight this imparts to the garden
Is breathtaking...beautiful, a fresh sheen! !
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$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Almighty’s Gift
When a poet where to so gift his love
In inspiration words, care is shown to his dove,
Who would but not be charmed by his words or him
When it is, lasting eternal kiss ever reminding of him
Taking her to magical realms,
Inspiring her too, in turn to psalms
As she too, follows suit to pour
Her heart rendering feelings sour
And with each verse a blissful release
And lessened burdens nearer to peace
Pious a path, his understanding a gift
Sent by the almighty lord surely? Then; why rift? ?
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$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Forgive me
Forgive me my friend
You win in the end
I may have spoken out of turn
But, forgive me and do return.....
Your abrupt departure
With traffic rupture
Left me lamenting
And long for you waiting
The richness of your voice
Linger in heart as per choice
And as I go about my humble work
See the enormous fork
In the roads up ahead
And can see you there way ahead
And see the simpleton nut
I be in all my absurd mental rut
Perhaps out dated
my ways you rated
Well then laugh at me
A pleasure, your Joy to me
Come my friend, don't silent withdraw
If I lack the chic, my potrait you can redraw
For you friend, I don't mind a step up or down
So that with you in stride I can walk down
Down the long roads of friendship hood
No different from ours in childhood.....
You and me may bicker and argue
But, don't deny affections within you
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$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$A MANTEL PIECE
On the mantel shelf stood a plastic moulded Jesus
A memory of my childhood friend
I oft still stop a cherished moment........
As the Ivory carving of Lord Muruga
Rub shoulders with Holy Jesus
They have been together placed
Side by side for more than....uncounted years
Some times on my study table
Some times inside my cupboard
Away from prying eyes in my room
But they still reside together , all the while......
These days I have placed them atop my fridge
In my Kitchen....for more time I spend there
Tending my family, my cosy den.....
Today as I had a drink from the fridge....
My sentiments made me smile
Years had rolled...my love for them had not changed!
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$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Strange Resilience in-built
Strange Resilience in-built
As oft in soldiers found.....
After pitting valor and wit
Mitigated war
And wounded sore
Return home, Star
Welcomed with tears,
Joyous exclamation!
Flowers and garlands in
Full appreciation! !
Alighting to stand with the
Intimate family...
Officials in background
Moving to meet finally..
A touching sight
Moves us too....
Wishing to offer
Our felicitations; too….
Soldiers, they at the
Boarders fight
Provide safety, security
Watching, in throat emotions tight! ! !
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$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$With no death! !
Sometimes I wonder....
If I can ever trigger memory chords
In your heart....I wonder
If I can ever mean more to you ever......
I long to capture a small estate
And cultivate with loving care
Grow shining crop of pride product
And display the flowers of my lab our......
Much as I, long to invade your heart
And place my self in its loving lands
Grow shining verses in poetry induct
And display the fruits of my lab our.......
My unique Unicorn made immortal in my love
And for long ages after our death
Our names which was rare in life coined together
Shall be linked for ever with no death!
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$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Your Company..........
You Inspire
The most fragrant of musing......
And your company
I seek out for yet another hiking..., ;
To the mountain hills
For when I stumble on the way
Your ready wit
Will make of my fall... easy say! !
And make me laugh
At myself, taking easy my misfortunes
And as friends we stroll
Down, lanes of life, counting our fortunes
And adding joyous colour too,
That helps us shoulder better our yoke
For in humour you excel
And make all mishaps a joke! !
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$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Cobbler
I glance at the cobbler mending
Shoes, seated on the wayside
A business of very small investment
And meager turnover, yet....
Age has passed him by,
He too must have a family to support?
Or perhaps he was a loner.......
Who had not in youth found time
Or convenience to saddle himself
To added pressures........
Yet, his work showed expertise
Workman ship was deft.....
Guess, he is a trades man
Who simply was lost in time
To unpolished finish.....
Unnoticed by madam Luck
And Mr Opportunity he,
Drunk in his situations petty worries
Must have missed to notice en route.....
What ever this grand old wrinkled brown
Fee bled by tryst with reality
Was briskly giving the finishing touches
Then as he held the pair at distance to view
I saw the twinkle in the eyes! !
Why, he prided himself for his craftsmanship.
His Beaming smile..........
Brought an answering smile
To my lips!
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$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$A Long moment.........
Our eyes met
And did I feel my insides stir.....
When I could almost feel
His finger trace.....
Down my nape.....
My cheeks...my lips
Caress with just his eyes.? ? .
The curvings of my breast;
The stilling of his smile,
The heaving of his chest.....
As we looked into each others eyes
A long moment........
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$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Doubts Dance Away! ! !
Doubts Dance
Tensions Play
The fear -factor
Stays in alls way......

All do venture
Some do persist
All do relinquish
Some do insist

Confident
Consistent
Courageous
Covet

All perceive
Some achieve
All conceive
Some receive

Divine guidance
Definite plan
Destiny embarke
Decision done

All desired
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Some perspired
All Tired
Some inspired

Hard work
Harsh fact
Hard efforts
Heavens bless! !

And Doubts dance away! ! ! ! !
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$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Compromise......the essence of life?
Compromise! Compromise! Compromise!
And I end up feeling like a rat or mice! !
And Ah! The world on my gentle heart,
Trampled well! Beneath....my heart a broken part....
And my spirits sunk, right to the very bottom
My blood boiling, pressure on the sensitive button
That switches on the lights of my self pride fountain
And words flow....in natural momentum
Wetting the spirits of all around in activities hum drum
Making them stop in mid act
And wondering if my mind is intact
And you my friend, cool customer
Advice Compromise! In a dying murmer.......
???????????????
Essence my foot!
Nasty smelling foot! !
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$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Jump to No Where......
Safely out of crisis
Hanging for dear life
Heart in mouth! ! !
Fear in thudding gear.....
Eyes shut tight
Instructions in ears flow....
Hands of their own
Follow suit! !
Parachute opens out! ! !
Air float, smooth I say!
Gliding in mid air...
It simply isn't fair!
Just today of all days!
Down....Down to where? ? ?
The tree tops
Coming to clearer vision
No, Not of any discrimination!
Dark greens and browns
Dense forests?
Oh! my gosh! !
Not unto tree tops for heavens;
Down...down....Now green grass
To winds sway......
May be...May be there's hope! !
Of a soft Landing! !
Bruised bums, turning around!
Hazel eyes....
Through the greens! !
Hands on eyes...
Scream fills the air
Terror shrieks, again...again....
Till a familiar voice
Why baby?
She opens her eyes! !
Tears fill
She shoots into his waiting arms! !
His teasing laugh...provoking;
Grim on cheek, clothes plastered in sweat
Disheveled hair...hallo around the face
Quite a comic sight; hardly lovable.....
Safe landing at last! ! !
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$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$You are mine...get it straight! !
When My heart is brimming with Love
And I long for your arms.......
As if, my guiding angle whispered
My wish unto your ears......
You Appeared at my door way....
All drenched and dripping.....
A dark figure in the light falling
From the open door way tripping.......
Into the room, Getting the floor
At your feet all wet and watery
You Pull out your Kerchief.....
A wave of your hand; salutatory
You proceed to remove your shirt
And I silent offer you a towel, shy
You turn away, showing your Back
I hesitant touch...rubbing you dry
You pull me to your front
And I jam my hands in between
Stopping.....trying to stop
As you Slip your tongue, lips between
Chill and Hot, wet and caught
I struggle in vain to slip away
Your hold tightens, as your lips continue
Creating Havoc to nerves.....I sway
Sway into your arms
Eyes wide with sudden fright
'No more giving the slip my darling Angel
You are mine...get it straight! ! '
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$$$$$$$$$$$$$$The Astute business Man
The Astute business man
Brain his power house
Towers his multiplexes
Risk taker of courage
Ruthless, single minded
Strides in efficiency
Money his management
Time hi plus
Confidence his breath
Persistence his mantra
Power he exudes
Under his hand
His life wheel
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$$$$$$$$$$$$First time an identity mistake….
Words! ! a vague reminder…..?
The person in front
Is then personified by a vision
Projected by inner thoughts
You see what you wish to see
Far removed from what you see
Yet, there is rapid palpitation….
You experience a detached feel
As if you know; it all reel
But heart seems to connect
Your mind recognizes the difference
You are drawn to the individual in front
You speak in a familiar mannerism
As if you knew him for ages
You seem to understand him too
What kind of visual trick is this?
Or is it a mental gymnastic?
You simply feel attuned
No explanations!
A mistaken identity! !
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$$$$$$$$$$$$Still nature delights; in subtle breath! !
When natural emotions flood
Flood the soul, naturally
When as if from some unseen
Reservoir let open fully
Beacon of the waterfall yonder
At the valleys green glen
Across the edges of earth's paradise
Is all of Eden when
Love my eyes dazzle
And you my heart embezzle
To the secret recesses
Of your heart embed, I sizzle!
With the drizzle of passion rain
I a lass but plain
Wonder at nature's glorious grace
Spread out, banquet lane.....
Those eyes see all around.....
The heart warming green
The shades of brown found
All beautiful and newly seen
With eyes spectacled with Love glasses
Even the songs of birds sweet titter
The breeze full of fragrance of mid summer
Joy with in springs and eyes glitter!
For the paradise is with in not with out
Their is a hum under the breath
Lightly breeze about work rounds
Still nature delights; in subtle breath! !
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$$$$$$$$$$$Romeo, in rains...you do..inspire!
Poetry Flash
Italian touch
Rains slash
In mind a splash....! ! ! .
Romeo you roam
the wet lands......
And dripping images
Fleeting, in mind...stands
Roads jam packed,
Cars nosing each other
Slow, slow the move...
If at all.....Oh! bother!
Nasty, affair this travel
But, ..... take heart....
Gives you pensive time
Deep thoughts.... start!
All wet and.venturing
All frenetic, fremd fraction
Life on, skidding wet wheels
All spirits; whetted into action!
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$$$$$$$$$$Silent Consent
The smile of consent in her eyes....
Her face lifed up to him...as if in answer
Infinite her love as a beacon....
She squeezes his hand
And a thousand emotions are transmitted
That words would never really ever convey..
Not ever make him feel so special;
It was there....from him to see,
It was there for him to feel
It was there for his taking if he wished…..
As discreetly as could be
But no mistaking her consent.....
Yet no words left those soft petals like lips
So inviting in its half smile! ! !
========================================
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$$$$$$$$$Cyclone?
Let the waves at Sea
Hit the shores....
Let the dark clouds
Rain torrents
Let the trees to cyclonic winds
be subjected.....
let the whishing whoosing sounds
rage high this summer
wild the lands
Depression on the Bengal bay
Oft as it does form...
Rocking the shore line
human hearts in fear grips
Seasonal nature changes?
But I shall unchanged await
On the sandy shores of time
At the shore...undaunted wait
Cyclones will blow its self out
In the moment of calm
In your turbulent cyclonic life
Natures natural pause,
the eye! the cyclone eye
Pause a second on your path
Where too.....you heading?
If your heart,
In ticking seconds, feel
your mind......may hear
the knock on your hearts door
A glare of light.....
Straight on eyes?
Is it blinding you?
Pushing your focus?
Tred with tide
Progress to progress
keep in stride
When energy drips
glare of success
No longer blinds.....
You will still
Find me in the Sandy shores
Awaiting you...with thudding heart
With pass of time.....
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$$$$$$$$$How are you?
Hope this finds you in the pink of poetry
Lost in link of words in verse try......
Shall this lady offer a little word in rhyme?
To match the passion; … in your veins this time?
Shall we traverse the stars together?
As we pick words from the clouds that gather
Watching our playful fun
As we chase each other and run....
You picking up rainbow parts
To add colorcast, as sunshine starts
And the playing winds loving push away
Dark clouds, with its way ward tears many
So that warm Sun…. shines gentle
On the rain drenched world beneath until
Water rises as vapours.....
Reaching us, bringing with it nostalgia
Of our life; colourful play, down to earth
Realization of our flight of fansy, tickles mirth
Shall we then on a shooting star alight?
And on its fast track descend to earth, on our feet light! !
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$$$$$$$$I SAIL OUT..........
Taking the barometer of my feelings
Wearing my spectacles of experience
I sail out.............
Around…the world; in eighty days?
Well...more or less
Folks I meet from different walks..
Different walks of life......
In different worlds of their own
Each with his own agendas
His different religions, feelings
Ambitions...Aspirations
Goals and abilities.....
Multiples of prototypes?
Yet appearances differ! !
Looks and likes Differ
Must the map refer?
Geography had a lot
To do with it............
Then that takes care
Of the differences in
Skin, colour, heights
And don't forget the noses
Why they distinctly
Speak loud and clear...
Let us go on to Orientation
I mean their family environment
It tells of the attitudes to life
To other values of life
Their Priority and preferences
Why of their life styles too
Customs, costumes vary state to state
Then any wonder country to country?
So colourful, gay, multiple ways
Yet …Stereotypic?
Places of Natural wonders
Waters cascading...in falls
The different oceans and seas
The rugged Mountains to Plains
The lovely flora and fauna captivating
Man's mechanical and structural
Striking advancement! ! !
Sky scrapping Tall! !
With my international currency of LOVE
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My passage through this world is greatly cushioned
It was my least weighing luggage
My most useful one also
It was in every nation recognized
My Platform ticket in every station
My visa and passport in every checking counter
I am hoping; at the gateway of death
It will facilitate my journey to Heaven too! ! !
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$$$$$$$Like a big banyan tree
This love in my heart
Has grown
Like a big banyan tree
Its roots
Deep…..deep
Deep…they go
And it’s branches
Shade my lonely soul
Your presence I feel
Even in absence
Shading me….
Its special leaves
Perfume my life
Bearing distinct fruits
And the memory of your
Special words…
Lengthy linger in my surround
Props me up
As if sustaining me
Helps me to stand up erect
Erect to life’s hardships
Staunchly straight
And I with your Love
In my heart
Provide shade
To all who in my vicinity step
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$$$$$$$POSITIVE DISTANCE
Which power in this universe?
Can separate Soul mates?
When the heart and soul
Are across seas, mates?
For in this bonding the very
Distance is the appealing plus
And in this Sacred Unity
Its Very purity, biggest plus
As then all the pitfalls
That assails the lovers
In normal course of events
Don't apply to these members
Age, practical every day pressures
Don't strangle their Love
Creaking bones, Opinion clashes
Don't make a China wall in this Love
Heart beats may not beat together
In one boarding or bed
Yet, it beats together as one
In memory's precious fleeting second
To Be a Darling;
To the other, they must wish
How wonderful
How singularly joyful a Bliss!
Distance keeps the romance alive
Live happily ever after
In fairy tales exist may be....only
Here; it is happily for eternity!
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$$$$$$Oh! Cruel Love
Why have you come to torment me?
I was emotionless, clear, and crystal clear!
Functioning so efficiently
You have like a giant Eagle
Swooped on me....
And made off with my heart....
And Left behind a hark en me
I long for your glimpse....
I long for your touch....
I would as if break;
All shackles of civility
And find a helicopter....
To, fly to you....
And picking you up...
Fly to unknown Lands
Where no one will know us
And In the freedom of anonymity
In Loves Paradise dwell! !
You and I and no one else
Nothing as if matters
Nothing....But nothing as if.....
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$$$$Invisible Chains
Invisible chains
Of; right living....
And wrong thinking..
Limiting thought patterns
And the fear of unknown roads
Keep us shackled to dead routines
Unable to venture
Which, buries our talents alive
Social Acceptance
Our Social image....so motivating
Real Happiness at stake
Secondary to social success
Priorities forgotten
Children Neglected
Oft the Spouse too
For man is pressured
By competitive mindset
And, Mini successes achieved...
Drowning Like a cat in his own glory
Focused on progress
Lopsided his vision
Moves on...on...
Till ultimate crisis
Wakes him with a jolt
The drug addict son...
The erring wife.....
And false friends circle
Momentarily
Just a second stop...
Think! ! I say think! !
Balance...Balance...
Success is fine
Money even more so...
But; Your family?
Is the torch which
Takes your achievements
With Glowing pride
Into the next generation
Isn't family's growth
A bigger achievement;
To; personal growth? ?
And you compromise! !
Excuses don't make Champions! ! !
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$$$A 'Sacred fire'
The wood was on fire
Cheerfully giving warmth
This winter evening…..
High passionate flames
Fast consumed the wood
Wood was still green may be,
For water sizzled out half way….
As if it broke out in sweat
The sensitive owner tending the fire
Quickly withdraws……
The emancipating fumes quickly
Drenched with cold water
The wood half consumed by fire
Felt desolate-all wet….
The sensitive man picked it up
Brushing, away the embers…
The wood felt tarnished; useless
Happier it would have been
To loose itself; it’s very being
Very existence to the flames
BUT; The owner has other ideas
He seems to find beauty still
In that tarnished –half a piece
He wishes to varnish it
Filing away all the traces
Of gloomy darkness
He is fully aware; this wood
Can provide cheerful warmth
No more on cozy winter nights
He still wishes to retain it
As a piece of Aesthetic Ornament
Decorating his home; adding
Beauty to his surroundings
May be he cherishes his wood….
Or Is it a ' STILL' memento of
His Live Sensual evenings...……? ? ? .
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$$'The Fall of Night'
Darkness Kissed twilight
The curtain fell; its night.........
.
The Moon is out on patrol..
The stars come out to stroll
The ebbing sounds of traffic
the cascading silence specific
The children fast asleep
THe emotions took a leap
His face buried on the pillow next
All energy spent; now in passive rest!
She still awake; sleep eluding
Shyly glances at the moon peeping
Shares a smile.....weary...in selfacceptence
Mooning for; her 'first dream' intense.....................
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$Apple Sliced
Apple sliced
Into two
Can never be
Whole again
The Core
Thrown away
Brown seed
Stray fell
Soft landing
Compassionate ground
New tree
In fall season
years later
multiple fruits....
Nature perpetual
In itself....
awaits no man.......
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$Blind
Pale rosebud pink
Soft, almost velvet to touch.....
Hands drape around
Clings never to leave...
Song soft I whisper sing
Soothed, calmed, stilled...
A lovely blossom
This blind babe in my arms
My eyes blind as tear swarms
It's blindness like thorn pricks sharp....
Reminding us to reach out...
Careful....not to hurt.....
Nature's imperfect creation
You not alone........
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$Show me
Show me the other side
The other side of you
The winning side....
Your working pride
Your jolly tide
The fun loving you
Show me your heart
The loving side of you..
The winsome side
Your secret pride
Your breezy side
The sunny you
Show me your weakness
The gentle side of you
The heart warming side
Your shy, silent you
Your naked side
The tantalizing you........
Show me you’re fighting side
The brazen you
The Stalwart side
Your proud, unbending you
Your tougher side
The chilling, exciting you........
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%%%%%%%%%%Hurt me
Hurt me
Hurt me with your silence
Hurt me If it pleasure gives
I shall bleed for you
I shall to the very end
Don't let me into your heart
Don't lower your pride at any cost
Walk with disdain away
Walk with briskness away
Turn back not for a second
Turn back not in any waver
For I shall have Love no less......
For I shall not Pity accept
So for heaven's sake go....go
So leave me alone...to internal bleed! ! .
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%%%%%%%%%Oh! Love can not you understand?
I keep my word
I must keep my word
Can't you see my plight?
Can't you visualize my inner fight?
But cupid has with his arrow
Done away with all my sorrow
And wish as I would to upright walk
He send amorous thoughts to havoc
And I in piteous state of conflict
To fantasy world of poetry by instinct
Walk like a tight rope walker
Hurt within, be a high fie talker...
Principles are fine
Love's worst enemy! I resign! ! !
¬`````````````````````````````malinikadir! ! ! ¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
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%%%%%%%%Trying to rock the equilibrium...
Trying to rock the equilibrium I am not
I am trying to give what belongs to you naturally
Despite my restrictions of life
circumstancially
Wish to impart it to you...............
Do so through the verses of poetry
Which springs to mind,
And when you so inspire,
Is it so wrong it reaches you.....?
If it is, leave it be
On the pages of poetry
No more, No less!
Love It be! ! !
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%IF you too cared........
A luxury ship; cruising calm waters solitary
The silver queen shedding her moon beams
Covering her surface, silvergrey, orange light streaks
Reflecting; shining; tantalising; dreamy
Spreading before one’s eyes; against the horizon…….
Dusky clouds floating in the back drop
Wearing low-hip fluffy white skirts
The orange-russet; sunset sky flirts
Kissing the ship in its gorgeous green blue ocean bed
I sit on this beach; hugging my knees
The sight stirring a longing to travel….
Travel in it with you…… if you too cared.
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&&&Come, ...Be Game! !
Come, ...Be Game! !
Scene is set...
Calls for action
Dare to win
Get the pluck
Make the final plunge
Invade the oceans
Sail in place....
Sail out to meet
Your destiny! !
Ready to bend
Avoid the break
And to natures,
Elements blend....
Know thy self
Folly and flame
Use your rudder
And meet the waves
Trust your agility
Faith your compose
Be Game! !
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&&&HE IN SO MANY WORDS HIS FRIENDSHIP.....
HE IN SO MANY WORDS HIS FRIENDSHIP
CAN BUT CLARIFY......
SHE STUBBRON STICKS HER STAKE
CAN 'T BUT CLARIFY.....
HAS SHE HIS FRIENDSHIP SPURNED?
A CANDLE FOR LOVE?
nO OH NO! ! MY FRIEND I HAVE ACCEPTED
THIS FLICKERING CANDLE.........
THIS CANDLE SHALL.....
WITH YEARS TO COME SPEAK...
OF PIOUS LOVE....AS NEVER SEEN BEFORE
IT SHALL ITS TORCH LIGHT.....
GIVING FRIENDSHIP A NEW DIMENTION
IN YEARS TO COME......
COME FRIEND EASE YOUR MIND
FOR SOON, YOU AND I HISTORY.......
LIFE'S INTRICATE CHARMING MYSTRY.....
MALINIKADIR
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&&Trip to Fantasy world
To make realities heartening
Oft a short trip into fantasy world
And then feel the heart warming
Leaving go of bitterness within, as Love unfurled
In the magic of the moment
Transported to another time
Another world......no comment;
And in verse words rhyme
Life wears new pair of wings
And energy pumps into the body
Limp with dead pains, gentle sings
The song, of eternal love....moody?
Who I? no way! I am fine! ! !
For all pain in mind erased
And Old smile does shine.....
Face in devilish spirits twinkled....
And the Sun was again out
From; behind the clouds.....
Balance restored stout
She with easy charm enfolds
All in her vicinity with her vivacious
Chatter and joyful spirits.....
Who would but believe, this capricious
Lady deep hurt, crippled her spirits? ?
`````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````
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&Joys of holding you.......
Joys of holding in my arms oft
This bundle of charm....
Enjoy cuddling; so oo soft!
Baby smiling calm!
Dark eyes rounded
Curly waves against her cheek
Dimple in chin showed
Inviting us to give a peck....
New born, just months old
A journey of charming love
Smiling mute told
Kicking frail arms this dove
As if she was busy....busy
Boxing the air,
And loving it too, sassy!
Healthy with care! ! !
````````````````````````````````````malinikadir
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(((Are you ready to fall in?)))
Are you ready to fall in
With the plans of mother nature
Walk with hands down
Accept your sordid future?
Then my friend;
I am sorry to say
Have lost your fight
And spirits on the way!
Go out in search
Make it a march
You will reach
Dreams beseech!
Find your pluck
Spark up your luck
Don't with fears duck
For then you are stuck!
Walk straight ahead
Even if hope just a thread
Millions have said
Efforts to success always led! !
Empowered by the spirit's essence
Support of meaningful experience
Transform with silent resilience
And rediscover self reliance! !
``~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~malinikadir~~~~~~~~~~
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(((Every Day I spend with you)))
Every day I spend with you
I learn of toughness in gentle ways
In the care in little deeds
This easy makes my daily days
Little every day acts and thoughts
Those seemingly easy every day work
That you with ease take over
Responsibility in tasks rough and dark!
Leaving room for pensive contemplation
Room for poetry in my curriculum to verse
With time in hand for words in simple veneer
Forming rhymes in heart; oft they may be sparse
For in this world of puzzle
And dollar drives tussle
It must take a muscle
To easy life Russell
Perhaps romance did not this heart touch
Nor your male chauvinist attitudes of youth
Inspire love, built resentment within much
But, yesterdays are lost in your mature faith
Faithful you love, multiple autumn’s past
Despite the changing seasons in love
Grey the hair, above the ears
A peep of wisdom, like a silver grey dove
Homing pigeon as nature proved
Years in flight and away made naught
When today you make bliss in love showered
I Wonder if cross wars were ever fought!
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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(((Fossilized years ago)))
Fossilized years ago
Disintegrated........
Like Phoenix from ruins
Of ancient times
I rise with new life
Sun kissed awake
My vision is blinded
By the brilliance
Of your presence
Before me..........
As if waking to a dream
Always dreamy
To be taken into your arms
To rest my head.......
As if in mercy
Lord has a second chance
to love; generously given........
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~malinikadir
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(((I ask my heart....)))
Why it will not dislodge?
For haven't you been given all you ask?
Then why with glue you stick to start
Re fain from leave go.........
The youthfulness is here too
The smile with wit here too
And when all is said and done
Superb the ability to shoulder responsibility
Then my heart with a wistful smile replies
But his image was the first to fall
And leaves little room for next
I prefer to live and die so
So just will you leave me alone,
I shall willing abide the mind
And never give you cause;
For any embarrassment ever
Shall we stop finding solutions?
Use your brains else where
Love is illogical often
Logical in reality; live on.....
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~`malinikadir~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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(((My Sorrow)))
I may walk a hundred years
Walk steady fast
But shall I erase my sorrow
And erase my heart from its pinch
How selfish I have been
So unaware in playful sin.........
So unjustly unkind
Having been kind;
I may have eased burdens
But it, any business of mine?
I can not play god to souls I meet
I too am, a human no superior
Is there an excuse?
On this face of earth?
For an irresponsible sinner?
I have been brutally selfish
Will the insults
Flung my way;
Equate in punishment?
Shall I kneel in front of you?
My lord; I truly regret my thoughtlessness
Will you show me a way
I can penance for
I have not the power to rewind past
I had no idea of the powers I possessed
Will you Forgive me? my lord
This thoughtless sinner?
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~malinikadir~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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(((Shallow laughter)))
Shallow laughter
Shallow laughter
Skin deep
For I live
With hell within
Can I find my peace?
Shall I pray to you?
Or work till dead-beet?
How will I run from self knowledge?
How will I stop hating myself?
Help me lord to understand;
Understand myself
And reign supreme
In the command
I place to myself and heed
Let me not burn
All the crop
In my path
Cause destruction
Let me my duty abide
Let me wash my soul
With fitting deeds...
Let me selfless give
Till the day
You see fit to redeem
Redeem me my lord!
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~malinikadir~~~~~~~~~
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(((Still Born)))
Still born?
Yet seconds before
Having breathed
Life giving air
Your Cherubic perfection
Imprinted in colours
Of lovely hue
I glanced with pride
My ordeal is over....
You are born
My breath was still rugged
Your skin was blue
A darkening of senses
Panic anew
Doctors on duty
Rushing feet
I lapse into senseless
Obliviation
Shall we journey together?
Oh! cuttiepie
My life long dream
Oh! ...lord!
'STILL' Born!
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~malinikadir
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(((Trying.....)))
Trying to live up to unconditional;
Unconditional confidence
She forged ahead
Little baby steps
Holding firmly
His belief in her
Strengthening her........
Her efforts
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~malinikadir
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(((You Distant Shine)))
As the Sun; you distant shine
And with the efforts of my verse in poetry
I capture your focus to shine on me……
To burn the pages holding pungent history
Much like holding a magnifying glass
Focused to burn in playful play
Erasing memory to start afresh;
Inspired by your brightness!
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~malinikadir
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((1))

GAME?

A Game?
Is love a game?
No......my friend
Of course not! ! !
But...
Youth plays
Shall always
Nature
Destined it so..
Progeny in mind
But...
The taste of it
Is oft addictive
Thirst
Like hunger
Perpetual

Exist
It shall
Life time
Its Fire
unextinquished
Rages...for ever
Yet
Forms change
As souls evolve
Playful
Truthful
Sinful
Lustful
Soulful
Bodies in pleasures Bliss
In search for an ideal mate......(mates? well......? ? ?)
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Love is life
Life is love
Till
Entwined Bodies
Spirits satiate
Give birth
To infant God
In our arms.....
Peace fills our being
Spirituality
Crawls into our souls! ! !
Till
Love is God
God is Love! ! ! ! ! ! !
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((Young Indian Brides))
Dressed in finery fragrant'
In delicate Glass Crucibles
Of dreamy thoughts; remarkable
On the limited pools of innocence
Brides embark off
On wedding day
Smiling contours soft
Set off; to hubby's sway?
Crucible crucial
All chemical reactions trail
Endothermic reactions trial
Placed on slow burners, warming treatment
Rash berry dreams,
Honeymoon days
Stars realms
Handsome's dashing ways
Then back to daily life livable,
Slow awakening to raw realities
Purpose of glass crucibles?
Lab-experiments basic aid!
Crucibles role, crucial?
In household stay
They brides role extol
Maidens in their best oft stay.....
Treatments warmth mount
Warmer it is naturally
As crucible is placed on heat
She too nudged realistically
Dreams evaporate
As they heat surmount
Transform as Madam to operate
Smiles skin deep; reactions keep count!
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir¬¬
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*((In Gratitude))
In Gratitude
The beams of Sunshine
On my heart...
From Yonder there
An arrow's start
In deep gratitude
For constant sail
When storms and snow hail
Both on roof did hail
For Lord; with you besides
Who could hurt or grade?
Your presence in me resides
Then why; what must I trade?
So much calm soothing within felt
That with you for ever let me ride
Let petty issues with faith be dealt
And head in air, walk with pride
The error is in gravity
If its pull strong be felt
The earth in relativity
Hearts in pure love melt! !
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir
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********************Past! !
Just an excuse to reach
This point in life........
Marked events boulders on the
Path that leads...
One to change course
Of action and go on.....
Joys, sprinkle of mist
In life's mornings.......
Sorrows, the heat of
mid day Sun
Direct on head tops! ....
Friends, other blooms
That bloomed simultaneously.....
Enemies, the fated
Bumble bee.....
Focused buzz
With ulterior buisness.......
Teachers....
The strong winds
That blew away ignorance.......
Parents....
The solid earth beneath our feet
Boss...
The Sky we must look up to
Love,
The exilier of life!
Partner...
Part of half the pressures
Betterhalf Ofcourse! ! !
Offsprings?
Offshoots of Edengarden
Life?
A passage from past to present! ! !
As in Present Perfect Continuous Mood Ofcourse! !
`````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````
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*******************Caught! !
She would traverse the skies
With joyous merry make
But the seams of her dress
Were in thorny bushes caught!
And try as she would
It would not come off
For the bush would
Sway with every wind….
But never give it up! ! !
She valued her velvet robes
For the respectability; well covered!
Thorn was enjoying? ? ?
Well it so appears! !
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
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*******************Pebbles
Pebbles need to be thrown
For ripples to form.........
Still waters gather moss
Corny green spreads too oft
Hides entire stagnate waters
Done why?
Vexed;
Or bored
Or simply intrigued!
Perhaps mind
Else where in
absentminded
Dis concern...........
To perceiving eyes
In pensive moods
The reflecting
Sunlight on ripples
provide........
A tantalizing Scene.! !
Eyecatching! !
The Hand that throws
The pebbles....
UN Advert is creative! !
```````````````````````````malinikadir``````````````````
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*******************Stop!
Stop!
Listen…
Comprehend
Compile
Stop! !
Deep breathe
Ponder
Persist
Stop! ! !
Once in while
Prepare
Pursue
Stop! ! ! !
It’s all here
Very clear
Vivid to the sincere
STOP
A sec….!
Breathe….in!
Now……PERSEVERE! !
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******************I Plan to silent fight**************
I Plan to silent fight
My heart is overflowing
With loving thoughts of you
But, I am not showing
You are not to be given, due
Attentions today …Anger show I may
Words you speak and say
What ever comes your way?
Well …Have a lonesome day
Till you feel for it…..
I am not going to relent
Today lips shut tight
I plan to silent fight
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*************Dare
Dare to find
The well of echos
And Whisper
Words
So that
They
Resound
And Echo
Again...
And again...
And
Again
The immortal words
That shall
Then
Spread
to
the ears........
That on
Hearing it
Shall
In Eternal joy
Rejoice! ! !
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*****IF
IF
In your heart ….I could
An inch win
And you for a fading moment
Of me think…..
And as you think
If to your lips
A smile lingering …bring
All my years of dedication
Has been accepted;
Unquestioned
If
In your heart I could
An inch win….
Has kept me breathing
Living….waiting
Oft wondering….
One day hoping
You would come…
If
In your heart I had
An inch won………..
So that you cherish me
Desire to reach out
As you progress
Keep in touch
Caring; Sharing….
As if
In your heart I had
An inch won…………………….

hems
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*****It Inspires.........
North Pole or South
At equidistance
Father away stands
The earth’s central divide
Man Labelled -Equator
Lovely, evergreen….
Hot, humid forests
On either sides in
“Patch” spreads…
Wild; the vast Landscape
Viewing it from far …..Above;
Floating clouds
Dreams awaken
Nature’s vibrant stillness
Far …down below
Flickering lights
At twilight
City sky scrappers
Concrete structures
Away from life’s hum-drum
Imagination on flight…
Sparks a fire
To the poet’s prolific…..
-------malinikadir
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*****Love stole in……..Spirituality followed on its toes………….
*Self knowledge stuck;
En route her throat…….
It could not; with luck
Be waved away! She wrote…..
Out of her system
She tried to chase;
From whence did it stem?
Causing changes in her pace?
Harsh reality; unpalatable
Till with tears; to Lord she turned;
Asking for control in self; stable
Spirituality stole in as, midnight oil burned….
Till self reluctant; ”Humility”crept in….
The heart with peace did fill…..
Strange joy tiptoed within……
Setting free, to live life…… to his free will!
She did care and shall care
Yet; the quality of love refined
His life she wished prosperity will bear
Her Joy in his happiness redefined! ! !
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****Friendship
A Warm feeling,
which joins hearts
A joyous experience
A Hand clasp of a friend
Walking hand in hand
Through rough terrain
Of the Formative years
Lingering memory of
Years to come!
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***The Queen
TThe Fading Moon
'Queen' of Nights
Slashed by Light
When Sun is up bright
No match is she……
To his superior self
Wordless with disdain
Silently steps behind
He reigns by day
Undisputedly enthroned
All subjects to
Passive obedience
Moon awaits biding time
When tides will change
Waves will rise
Washing the shores
With foamy white Froth
“Queen” then shall come;
Dancing moon light
On ocean waters of
Flickering emotions…..
A nature’s delight
Kindling Spirits…..
At the beach in moon light!
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***'Tip-toeing......'
Tip-toeing into his heart
A glimpse of his true self
Cashing on emotional account
Of decades; past……
Residue bitterness shelved
With his caring…soothing words
A new freshness
Found in binding…..
Swimming and cavorting
On shallow depths of distant love
No………….nothing separating
In his diplomacy and tact…..Love
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**Life's tapestry
Finely interwoven
Deeply knit
Blooming flowers
Springfresh leaves
Backdropp sky
Serene blue......
Garden of eden!
Forbidden apple bit;
Multiple fluttering
Butterflies.............
Beautiful Scene! !
All embroidered..........
Estatic pleasure
Shall fade peace
The golden thread
that is love woven.............
Adding sparkle
To existing enigmatic scene
Mystry deepens
Designer tapestry!
What next?
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*A Lover's Delight
Waiting Awaiting
As days pass
Thinking; writing
In mid thoughts pause
Multiple visions
Arise in mind
Joyful Fashions
Of very coluorful Kind
His mind ventures
Dwelling on every part
The secret treasures
Curiosity trickles a start
Wandering thoughts
Rest on her mid waist arrow
Down further brought
A curly tuft of dark furrow
Exotic thoughts spicy temptation
Dragging His mind to thrilling peaks
His Lips are wet in justification
His thoughts impatiently seeks
The bell at the door rings
His visions Chased in Haste
Preoccupied thoughts to present brings
Alluring woman but still pure and chaste! !
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*Autumn Leaves
Autumn leaves
To wind's symphony......
Swirl; twirl...............
All that is positive
Vibrant; enthusiastic
In you perceive......
All crestfallen colours
Brown, Orange, yellow
Rustic; discarded.....
But; gay, free, merry?
With gust of strong wind
To distant meadows................
Never dreamt of...
When green, fresh, young;
Tree bound, duty bound................................
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*Candle for love?
Candle for love?
This candle I have with love accepted
Lights my way through the dark....
In my heart a similar glow cast;
I in infatuation dwell....as it a glow
To my face casts.....shadow backdrop
I tip toe almost; in nimble tred
Holding a protective hand in dred
Lest I its flickering Light extinguish
In hasty; carelessness...........
I must judicious my candle light
In my lonely; moon- some nights…
By day…..snuff it …..
Place it by my book of poetry…
As from his corner in my heart
He inspiration …
Pumps into my blood streams….
Hoping to keep it with loving care
Burning, burning, burning.......
This Candle for love
Keeping me warm....
the rest of my life.....
Till my last breath…..on earth
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*I push off....
I push off...
Thanks for the shove
That sent my rough geared canoe
On its tentative voyage...
Roughly put together
With layman's craft....
For all starts take courage
When all I had was rage
Boiling to its heights
Blinding vision in its blur...
I wave
Wave optimistic
For my canoe
May never reach...
And rig up
On any island
En route.....
Plant my special flag......
But brave the tides
And ferry about.....
On this mystic
Oceans of skilled Poetry
And gather on my net
To extent of my skill
And talent
Fresh Catch!
Of bright thoughts! ! !
Wider visions
Brighter horizon!
Wish me luck....
Lest the Canoe
Capsizes
With
Weight of its booty! !
Care...shall care
Take care
I wave
Wave optimistic! ! !
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*Monster waves of reality
The entire world is in orbital momentum
The momentum is gathering speed
As each and every individual
Strives to make ends meet
The rainbow ends of idealism and reality
The arms stretched out
Reaching out for the distant stars……….
Rooted to the spot
Imprisoned by the iron hands of
Of prevalent truth
The cries of humanity in grief
Is reaching its peak
For the scales of balance of
Mother Nature has been thwarted
“Justice “stands blindfolded
The sweeping gigantic
Monster waves of Tsunami
Wash the shores of coastal lands
Mother Nature has cracked
Under pressure
The smoldering suppression
Can no longer be
Retained within...
Without a token protest!
Has the Lord then relented?
Cruel for permanent kindness
To the Lakh of souls
Washed away?
Crisis! Crisis! !
A calamity
It has revived
The sleeping humanitarian
Spirits of mankind
The new momentum
Has gathered speed
As new strengths are uncovered
Hithero unknown;
Nations rise to the situation
A strange unity!
Unified focus of man’s
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Scattered vision! !
Focus on one point…
Rekindly sparks of emotion
That situations demand
In its very urgency
Devasted souls; desperate mourning
Reaching the fatherest points
Of civilization; Leaving no living spirit
Untouched…
Where “the lords” sweeping brush
Has changed the picture
The landscapes before our eyes
In a matter of minutes
Has he nudged humanity
To give a new direction?
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*SON! ! ! !
Son
You will go far….
You can
You will
You must
But first break away
From love
From apron strings
From; limiting emotions…
But first, learn to do
What must be done?
Don’t shun
Then have Fun! ! !
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*Sun Down......
Sun Down
When reason
Met rhyme
Union
Charming….
Life in
Golden sands
Horizons
Closing in?
With
Chill thrill
Down
The spine….
Huge waves
Erasing…
All past print
Of feet
On Sand…………….
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*The girl and her lamp
The little girl
in mini skirt
lit with love
an earthen light
Years went by
she happily skipped
about life's way
to nature's tune danced
Then when darkness
fell: day was done!
She returned back
adding oil to her lamp some....
years went by..
She nearing her end
found solace in
its warm glow's tend! !
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*Yearning
Yearning
Breathes life into the being
Erupting
Emotions as never before
His smile
The ice breaking
Wind blowing
Dry leaves to heights
In dizzy circles
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.......................................IN FORWARD GEAR
Life is in forward gear friend
And to learning there is no end
All crisis did but stronger polish us
And to more determination, lesser fuss
Taking things in our stride
We with competence surf the tide
The golden exchange for innocence lost
Is the assertiveness, shyness past!
Troubles who but did not face?
Ask the parents they too kept pace! !
Every man as his consciousness grows......
Realizes more....acknowledge more, inner growth! !
Yet a prize for gain, , must be paid! !
Nothing, but nothing is free...As the great have said! ! !
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.................................Any ways.......
I awake this morn
To go to pray...
ask his guidence
for my way.....
A mere tool
In his kingdom
his to use
For his purpose unknown
yet my trust
in him
his own intricate plan
and elan
gives me renewed faith! !
In me
my life
purpose of my birth
and strife
amen!
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...............................Epitome
He an epitome in her heart resides
At epicenter, in his guidline proceeds
Abstract their relationship in heart......
Value in words to express cannot start
Lost in turbulent waters
He a raft, time offers......
All of us in life, meaningful strokes add
To give direction and purpose to lend
For unchartered a ship where too shall traverse?
A destination gives direction to action of preference
Infatuation you can term this unique association with unicorn
More an idol worship of depths, its purity can be sworn...........
malinikadir
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...............................Yet,
Yet on the frozen Artic grounds
A ray had Power.....
To thaw this Ice,
A ray of distant Sun
Resemblance of warmth....
A smile did bring,
And on this frozen soil
Dreams Awakened
A inner joy flirted,
Bringing shine in life
A wisper of green
Peeped out....
And the ice melted
down to earth
Warmed again! !
Little rivulets forming
Down the mountain
Singing with love......
And merging with Ocean
Trickling, reflecting
Sun's ray of hope!
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..............................A Drive to the farms............
As with the jerks
my dreams come to an end...
And the car turns
round the bend..........

Turn; to the mango groove effortless
Coming to a halt, with a screech
Walk round, rustle of dry leaves; under...less.
And bend; to fond kiss me awake, to teach?
In your arms
to the farms
Under the boughs
of leafy greens
Where sunlight peeps
through the leaves.....
The look in your eyes...
In volume speaks..............
```````````````````````````````````malinikadir
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..............................A Step in time
Step to time
A step in time
Don't give a dime
I say to hear!

Go your way
Have your say
Walk away.....
live the right way!

Stick it up,
Tough it up
Walk away....
Living the right way?

Make it work
Slog at work
Walk away....
Live the right way...

Don't be kind
Not your kind
Walk away....
Must live the right way...

You have it in you
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Make sure can you?
Walk away...
live the right way

Think twice
Think thrice
Walk away...
To live the right way!

A step in time
Step to time
Don't give a dime
To hear say.....! ! !
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..............................MY Dollar Love! ! ! ! !
Like dollar, a silver medallion
Of silver strength in silver memory
Lies my Love for you...my Royal lion
Dangling betwixt my breast; in Irony
Mocking my pretext of otherwise....
My Proud actions in disdain
But I my decision, consider wise
And say so with pride no pain.........
This dollar buried deep, deep
In my heart, in its crevice
My every day emotions sweep
Joyful bliss yet unwise
For it lies a dead weight
And not of any the use; inside seal
Buried and hidden tight
Let it, find your spirits in zeal
When I in verse word let it fly
And it lands on your palm
Tremendous power, in it I Spy
And watch my faith in Calm.....
The dazzling coin in your hand
A charm of Luck, be forewarned
It houses enormous energy in land
Where, people moved, swarmed...
It bestows non stop positive thinking
And confidence, unshaken faith in self
Faith in one self and ones ability, linking! !
Till as ONE, you ceaseless work through strife!
And All Fortunes fall in your lap
But Once I place it in your Palm
And it does not let your energy sap
Acquiring value tremendous and calm! ! !
It then turns its weight in gold
Telling of my ceaseless love
Full of faith, as indeed bold
You reach your treasure trove
Of dreams and ambitions
And reach your best in self
Discover hidden latent powers
Within, to uncover excellence itself! !
`````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````
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.............................My Dream....................
My Dream Like butterfly
Alighted on my mind....
And fleeting flew away......
Awakening I find
Realities wastly different
And my emotions rock me.....
So charmingly warm I felt
Cocooned.....Did he Love me? ? ? .
Yet, he is but a dream....
I feel a peculiar sense of loss
As if, again thrown out into sea
And fear the worlds waves and toss....
But, I never had his arms
He never felt those emotions
They exist in my mind alone
And I love alone....in life or dreams......
malinikadir
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.............................Responsibility In Love!
When the star
Shines in your eyes
And I in it star
It was Love that one spies.......
Shining through
The mirror of the soul
Inner Happiness seen through
As if its care, my responsibility sole! !
To tend and nurture
As one would a tiny seed
Help it sprout and grow in nature
For its healthy growth; is my inspirational feed! ! !
(Chidren; always a bundle of joy! ! ! .........
.......Have you ever spied yourself in your daughter's eyes? ? ?)
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.............................Restrain (1)
Restrain did I kiss you;
Goodbye for good?
Weren’t we the best of friends?
Did it need to end?
I feel desolate and lost
Without your reassurance
Let us this a minor tiff
Consider, and not be stiff…..
You know; …..ever so much
Let us together progress
Once again walk the high roads of life….
Majestically and proudly
Inseparable! ! !
Let the world our proves
Applaud! ! !
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.............................Sun Shine Mine
Sun Shine Mine
Rest a while...Do you?
When? ......If ever? .......I wonder?
None stop your work
Every day non stop

Warming life into Million cells
bringing movement on this Earth
I look up to you and smile......
Your parent Balling Start,
The trillion years; infinitive.....apart,
your presence blazing non stop
Tell me, why this dedication?
I admire your Punctuality
Your systematic schedules,
Your regularity, unconcern,
When the earth quakes,
Cyclone, tsunami strikes
Back at work next morn?
Untarnished, bright
At stroke Of time,
Smiling Self, As always! !
Lofty! and your visions?
Tell me, what motivates?
When Clouds cover,
Your work visible to world not! ! !
But, you your work ceaseless continue......
Sun Shine mine,
Rest a while..... Do you?
When? ......If ever? .......I wonder?
Man then; did kneel to pray in lands I guess
in awe of your superior ceaseless fire
Science may have in research unveiled
your physical mystery....but not the depths of your power
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............................A Log Adrift…(wood…? …) .
(If drift woods where to start thinking)
If adrift like a log
Aimless tossed to sea
As if the floating tree trunk
As if, with unexpected load clinging
Just had to but…go down; sank!
Took life purpose
Away with it……….
To the bottom of the sea
Under…. reasons of logic wedded to it
Now are buried under
In the gravel sands beneath
The oceanic depths………..
And purpose lost to natural calamity
Reason, logic for
This change of address
In existence no more
Aim less drifts…..
Aimless drifts…
Till a peculiar tornado
Arose …..
And in gutsy winds
This log is tossed to shore
Ah! What bliss!
The unshaken land did feel
Beneath its self
No more tossing,
No more turning….
Solid grounds discovered
And peace found
But, still a little trouble
This land,
Piece of land
Not registered in the log’s name
And the log could not
To human courts apply
For it did not in its jurisdiction come
Tell me, where is the error
I say the error is here
Within the log
For logs are supposed to be dead wood
Not alive! pondering! !
Till its blackish blue! !
What say you? ? ? Aren’t I right? ? ? ?
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............................Constant War Within.....
Have you ever inner wars fought?
When your desires drag you to a path of its own? ?
And your strong mind and will, will permit not!
Yet to eraze completely impossible!
Neither desire nor righteous will, will agree? ?
Each try to win, non stop efforts put
And Chaos is what will result! !
You as if caught in a fight! ....no a war within! ! !
Constant! constant! constant! ! !
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..........................Don't flee precious moment......
Don't flee precious moment
Keep still.....let me Savor
Just stepped, on the doormat
let me enjoy....step over....

Come in, will you
For its ages since
last I met you
And my heart sings.....

Hold me in your smile
kiss me for old times sake
linger longer a while
Whisper sweet nothings fake

Once again you awaken
My sleeping dreams......
Linger, I feel forsaken
take me in your arms......

Don't flee precious moment
Keep still.....let me savor
Just stepped, on the doormat
let us enjoy....step over....! ! !
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.........................Fragrant freshness!
Early morning
A garden trip....
Mist in air mystic
Blooms half asleep
Awaiting the Sun?
Dew on leaf tip
On the point of slip
Unto the rose bud's
Peeping face; .
It does drip........
Refreshing?
Icy chill baby?
Tempted to pick?
Fragrant freshness
Always inviting! !
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.........................Get Going! ! !
Float through life
Game with tide strife
Go with the game amicable
Life? destiny? unpredictable? ? ?
Now, No...No more can take it
Directionless, Waverly drift
Must channelize, must zero in
Ones potential discover within! ! !
A restlessness born,
listlessness must burn
Awaken the slumbering spirit
Better late than never...with grit
Come on...get going! !
Buck up...do it! wit showing! ! !
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........................Let your dreams flow..........
Let your dreams flow..........
Let your dreams flow
Let your Life smooth go......
On the brazen tracks of venture
On the beaten tracks of adventure
Let the winds blow
Let the clouds go
Over the hills and mountains
Over the bills and thorny croutons
Let the sun shine filter in
Let warm rays shelter in
Make your home cosy
Make your life rosy!
Let long forgotten friends
Let long begotten music
Tip toe into your heart
Tip toe into your den! !
Let joy find your address
Let freshness find redress
As you breeze through your work
As a new bout of energy fills your being
Let all the angels bless your flickering love
Let all men praise you too; my love
As creative you tackle your day!
As all wonder, unique in your way! ! !
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........................My Sick brother in law.......
Mad as mad can be
Sad as sad can be
Rude as rude can be
Shrewd as shrewd can be
Most unattractive; this character
Knee deep in spoils...a pet? ..
Yet, head injury had changed
His entire fate....till Late.....
Born to parents with silver spoon
In his mouth? , so to say....
ILL for life but their wealth his boon
Needed not to work his way
Through life, he plodded on...on...
Neglect his illness, anger on parents did vent
Parents could do nothing but blame it on,
Fate! It played in their lives, housed in rent!
Hospitalized for six months in research...
For, till then his disease as yet rare kind
Scans or tests, lead them to decide
It was rare, transitory clot formation find
Regular medicines for life,
Age only sixteen still.....
Handsome tall fair youth
Fits attacked, against his will
My role as nurse was simple
A man was appointed to help him
Through his daily routines
Medication and food to suit the illness whim! !
Society, does cause inferiority
In ailing human to extent great
Hence emotional havoc caused
Upright in love, as Bhishma the great!
Who gave up his life, for his father.....
And remained unmarried till end...
His celibacy gave powers to hold his death
Till he his demise did wish, his end meet........
Restrain, all life is hard living.......
Playful chatting; a poor substitute to love
Won't you all agree? Examplary living.......
Yes! Terrific temper; but playful soul, poor love!
His life attitudes, pride and anger
Difficult to handle, eccentric behavior....
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His complexes prompted! ! ! ....but a child at heart
And if handled with firm hand amicable behavior!
Life long exile of sort! . Royal lion! ! Yet, pity one felt
But good sense of humor, courage sound
With little affection, efforts lived normally
And character naughty not harmful, found! ! !
My children his play things
Our lives a designer tapestry
Where joy in tearful eyes found
My family extended...close knit mystery! ! !
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.......................Crisis Scenario!
He was uncomfortable;
He was unsure
It is stifling, this zone
This crisis scenario
He shied away
He searched for escape
It is confining; fenced in……..
This Crisis scenario
He schooled his emotions
He mustered his courage
It is time; he learned to face it…..
This Crisis scenario
He plucked enough grit to walk in
He was knee deep; before he knew it
It is suprising, was it really himself? ? ?
In Control of, ? This crisis scenario
YES! ! !
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.......................Fish pond
The fishes in this fish pond
Ad mist the green water plants
And shells strewn on its floor
Looks serene, inviting as sun ray slants
The pair of golden fishes
Chase each other about the waters
Speeding with fins fluttering gentle move
As I bend to add fish feed in close quarters
Tell me playful fishes what game it is you play?
Dogging, nosing moving about.......
Random activity? passing time?
What in your waters is life about?
Your movements capture my rapt attentions
Magic ephemeral curving streaks of artistic play
Water roads temporary forming..........
Perhaps awakening lateral thinking in mind play!
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.......................Never to be just some one...you trample
Never to be some one you trample under
Under your feet in the heat of the moment
Yes! I love you and shall Always
So? So What? ? this doesn't give you the right
To treat me as you Please, Not any more Anyways
Never to be just someone you trample......
I am not going to be a shivering imbecile
And allow you to walk over me all over....
Yes! I Love you and shall always
So? So what? ? this doesn't alter any thing sweetheart
You shan't treat me as you please, not any more anyways
Never to be just someone you trample......
I desire you, and love your ways
Of taking me to the seventh cloud....
Yes! I Love you and always shall
So? So what? ? this doesn't alter any thing sweetheart
You shall not get me to respond, to your touch anyways
Never to be someone, Just be someone you trample
You and I shall always be mates my Love
Of that have no debates, We live and die together
Yes! I Love you and always shall
So? So what? ? this doesn't alter anything sweet pie
You shall not have a yes! not always to all you say
Never to be someone, someone you just trample! ! !
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.......................Woebegone Faces
The world in woes
Infinite be……
I walk the streets and find
Woebegone,
Faces so many…..
Many troubles
Money, troubles
Some in health hazardous
Visible, miserable a state ours
Under paid labour
Over worked stress
Unqualified lots
Untrained staffs
Middle class lump
Many in slums slump
Business class
Breezing pass
Yet, glimpse of smile denied
Stress free rare to find
All ….in some bind?
Compulsive pressure
Each has: It appears for sure
Fast whiz in bikes common
Talking to cell phone summon
Found in all; cars to lorry
Cell phones a menace? No! yet sorry
They ... accidents many caused
Adding to misery more; one supposed
Traffic jams, can’t miss mention
Driving needs full attention
Happy children few
Some of them I knew
Else; no where I found
Faces all, All be stress bound
What kind of era is this?
What will future generation miss?
Will faces, stress free find
Happy bonds in friendship’s bind
Will man a new paradise discover…..
From all his woes and pains recover?
Sound pills, of common sense
Solid acceptance of reality, as it is….makes sense! ! !
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.....................I am just a passing Cloud.......
I am just a passing dark cloud...........
Floating overhead in your territory;
Loaded with tear like rain drops
Darkening my complexion........
It is 'Rainy Season'
I rain, drenching you.......
You put out a hand, shading your eyes; .
In passing to look up at me........
I disturb you routine?
Your activities curtail?
You curse me; under your breath
And wish you could switch me off! ! !
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.....................Love me!
Love me as no one has done
Done on this earth before......
Love me, in your very own way
Do it with a dash of fun....
Love me with your heart and soul
Do it in salt and Sun......
Love me in rain and storm
Do it under the stars and moon
Love me in thick and thin
Do it on the grasses green
Love me when young and old......
Do it in the ebbing tides...
Love me from top to toe
Do it in our private canoe
Love me under the dark blanket of night
Do it despite the huge waves at sea........
Love me till my last breath in life
Do it despite the creaking bones of reality
Love me like gentle rays of twilight Sun..
Do it till your last breath in life with fun! ! ! !
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.....................The Moment
The Moment
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
The pain in those eyes
Lingered.........
The moment
Photographed;
In mind
Words spoken not....
Emotions played
Havoc
The moment
Stagnated
In time
She walks briskly away
Duty first......
Decision taken
The moment
brought
To light
Her convent upbringing
Stood errect
The moment
Starchy
Too stiff
Years rolled; but the lastlook
Remained
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The moment
Frozen....
In Time........
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
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.....................You are mine
You are mine,
are mine.....
To hold and cherish,
As long as I live
as I live
To love and caress
I shall Hold
shall hold
You in heart as hostage...
And sing to you
to you...
Of my love never ceaseing.........!
With all my heart.............................................! ! ! !
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....................Believe what you will
Believe what you will
I don't care a wit
Say what you will
I don't care a bit
Love today
All sun dry
Yes I am all you say
I don't change my way
Believe what you may
I live and die my way
A common noun
Public property now
I shall write, and spread
Love far and wide
Pour out all in me
For the world to see
Not a finger shall my shadow touch
I shall burn.... burn..burn to ash as much
As much as my write shall spread
Spread 'Truth and love' my water and bread! ! !
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....................INTO PLANES UNFORESEEN......
The deep discontent
Unexplainable
A deep sense of utter bereft
Loss unexplainable....
Why? Have you had a change of heart...
And does my soul perceive it?
Where these two souls then
Two broken … halves, of a whole?
Like Iron fillings to magnate...
I am drawn.....I long
Futile my efforts to wrap around
The cold cloak of principles
It leaves me cold, lonely, shivering...
Let me child like take what
God has given me......, and my sad soul
Shall in your sooth words
Drift to shore...drift ashore......
As if it was pre destined by lord
And who I with my small thinking....
To presume with petty pride
There is a mission here, God ordained
For this is as if lead to a calling
Beyond my control, or any force else
As if the soul is a major now
And not even its parents had the power
Power to stop it....so my heart hark-ens
Let it flow through me I long as if
As if my strong intuition knows
That once this heart breaks the dam
And his emotions are given
An opportunity, it will give so much
So much of love............
As if his soul was fettered and longed
Longed to give.....where
Its passion is not curbed by petty
Man made mind conditioning....
As if a tempest there too blows
And a wisp of its aroma
My soul perceives...nostalgic?
Did then these two souls
In some life, as man and wife
Challenge each other...
And separate journey start?
Lord, predestined to meet
On, this earth......? This strong
His influence as never before
And as if to awaken, my thoughts;
Before his inevitable arrival
As if to this destiny I in practical
Deeds driven.....All Planned
By some superior force, unseen
This magnetic, Celtic attraction
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Undefined by words or feelings
In hitherto explained relationships
So new, this experience....this magic
Will you also my feelings discern?
Will you also experience the tug and pull?
What has the Lord preordained for us?
Is this his test or is this his gift?
Should I open my arms or fold it tight?
IS it my dream? Or IS it my wishing?
Is it true or Am I in heights of fancy?
Where too? will I in his heart a notch find
Will it be a very satisfying bind?
Will you take me for a ride?
Enthral me if you please...
Then like Rain washes the roads
Thoroughly cleaned so too
My hormones shall be clean swept
And I shall then perhaps elevate
To planes, hitherto unforeseen........
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....................Reflect on riverbank……..
The smooth surface
Of this river Thine....
The ripples caused
Pebble efforts mine!
I wish to swim
In shallow waters
I fear the depths
Thoughts in shudder
Lest some mishap
Does misshapen occur
Life for me just not
A game of soccer
Real depths fanciful
In dreams to journey
Enjoy chill of the water
Surface ripples shinny
Tantalize me, frighten me
In dawn; unidentified depth…
For smooth surface deceptive
Known fears swept up from depths
I standing in its bank
Debilitating wonder....
What be best, to be frank
In cowardice or caution?
Tempted to take, early morn dip
So inviting the flickering surface
Second thoughts, before plunging
Hesitant, in hasty mishap to loose face
Tell me honey, will you ever
Take the dip and be done with it!
Or ponder trivia undecided for ever?
I for one, am enjoying the waters every bit
The touch of chill on skin … waters
Refreshing, freshening......
And no Alligaters, allay your fears
So enjoy fatigue lessening........
I disturb the waters..................! ! !
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
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...................IN ETERNAL BLISS! ! !
Two hearts; a heart beat away
To timeless beat in ecstatic sway
In whisper Islands on passion bay
Caress winds; with love in say
Entwined Souls in everlasting bond
Breathing gentle, the fragrance found
Will the sands of time
Drench them? In Love's tidal waves fine?
Taking their breath away....pulsating the veins
Age old rhythm, storms in soul, love in heart reigns
But, Caution of tempest and aftermath destruction
Makes them tred the shallows, restrain in rare perfection?
This genuine love, stood the test of time
Past all tempests did reach paradise! Hearts as one did chime.......
That momentous moment, as if their world did still
And winds stood to play a symphony, Clouds rained blessings of good will...
The Waves washed the bay as if, to foamy flowers spray
And the fishes crowded, audience to this sacred bonding at the quay
The sky and earth as if holding hands in background stood to bless
And the Sun gentle smiled, blessing the couple in eternal bliss! !
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...................Love, are you mine?
Love, are you mine
An; Achill’s heel?
Does my life
In your power dwindle?
Where is the pride
I felt with you in even keel?
Am I allowing you?
To, my peaces of mind swindle?
Why my decisions
You for ever sway?
Can't you see?
I loved my work and say?
The sense of self worth
And self, satisfaction?
Today Resentment,
Self destruction within; in reflective....
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...................When...............
When life is full of gentle understanding,
When both of us willingly adjust to each other
When unspoken you understand my love…
When you show confidence in me ….
When the entire world; pointed fingers at me
When my very consistence in faith, infatuation ….
When; is sufficient to trust me ….my unchanging stance…
When you know me …..Understand me…..so well
When you let me express my anguish….righteous anger
When you wish to make up and give me happiness …
When you wake me with a kiss………
What more can a woman ask? ? ?
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..................Craving...
Craving for......
As if, carved deep
Engraved; undraped
when opportunity to say
Show Love my way
Did knock my door
I let you in....to adore
Took you by surprise, did I?
Heart says you are my guy! !
And I care not a tuppence
To leave this world in suspense
Molten lava like, from cascading volcano
Suppressed Love errupts, unable to say no
Try as I would to put the lid
Pretend? Whom to kid?
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..................Cyclone
Cyclone
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
Let the waves at Sea
Hit the shores....
Let the dark clouds
Rain torrents
Let the trees to cyclonic winds
Be subjected.....
Let the whishing whooshing sounds
Rage high this summer
Wild the lands
Depression on the Bengal bay
Oft as it does form...
Rocking the shore line
Human hearts in fear grips
Seasonal; Nature changes?
But I shall unchanged await
On the sandy shores of time
At the shore...undaunted wait
Cyclones will blow its self out
In the moment of calm
In your turbulent cyclonic life
Natures natural pause,
The eye! The cyclone eye
Pause a second on your path
And think.....
Where too.....you heading?
In your heart's,
ticking seconds
Your mind......may hear
The knock on your hearts door
A glare of light.....
Straight, unto the eyes?
Is it blinding you?
Pushing your focus?
Tred with tide
Progress to progress
Keep in stride
When energy drips
Glare of success
No longer blinds.....
You will still
Find me in the Sandy shores
Awaiting you...with thudding heart
With; pass of time.....
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
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..................I shall give my all
I shall gladly give my all
But first your eyes must love....
Take me beneath your eye lashes
To swim; in your tears....
I must run in your veins
In your sinews, bones, fiery passions awake
Your pulse must rock; picking speed
Keeping beet with your heart
The devilish twinkle, gleam in your eyes.....
Your short breaths as you nuzzle me...
Your finger tips fire and ice.......
Must whisper, as in my dream; name twice.........
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..................Slinky sarong slips......
Slinky Sarong slips
Showing vulnerability within...
A beckoning softness..
Longing to be enfolded
Caressed to joyful euphoria.....
As gentle as a petal
Flowering to sunrise
Smiling beauty...
Shyly awakening
The water lily! !
Glistening droplets
Shine.....enhancing
Surface beauty
With inner radiance.......
The slushy pond invisible
This Bloom catching the eye.......
Through sliping sarong, a pure white lily!
Natures Beauty! !
-------------------malini kadir
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..................Vulnerable days................
Let be,

Let by gones by
Today,
I am reunited....
And,
have passed it by
All
forgiven, transfer
Of
affection again done.........
Hurt
dirt brushed away,
Of Those
difficult days
Your memories
and dreams
Kept
me sane
And
today kids
have
all grown.....
And
my fragmented self
Now
pieced together
And
harmony in life!
yet
deep scars
burns
of innocence
surface
on vulnerable days.....
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................Come on....
Come on join me....
Lets dance! !
To the winds symphony
Down to earth
With love in heart
Fingers interlocked
Sway to fate....
Come lets in present
Dwell...music in our ears
step to times
Fox trot in glee
Welcome joy...
Kiss for fun
Gyrate to fusion
Fleeting Ecstasy!
Life a rain dropp fleet
Lets catch the drop
Taste with tongue! !
Blissfully!
``````````````````malinikadir
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................Lower your Sails....
Lower your sails;
Throw your weapons down
You can put your head on my chest
Take your much needed rest
Lower your gutsy sassy ways
Be just the simple you....
You can put your arms around me
Take your much needed rest
You can stop pushing yourself hard
Battling your odds in life
Lay your head in my lap and doze off
Take your much needed rest
You can stop wandering in thirst
Roaming the deserts of hardships....
Drink the nectar of love; refresh!
Well rested, start afresh! !
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...............Keep... Keep me waiting.......
Keep me waiting
Toeing my line...
Enjoying the game
Are you? ? ?
Well have it your way
I am off...
Tie rd of waiting
you can win!
But that was then.....
More in element
Beckoning oceans
I am off!
Gonna enjoy
The feel of breeze
Sand on lips
And Sun tan!
```````````````````````malinikadir
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..............A tiny part, through your day.....
At Break of day
Let me be the sun shine
Slanting through your window
At the shower,
Let me be the water
Wetting you through
At breakfast
Let me be the dish
Containing your favorite.....
When you drive to work
Let me be the music
In you; music system....
In the gym
The sweat;
In your toil
In your office
Your inspiration
In every, Innovation....
When with kids
Your inner joy
Cherishing the moment
At dinner
The Cherry
In, your custard....
At night,
The cherished,
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..............Pretence Game..............
I pretended
It was working....
He pretends
It is working....
We pretend
It isn’t over....
But the cold embers
Tell a very different story! ! !
But Life isn’t over
By far; not over...
There Is yet
Yet for more to come
If Awards were to be given
For’ best act....
I wonder, if any
Would be in the audience!
Then is it a wonder?
The smiles are Plastic
And Faces are Masks
Man is Machine? ? ?
Price, for sanity
In civility if one must
One must live.....
Formalities of living! ! !
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.............A Canvas...plain.....
A Canvas plain
At your disposal
And time to doodle
Sketch or paints fondle.....
The Sky is Fiery orange
And Its Sundown..time
The dusk is tip toeing...in
And the stage is set for win...
The creativity of the artist is on fire
And his love in his eyes comes alive
With each stroke he gentle gives
Her face on canvas, in each curve
His skill in youthful bosom apparent
A tiny stroke her navel, visible through transparent
Veil floating, in graceful lenghts in Lacy finish
In flamboyant passion colours, clothes furnish
Why, a lady of gentle grace....appealing! !
His dream girl, all attentions stealing.............
He adds a dash of colour to her lips
As if, he live kisses her...with his lips
The dreamy look on his countenance
As he steps back to view it once.....
Before gentle wrapping her in linen
Shielding her from prying eyes......and vision
All his to caress, brush to touch
To bathe in sensual gaze, wish as much
His, through day and night.......
To love, caress by darkness or light! !
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...........Self Control
In Control of self........
Self Control
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
The control on self
To enact the roles
Needed to be played
Every moment of life
To do the needful
In man’s various roles
As a friend ; a brother
A husband; a father
Employer to the subordinate
Employee to the boss
As a good neighbour
As a responsible son
To his father and mother
As a lover to his beloved
Wife a caring and doting
Partner; in the running
Of the household, the family
A part to play in different,
Parts of the day; Won’t you agree?
Man is a MARVEL creation
When in full control of self?
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
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......Artist Dear.....
Artist Dear,
Tact'ilist art
In unblemished forms
Come taste
Its culture, in life storms
Let yourself be
Wrapped in its beauty
And let Joy
Drug you; despite duty!
All ages
Offered man a respite
From mundane,
In myraid beautiful ways; right?
Nothing like
Wine, dine and woman devine
But Colours
In canvas, charming miniatures fine
Life after
Your's and my demise lives on....
On the Canvas
In extended reality..goes on....
Express yourself
Artist dear, Let it speak for you
As silenced by shy modesty
In life; in refrain show not you
As art spreads the word around
Anguish melts, bitterness vanquished
And woes shelved away sound
Find inner peace in beauty in art Lavished! !
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? ? ? ? Does he string her along?
He was afloat on the skies
And full of his flights....
He was attached to his moon
And full in his plights,
He was intrigued
By her openness
He was puzzled
By; her assumptions.....
He was sympathetic
To the core
And let slip a word or two
That she would adore
And enjoyed his play
But was averse to depths...
Preferred to flirt and flippant go
So? Does he string her along?
Just for the heck of it! !
He said.., It takes two to tango
Just for the count of it
For.....; love to come in, leave go...
Well! He was the Boss
And so she took his advice
And followed to the dot
And enjoyed being Wise!
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@WORSHIP
My Home my Temple,
You the deity I worship
My work my offerings simple
For to me; work is worship!
You are my life.......
God but one life gives man
A haven with no strife
Is heaven; with sincere devotion I can
With passing years
Your love avail.................
With persistence; no fears
In my devotion love shall prevail!
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^^^^^! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! So oft you do your high horse ride
So oft you do your high horse ride in gravel
And have me at your feet grovel
You So well know how much you mean
Then must you so oft be this mean?
I visualized a giant size heart
With all the gentle caring for a start
Have I been so mistaken In my fantasy?
Will you not lower your pride and take me to ecstasy?
My heart a thumping awaits you see
And my eyes the horizons scan free.....
Will you not the eastern sky brighten?
And In your care me take in; to sweetness heighten?
-------------------malini kadir
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^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^TEMPTING
INVITATION
Take my hand
And lets once again as children
Wade through water
Holding hands for dear life.....
For in the girdle of friendship
Lies the enduring relationship
That understands the others failings
And big heartedly forgives the ailing
That results in the endeavour.......
Of practical life living, imperfect as ever
The love that blooms in this garden
Has consideration woven in its Eden....
And subtle waves of curiosity arouse
And in its wake a gentle, cherishing spouse.....
Realities of life as it is
Let’s accept it with ease! !
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^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^Chewing my nails.......
Chewing my nails
Waiting for mails
My days slowly sail
To concentrate, I fail
On my task, my job
For my heart, you rob
And unconcerned; go off
Won't you; a minute stop
And key in, a few words
For pain, turns swords
In my soft, malleable heart
And worry, begins to start............
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^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^EnjoyThe Fun! !
Enjoy the fun he did.! ! ! ! ! !
Bending her to his bid
But pride like stumbling block
Stood in front to block
Just for fun he kissed her awake
And disappeared, his vision to fake
Loved to watch her as puzzled she
Looked around with rounded eyes to see
Wondered if it was a dream
Or a reality, blushing in shame.....
Covering her face with her hands
Shy this damsel, into trouble lands....
For her heart did somersault
Fate it must be! not her fault! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
`````````````````````````````````````````````````````malinikadir````````
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^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^Pebbles
Pebbles need to be thrown
For; ripples to form.........
Still waters gather moss
Corny green spreads too oft
Hides entire stagnate waters
Done why?
Vexed;
Or bored
Or simply intrigued!
Perhaps mind
Else where in
Absentminded
Dis concern...........
To perceiving eyes
In pensive moods
The reflecting
Sunlight on ripples
Provide........
A tantalizing Scene! .
Eye-catching! !
The Hand that throws
The pebbles....
UN Advert is creative! !
```````````````````````````malinikadir``````````````````
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^Long to follow
Past the hills
In visions horizons
The flying birds
Back home?
Towards their nests?
Distant view
I long to follow
Which way to heaven?
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~##~Beacon to follow? #
Infatuation
Like a beacon
Burns bright
Life poetic
With Partner
Right understanding;
Mature and succulent
In heart prevalent…
Amorous, playful……
Infatuated
Life time
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~#+#~Counting the days~~~~~~~
Nothing to hold in my arms
As token of love…….
Nothing to keep under my pillow
Reminding of you
Nothing to cherish…….
For our bond’s sake
Have you nothing to give me?
Tangible or intangible
Accept the cold memories to hug
When tears in my eye lids prick?
I curl on my bed
Pillow for comfort
Did I self less offer my self
To have my love spurned?
Left for ever……awaiting
Counting the days……………………………MaliniKadir
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~~##~~Captured for Eternity……
When imagination,
Is caught in your arms
And your lips are
Delightful; captivating….
As words of poetry flow
Your eyes sparkle inspired
Your smile my joys enhance
Poetry in each fluid movement
Bewitched souls entwine
Time stands still
Till you take your fill……….
Love …mmmmmm nice!
Angel love in your arms STILL
Love enshrined?
With your eyes closed tight; sleepy still?
Not wishing to give imagination,
A chance to slip……..Slip away! !
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~~~~~~~~~~IS THIS LOVE? ~~~~~~~~~~~
I walk the streets
But my mind....is else were...
Wondering.....where
Where you are this minute
I catch my train
But I narrow miss...caught it just
Wondering.....where
Where you are this minute
I watch the baby
But he has my attentions...just
Just because he is chubby
Cheeks smooth and brown
His sparkling eyes,
And that wide smile......
Why that smile is so...familiar
Oh my gosh! !
It could...could be miniature you! ! !
Just like you look
In your picture i have.......
Stored secretly......
The one in which
You hug the little lamb to your cheeks....
Caught off guard!
I smile at this infant....
Reach out my arms
He looks for a moment
Straight into my eyes.....
And breaks into that breathtaking!
Breathtaking smile........
I hug him close,
It’s neither here nor there
But....this stirring longing
In the pit of my stomach
A longing to have...
A suckling babe in my arms
A token of your love! !
I watch the train
Reach the station
I have to alight...
Must relinquish
This bundled joy
Sleeping in my arms
So sweetly innocent
Cheeks nuzzled
Against my breast....
Warm, cosy, safe he..
I plant a kiss impulsively
Hand him back
Without a backward glance
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I alight! !
Is this Love?
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~~~~~~WAVES AT SEA.~~~~~~
WAVES AT SEA~~~~~~~~~~~~
Threw the logs together
By chance of fate
Knotted by chords
A raft to date….
Adrift at sea
Waves took its toll
Passing time
Tested the chords
Drifting apart
Tossed by winds
Drifting apart
Slowly logs move
No surprise this
Waves at sea
Strong tide
Changes of time…..
Loosely bound
The logs drift
Together yes!
But a raft no more! !
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~~~~HOT?
Beach
Reach
Untame
Aflame
Touch
Teach
Get
Wet.....
`````````````malinikadir
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“ROSEMARY

DREAMS? ? ? ”

Why should dreams ever remain dreams only?
When they can, to reality be changed
Dreams need to be tailored......
To suit our inner self
Tailored with craftsmanship
Proper access of information
And then broken down into steps
Steps unfaltering walked
Steps taken; one step at a time....
And that well done
Your time a little every day
Towards; that aim......
Pin your smile on...
Work with grit
Bit by bit...
At your pace
Your untainted enthusiasm
Will positive forces
Of the universe draw.....
Attract..positive response
If a plan fails
Change it for another
The ways may change
Not your aim
Failures are just an excuse
An excuse dear friend
I know it is in you...
In you, within you to reach.....
Your very own Dream Star
Let it keep beaconing..
For with each failure
You are nearer to the ultimate
The penultimate 'ROSEMARY DREAM'
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+++++++Every way I can brighten...I shall
Every minute God extended gives
Every way I can gladden. I shall
It is poetry....my past
My present.....my live painting
Each day I colourful strokes add
An eccentric, lovable artist mad!
Each day I beautiful make....
Welcome every new stroke
Every minute God extended gives
Every way I can gladden. I shall
Breeze through the day
Smile as I make way
To ease......a man's heart
To peace......a man craves
Love is common noun today
I love this world, I love each day
Every minute God extended gives
Every way I can gladden. I shall
I love the birds
I love the bees
Add gentle love I shall
To every heart I meet
In some small way
A difference make
Every minute God extended gives
Every way I can brighten...I shall! ! !
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>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Rig the logs together....
Rig Rig the logs together....
With the ropes of strength
Tighten the knots of friendship
On the hopes of trust....
The raft you so create shall
All rough waters stand
The bonds you so create
Shall all life storms wither
Stir the raft with oars steady
Rhythmic push of waters in hard shove! !
Stir the bonds of your relationship
With oars of open speaking strokes
Rhythmic push of doubts in hard shove! !
`````````````````````````````malinikadir````````````````````
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>>>>>>>UNFORTUNATELY I MUST DEPART.....
Hate me my heart.....
Hate me if you must
If it solace does impart
Deep feelings aren't lust
They are tempered by your love fine
I have not stolen your heart
But tip-toed into yours and made it mine
It beats fast as Rapturous emotions start
Your desires awaken within tempest like..
Longs to Rain passion unlimited....
When I dwell within you, your emotions hike! !
I have drawn you into my life, a glimpse permitted
As I lift my eyelashes and let you see
The true depths of my feelings for you...
In Eye's sparkle a thousand dreams of you be..
Not to imprison your visions, but enhance it for you
When it is the souls that have mated
Distance or nearness all be one
You must not fret your life away. Fated
To despondency, as eternal love you have won!
When your thoughts on me dwell
My perception of it is ever present...
Let your heart with your achievements swell
Always give yourself to your moments of the present!
IF I had a choice, will I ever leave?
Leave you, to pains unbearable?
I wouldn't my love.....It not a dream I weave
But unfortunate Law of life....unpalatable! !
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¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬`Doing your very best?
Doing your very best?
Are you my love............
Step bystep
walk the lenght
word by word
round the bend
Brave take the deter
and reach for the stars
Standing on thorns
bleeding are you?
Let the mind free explore
new avenues, see;
I wish not to disturb thee
So just in love, secure be......
```````````````````````````````````````````malinikadir
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A distressed woman's oft dreamt dream
A distressed woman’s oft dreamt dream
Disturbed? ? ?
She looked up to him;
Her face reflected her emotions…….
He looked down over the rim;
Of his oblong glasses with reasons
For he had been disturbed
He desired to know why?
She her lower lips bit as if perturbed…….
Silent her eyes beseeched”; he with a sigh!
Stood up! Closed the book he was reading………
Motioned with his hand to follow
As he walked, to where his horse was feeding
Stopped under the Maple shade to allow,
Her the privacy; to voice herself
Her trembling voice in whisper soft
Free flowing tears; telling a tale in itself
Lifting her to saddle back; astride…..he whisked her off! ! !
Malini kadir
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A Square peg? '
A Square peg
In a round; hole…….
A perpetual feel
Of Inadequacy...
Ebbing confidence
With age or illness?
Anchor laid
In turbulence…..
A Confident Captain
Of his ship
In turbulent waters
At sea…………
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A battle of will
She playfully spiced and iced
He cooled and peeled
She turned molten
He was spicy chill..
She hit the bottom
He persisted….still
She was shocked
He was hooked
She resisted hard
He was lust blind
She tried playful humor
He intent….did not simmer
She blindly hit with weapon at hand
He his aggression fanned
She in terror …...screamed……………..
He in tight hold….went limp
She was suddenly chill….chillingly silent
He was aghast!
She was dead? ? ? ?
A battle of will
Reached its end.
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A Brazen Guitar in your hands
A brazen brown guitar
In your hands
Your very own
Against your heart
Pressed up front
Your arms around
Vibrate sound
Linger you do....
To play with strings
Confident your heart
Music within......
Mystic this bond
And emotionally satisfying
The magic you produce..........
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~malinikadir
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A face in the crowd……..
The train keeps on..and on ….
Keeping to its tracks
Swallowing miles beneath
An Express train
The woman sat huddled
This an unreserved compartment
Her Saree had seen better days
Her babe suckled hungry….
.
What hope in life?
Kept her going……
So young….burdened
Running away?

From: what? To where?
A ticket less traveller?
Costly mistake;
Suckling… unconcerned….

Turned to smile at her..
Her face broke into smiles
As peeping sunlight
Between dark clouds…
..
Its breathtaking beauty
Shining through despite the grime!
It was hope ………….
One saw shining there…
.
Her life, her bundle of joy
Right there on her lap!
Did all struggle look
To her, worth it all?
Unconcerned, alights at her station
All brisk and optimistic
Her babe and baggage comfortable
Soon lost in the crowd!
You and I may pity her
She unconcerned of the world
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A tryst, with Mr Destiny?
All pluck and courage!
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A LOST LINK
Why is Buddha tearful?
Is he also fearful?
All lessons of abstinence
The long lasting penance……….
His teachings to the world….
Where of; pious peace reveled
Yet today; passing by
Aghast at the folks at bay
Smart progress admirable……
Yet; ebbing morality undesirable
Meditate; correlate; think………
Let humanity not stink
Haywire morals in pleasures brink
Gay awhile; lasting peace a lost –link! ! !
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A mermaid
The ship wrecked mermaid
In youthful radiance
ON a high rock reclined
IN the rising Sun’s brilliance
From her vantage point
After early disaster
Head bent on knee joint
Spray drenched; lacking lustre
Pondering on action next;
Unexpected dream ship
Enroute; a voyage rest
In memory’s clip
Watching the buzzing life
Around with interest
As Yatches, ships tossed in strife
That nature puts to test
In high tide or low
Left on high rock untouched
Seasoned by early blow
A bystander unperturbed! ! !
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'A NOVEL PACT'
Both”nitwits”they say, equiped with this “novel Idea
”Embarked on a ship in unsheltered waters….
Bond almost sealed and signed; oh ya!
Pact confirmed verbally…involvement can’t find better!
Two individuals of fun loving natures
Both honest and open to an extent
Shared their “idea” and relevant features
Full of courageous boldness fully intent
Both principled, committed to duty….
Long-term visions and fruitful activity in mind
Poetic, romantic, ”NOVEL IDEA” in its purity
Hope the voyage….ends in lofty, literary kind
What to expect? ” happiness” this achievement!
“A winning combination” in sight I say!
Teamwork with no ego in this agreement.....
Surely smoothes and paves the way……What you say? ? ? ?
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A PROMISE
(every wife's promise)
All yours
To hold, mould
Kiss and cuddle
To taste to touch
With finger's fiddle'
All my today
And my tomorrows
Forever yours
Your friend and mate
On every date
Your hunger to satiate
Your brows to soothe
When troubles trouble
And your spirits
Sink low; I shall
Beside you cheer
With love and faith
And to your family
Extend my care, yet
You the fulcrum
Of my very existence
Always be
A part of my every
Conversation
The thought of my
Every action
For all I aim is
To share your cares
To make a haven
On this earth
A haven with peace
Within.........
Walking miles......
Hand in hand
Even, death..........
A mere change
For on the wings
Of ' Flesh'
Love has entered
The ‘soul’
Will you take it?
As a loving promise
Or a promising Love?
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A Rare Sight
The tortoise and the turtle
In the fringes of the ocean be
Shy, secretive with shell homes on back still
On wet sands...........darted about free...........
As waves of emotions;
With, oceanic tidal waves....
Ebbed and flowed; sunny days......
On the beach......of bengal bays
Tortoise; all slow poise
Hailed from; inland fresh water base..
Turtle of grand salty shores
Across the world; had travelled with ease.
Watching their play...........
One felt; smile breaking..............
So drawn to each; messy clay
Sun baked, on their shells, cracking!
Soon; a gaint wave clean
Washed, all the clay away
Both; water drenched seen
With salt on their lips; as the sea ebbed away...
In the oceans of life; ships
Bank on sands inviting found....
Romance is passionate friendship!
In all species, in nature's interactive ground! !
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A time may come......
When the ravages of time
Will matter no more....
When appearances will
become secondary...
When grip of ambitions
May loosen its hold....
When your Life;
In even dribble....
When you may
In hasty fleeting
Moments my love
In corner of your heart
Cherish! ! ! !
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A Venture!
Progress is achieved
By crossing the comfort zone
Leverage is perfected
Crossing emotional limiting zone.....
By crossing the comfort zone
And striding unto open skies....
Of lateral breath; logic prone
A glimpse of path; to choose one spies....
Leverage is perfected
Which is nothing but tactic game
A disciplining game deflected
To focus on point of en devour same
Crossing emotional limiting zone
Breaking the ties of Love's corner stone
Venturing to risk lonely and alone
Accomplishment in twinkle of eyes shone! ! !
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A virgin in pale white
The great waited….
Day did dawn…
Shy, blushing, her father led
His for better or worse sworn…
Beating heart; stilled
A second before racing double quick
To look up to him, he willed….
Into his arms for a formal kiss, a liplick.
Down the aisle together;
The formal vows in ensuing hushed silence...
Rings exchanged as family, friends to bless gather
Banquet followed …a feast in essence
Life together…a new beginning
Trepidation and exhilaration
Twin emotions within embarking
“Indeed! A fine pair” all exclaiming!
Off on the specially decorated car
Off to the long dreamed of..honeymoon
She viscibly shy, in her eyes a solitary star......
He with a mischevious smile...the fall of night soon................
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A Wicked World......?
Is it -a wicked world
poor and deprived?
There appears little room for
The so called good manners
A world of “greed! Grab’
What you want”
You see it is the world of
Insufficiency!
In this, the Wicked World
of poor and depressed
There is no room for
Inferior organs of in heritance
It is the world of “Survival! Survival
Of the Fittest”
You see, it is the world of the
Fighting fit! !
In this, the wicked world
Of poor and deprived
There is only room for
Self-survival skills
It is a world of “Talk! talk
As if you knew it all.”
You see, it is the world of the
Impressive Orators! ! !
In this the wicked world
Of poor and deprived…..
There is only room for
Material Growth,
It is the only path of “Progress!
Progress as they see it”
You see, it is the world of the
Materialists! ! ! ! ”
In this, the wicked world
Of poor and the deprived
There is no room for
The soul and the principles
There is only scope for
The preplanner’s and the timekeeper’s
You see, it is the world of
Tough Executives! !
Yet in, this wicked world
Of poor and deprived
There is only room for
Alertness and constant vigil
It is the only hope of “Protection!
Protection from manipulative schemers”
You see, it is the world of the
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Target Achievers! !
No more a wicked world! !
For the poor and deprived
There may be room for
Progress and expansions
There is scope only for the
Hard hearted and mechanized
You see, it is still the world
Of the “poor and deprived”
“Deprived of lasting joy and Happiness!
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After a Shower!
After a shower
of dashing summer rains
The heat of the rays
Feels more penetrating
Don't you know?
The Plastered wet clothes
In the natural winds
With warm rays aid
Does sooner dry!
Leaving you longing.....
To get out..
Of sticky stuffy
Attire
In Life
To
Search for
the sanctuary
Of long forgotten
Homely comforts
That was
never valued
Before! !
Clean spray
Of Luke warm
Home Showers! !
`````````````````````````````malinikadir
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Age old fear
Tell me friend,
What makes one think
Khudha's(lord's) bonds
Will be loosing link?
That all of life
Painstaking build
Will be put on shelf
And one shall into love sink?
Born on october
A Venus girl remain
Spare your conciet
And age old fear! ! !
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬`malinikadir¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
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ALONE
Alone I sit
A maroon
Lonely the wit
Empathy; Almost a welcome boon
Wished
Despondent
Requested
Granted belated
Thoughts
Assailed
Adrift
Home bound
Alone I sit
A maroon
Soul perceptive
Empathy; almost a desire soon?
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An answer to my sincere prayer
An answer to my sincere prayer
After having longed to hold his miniature
In my arms, longed to have him play
As every woman must long… always; ever
The efforts of fasting, offering prayers
As if it was the only end to joy
As if nothing could add meaning to life
No joy greater than a toddler in diapers
Yet, this bundle when delivered
Was full of laughter and fun
Loved to tease and take me in circles
Following his crawl…he. swiftly travelled
About the house, with a naughty childish cranky instinct
As time went by, absentminded ness of you a remind
Even his joy of teasing, you in miniature find
His sparkling wit and eyes with devilish glint
Naughty! Active super charged bundle of joy born
Filled my days and my nights in loving care
Separating from you a heavy heart does remain
But years have flown and you have grown ……….
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Anchor laid…..
Anchor laid…..
I rest my soul
On thy lap
And feel thy hands
Caress…
Down my hair
Down my back
My tears
At long last,
I let spill…
Freely..
Freely
To its will
My eyes I slant
To look at thee
Your love in it
Sustains me…
I rest my soul
On thy lap
Like a ship
Tossed at sea
At captain’s command
Anchor Laid………..

.
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And so goes life........
With this little playful poetic hobby........................
been for some time in my lobby

I for one enjoy it throughly
Keeps me engaged purely......
Away from boredom's clutches....
For I no board room Dutchess
Life of me little demands
For follies, i be kept in remand
Basic need of routine life
When gone his late wife.....
Till then i while away my time
Tribbling in waters; to clock's chime
And so goes life with little worry
And so my friend i await with no hurry!
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ART
The art of living
seems to parallel
The art of earning
may be if actively
one cannot earn
then at least
the thought may count
as we pen our thoughts
the contemprory world
may accept us one day
Where life may lead
Knows not one?
So lets keep one's hope high
Let optimism find
The key to all locks and latches! !
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As if Nature cares for us…….
As if nature cares for us……
And messenger sent the wind
To touch the chords
Of this heavenly harp
And music fills
This evening’s air…
Cool summer twilight
Slips in through the west gate
Painting …with sunsets blaze
The canvas of the sky
Azure Blue to pastel orange
Even as you watch;
The flying birds……
Darkness creeps in tiptoeing…
Not wishing to disturb
This magic musician
Playing………….the harp
Breathing life gently into
Weary souls at end of day!
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At her funeral......
I walked with the crowd....not
I was not a listed guest....
She was an aunt of mine
Lost touch,
I had.....
With roll of time.....
But,
Walking a part but apart....
I watched
The effect of her loss....
In her........
Weeping grand son,
Grand daughter...
Her crying daughter in law
Her grieving son.......
Her heart broken husband.....
She was just
A woman,
Who had done her part....
To her best...I guess,
more relatives followed
I wondered....
We put out our best,
In the working front,
Do we show the same love and care
At home?
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AT LAST! ! !
Love heals;
With gentleness
Unseen, deep
Raw wounds
A pain balm…….
Patience laced cover
Kind unspoken sympathy
Much needed “God’s gift”
A dire need to one and all
Although Strong, ........
Tough in facing life
Simple or intricate strife……
Yet backing oft welcome
protective thoughtful eyes…….
Sharp nose, interference
loving heart, Lips darkened...............,
This renaissance of his youth…
His unharnessed energy
Fast receding.....may be....
Sucked into vortex of friendship
Misled by popularity
Stopping for breath only
When “Home Department”
Knocks the doors of reality
At this cross road.....met
Natures Fragile creation
A “Woman” makes an impression
Listening; itself an acceptance
This man converges
Perceives a need
His life experiences…
Appears to fortify; as
Fragility finds comfort
A sharing of unique
Potential is discovered
Transcending commonplace
Unbelievable peace!
Healing has began……..
When courageous
Abundance reaches
Out to scared timidity
Peace finds a home
And Love is personified……..
An equilibrium is born
AT HOME! AT LAST! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
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AWAITING WITH BAITED BREATH
This
This
This
This

waiting with baited breath
damsel for her only unicorn....
thirsting under the blazing sun
longing for his shade of fun........

Did
Did
Did
Did

inspiration touch his life?
his talks, reach entire bench?
the boys to him, respond well?
his words on them too, cast a spell?

Will
Will
Will
Will

the
the
the
it a

Tie
Tie
Tie
Tie

sparrow hop out to find?
flamingoes fly out to him?
spider expand its web drub?
lesson in persistence rub?

the knot and make me yours
to; make our bond, a bond of poise
us together, a bond for life
it before the lord as man and wife

(poetry of the teen.......age)
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Babe and me
Opening my eyes;
my limbs felt laden........
It was a blissful release
Yet felt empty within;
Turning to see the cherubic face
Lost in peaceful sleep
After all the traumatic efforts
We had been through together
Looking at him; pure joy
Spreads through me...........
He is our's we created him
With God's grace
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Balancing the scales
Balancing the scales
I do the juggle beet
Dancing to tune
As it is fit!
But man you are my breath
How will I live?
If I don't breathe?
I must speak
As befitting my role
I do as always
And shall always
In between my words
Learn to decipher
And to read.....
Or else this; this is me!
Give up and go! !
I will balance the scale
And as much as possible give
Trust me,
My talks and moods
Are mounted in a see -saw
Yet, feels like I am a sticker......
Heart and soul!
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
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Balloons that' Impress'
The Balloon man
With balloons red, blue, yellow
Pink, green and even black
The children clamor around
I observe the different
Heights the balloons fly
It was not in the color
It was in the stuff inside……..
When it was Helium
Filled…..the balloons fly high
No matter; where…
No matter; why…
When man stands out…
Isn’t his height
Isn’t his color
It is something else within…
When it is enthusiasm
Passionate filled…the men fly high
No matter; where…
No matter; why….
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Beggar
Lazy Bugger
Has easily compromised
With life, With himself
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Beloved hawk
Fly high beloved hawk
I admire your agility in flight!
From High up in the sky
Your sharp eyes miss little....
And you spy, down choosy to swoop......
Your glide in high altitudes
Beacon me to look up....
I observe till.............
You are little more than a dark speck
As much as my eye can fathom.....
And love your circling symmetry
Its consistency is in itself;
An enduring sight........
I feel safe below....
under your watchful grace......
From lofty heights
As if you watch over me......
Like Supreme Power
From heavenly heights.....
I smile as I cherish my fantasy
And with renewed poise
Go about my chores
`````````````````````````````````````````malinikadir````````````````````
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Bending to Win
We must all some times
Leave go and bend
Bend to realities
Bend to circumstances
Bend to double hard work
For It is flexible bending
With discarded ego's
As discarded soiled clothes....
We can mold ourselves
To the other........
To the team...
To the family...
To the environment.....
To the global village at large!
And in acceptance of nakedness
Of visible curves,
Turn a blind eye
Prefer Straight!
And put ourselves to the grind! ! !
Awareness of the smallness of your self
In the larger picture helps....
It cuts ego edges to shape you better! !
Yet..... Also accept the influence
You have in your immediate surround! ! !
Your very own UNIQUENESS
And then in acceptance of the present
Gear up for the future!
Believe in yourself! ! !
You Can If you think you Can!
`````````````````````````````````````````malinikadir!
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Birdie(IN self pity's rut?)
Birdie with a broken wing
Hopped about unable to sing
She was thirsty
Yet far from any water
She hobbled out
Trying to reach
She lost her footing
And often tripped
She picked herself resolutely
Hopping against the winds,
Bristling........
Bruises were common to her
Smooth flight
She had almost forgotten
For living with broken wings
Flying was now
Dreams unreachable....
Some pitied her
Some laughed at her efforts
Some had no time
For her woeful kind
For the world was busy
Each in its own way
Birds of a kind
In busy life
Of their own strife.
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
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Black Raven Beloved
On the doors of my heart
''NO ENTRANCE' signpost stood
Practical; sensible; rigid part
Played through life I could
But when did this dark Raven
Enter unnoticed?
Footing the message 'love craven:
Writ as if destined?
Laughing darkly flew in
This multifacet pilferer
Picket the walls of the castle heart in,
Safe within; I did try to stop the wanderer
Ney! all futile efforts
He tapped the window sill
No bars! so with easy comforts
Flew right in; and still within! !
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Bleeding within
Knowing and not knowing…
Having and not having
Fearing and not showing
Loving and not loving
Caring and not caring
Feeling and not showing…
What kind of test is this my lord?
Give me the strength to wade through……
Is it a training….to strengthen me for future?
I am bleeding within perfuse……………………..
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Buisness Organization
The infrastructures of today’s world
Around these humanity swirled
Buzzing with activity
Smart staffed productivity
The multistoried complexes
The three tired car-parking plexses
Organized mini empires
Public limited companies
Directors in the board room meetings
Organized moneymaking fledglings
Stock market stakes in money
Empowering the nations economy
Man's marvel organizational practice
Sky rocketing growth Statistics! ! ! !
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Can joys be organized?
Can joys be organized?
Can inner happiness be bought?
Can peace be with laziness assorted?
When duty it is; let it so remain....
When jobs are done for itself; none be vain..
When time stands still, in it love does remain......
Then life a cascading delight
Then joys in; lots of organized way
Then deeds and skill be entwined into joys
Lasting joy is job well done
Lasting joy if with indiscriminate passion
Lasting joy in time well spent! ! !
When Skill and Will fuse
When Love and Labour diffuse
When Time and You work profuse...
Joy will tumble into your smiles
Joy will cascade into your days...
Joy will respire as you perspire! ! ! !
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
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Careless Girl
She lit a matchstick
And carelessly threw
Lighting the hay stack
And sparks flew……
She so sure, the ground away
Was hard, uncondusive too…..
And sure of “content dampened” hay
Turned with surprise to view
But the blazing passionate flames
And simmering heat beneath
Put her thoughts to shames
At her careless action’s defeat
Causing accident, if hearts involved
The emerging scene; garrulous shall become
So she treded carefully, with water quenched
Burning embers truly soaked; sobre reality came!
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Caught! !
She would traverse the skies
With joyous merry make
But the seams of her dress
Were in thorny bushes caught!
And try as she would
It would not come off
For the bush would
Sway with every wind….
But never give it up! ! !
She valued her velvet robes
For the respectability; well covered!
Thorn was enjoying? ? ?
Well it so appears! !
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Changing scenario of reality......
In the fast changing scenario of reality
Your unchanging self within
I find a steady hold........
True mate, soul mate bold
Cuddle I besides, with in safe.....
I swim and cavort in the shallows
of my illusion perhaps;
With child like trust, with no mishaps
Yet in this mysterious arcane
Lies a romantic heart
trying to distance feign
As if love did not within reign
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬maliniKadir
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CHASE
Does life chase dreams?
Or dreams chase life…..
Why some dream
Persists…………
To; colour life or darken?
In stealth seeps in
Stark void of mind
Harkens…….
Neutral harmonics dissolves
Driven with allude to
Man drove to task
Frenzy……
Does great works of worth
From dreams take root
Resilient fortitude standing
Pre - eminence? ?
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Chasm
Chasm of fears
Chasm of doubts
Chasm of debilitating dues
Chasm of living commitments
Chasm self created in self control
Chaste she prefers......to
Cast her vote
Causes natural sequences
Cure is in mind
Crossing the chasm
Comforted in heart
Come meet half way
Can't you; big hearted?
Chasms to erase?
Charming heart's chairperson?
Chance by chance is yours
Choice prudent yours
Chose with whole heart now
Charmed by nature
Chestnut haired Charmer.........
Chunk of manhood
Chiseled as if for her
Chasm's crossed
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬`````````
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CHURNED BUTTERMILK
THE YOUNG WOMAN
In cotton overalls
Churned, ever so humane
Buttermilk, cream and all
Churning, churning
As thoughts enrolled
In a college of” EMOTIONS “confusing
Facts, attitudes together Strolled
Balled into one…..
Focused to focal point
Love undone
Thoughts in array disjoint!
The butter churned to surface
Pure white and inviting
Her dream’s facsimile..Asif to trace
Cognition too; with it retrieving
Fat-free buttermilk
Kept atop the table
She too, changed to raw silk
Crystiline, pure and capable! !
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Come arise my babe.....
Come arise my babe...
With gentle fingers of Sunbeams caress
Wake up fresh and bright...
And with renewed briskness dress
On squaring shoulders to your duty
Fleet on your feet...get up..
Come my babe arise to this world
To life's realities sit up!
```````````````````````````````````malinikadir`````````
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COME BACK
'Please; come back' ..............the voice called
Shrill; feminine and desperate..
One didn’t need to see the faces at all
Hearing this voice enough to evaluate.
From her vantage point the poet
Could not help but hear
The response 'bye da; bye da'
His voice conveyed she was dear!
On pausing to muse...........
it was easy to guess
they must be lovers parting.......
Circumstantial stress and press
It was all there, the pain
The over whelming love and need
One didn’t need to see the faces at all
Hearing the voices enough the poet agreed!
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Come caller, come as usual to her mansion
Come caller; come as usual
she ever so warm
Interest hooked, treat visual
So desirable her charm........
Butterfly like she flirted
pictureque luxurious backdrop
All velvette, fur with silk slipped
Between.... all curvy; soft....stop!
Let you your eyes feast!
Why me in intervene.......
Pastle shades; clad in least
Long flowing stresses......what shine!
The wider vision; dreamy sight.....
Refreshing debates........
Let us renewed; with spirits light
energy spent; awaken as emotion abates! !
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Come Caller, Come casual to her mansion.............
Come caller; come casual…..
She means no harm……..
Interest hooked; unusual?
This be her very charm!
Butterfly like she drew
Book to book anew
Poetic flights fanciful flew
As her interest grew!
Leaps and bounds of effort
All to fuel this; her passion
Join this poetry bay, no deflects
Welcomes all to her mansion………
For

abundance within this heart here… ….
God given a rich generous inheritance…
Come lets share thoughts multiple, where;
All foes to friends in instant! !
Broader vision, long-term sight
Refreshing debates………
Let’s renewed with spirits light
Awaken as emotion abates! !
…
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Come let me suprise you today!
Come let me suprise you today
.....Your anger is understandable!
I am going to make a make over
And Surprise the day lights out of you!
Come let me suprise you today
..........Your aloofness is expressive
I am going to enjoy changing your mind
And winning a smile, out of you!
Come lets paint the canvas of past
With colours new and attractive
I am going to relive our love story
And win your heart all over again!
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'Compu-Cares'
I checked and re checked
In the memory of my hard disk
And discovered your name
In the directory of “friends”
Guide and Philosopher__
My motherboard
Can take in no more slots
For I am complete
With three kids to boot
Residing in calm
Clean environment….
I function efficiently
For I am Programmed..
And created so!
Here I replay the CD’s
I possess; and store
It all in the zip drive
Leaving out the floppies
Only clean information remains
All “viruses” tackled!
My Owner keeps me linked
To the internet
Oh! I have 256MB ram
Although I appear out dated
You try me I still function
Normally! ! ! And fine….
I may appear a little off colour
Constant use, wear and tear
Ready ? For the hardware engineer?
No! Of course not! !
I am booted and ready
Switch on and go on ……….
I am all game with ready RAM
The keys at my fingertips
To enter in_CapsLock
Friend and philosopher! !

.
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Crazy*****
Don't know what got into her head
He has been there.....with his patience on shoe strings
She ain't not her usual self, crazy instead
She walks head held high; gay colours dressed
She smiles at all high and sundry, lips tight pressed
She ain't not her usual self, crazy instead.....
She makes eye brows raise
She makes them peel into laughter...
She ain't not her usual self, crazy instead
She hugs the stray dog, on the way side
She pushes the baby on the pram, for a joy ride......
She ain't not her usual self, crazy instead.....
She runs into the meadows, song on her lips...
She minds not the stares of the passers by.......tipsy?
She ain't not her usual self, crazy instead.....
She hugs the statue by the fountain, cheek to cheek
She clambers on.....on to the hillock peak
She ain't not her usual self, crazy instead.........
She calls out his name......calls out in top of her voice
It echo’s....around her again and again by choice
She ain't not her usual self, crazy instead........
She springs full of energy, bubbling joy overflowing
She steps about......all her love in her eyes showing
She ain't not her usual self, crazy instead........
Don't know what has got into his head
She has been there.........with his purse on shoe strings!
He ain't not his usual self, crazy instead.............
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Creative Writing! ! !
Work!
No! Can't call it that!
Passion! More like it!
For,
Like air needed to breathe
Actions needed to Life live! !
And
Money the oils of must
To lubricate the wheels you drive!
If,
Work didn't mind occupy
Devil Satan shall romp to play!
So
A Must! These time consuming deeds
That shall keep day lights active!
Making
Leisure a joy in comparison
And something to look forward too!
Busy! !
How lucky! You never know just how lucky!
Till illness drags the feet and time expands!
``````````````````````````````````malinikadir
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CRITICISM
Criticism is the way of life
To please all is impossible
Beyond doubt;
Cheerup fellows; a bit of strife
Can't do much harm.............
To prosper in life you strive
Go to it single minded
Today or tomorrow all the same
They are bound to get another name
To gossip about as you know
So to worry is waste of time
surely you have better things
In mind to do and acheive...........
Hitch your wagon to a star
Keep your vision up on it; trudge on.........
Oh! your dreams, are true to come
But all it needs is a bit of struggle
Quietly you must work
Cheerful you must look; patience
my child; learn the rules
Master the life game you shall; with lessons
Criticism teaches you! !
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Crowning Glory
Black and Brown on female heads
Thick, curly, long and straight!
The hair the pride and joy
And won't you say? Doublessly right!
For at the very first glance
IT holds the sight;
Leaving lasting impressions
In mind bright!
Women spend time and money
Lavishing oil, shampoo conditioner
Brushing, till it shines
Styles too, quite a stunner
Sometimes adding age and dignity
Funny how it Changes appearance
Cut hair, in waves and curls
Rolled on pins, in youthful preference................
Yet; the best is the young woman's
Floating long stresses surely...........
Fresh, aromatic, newly washed
The fragrant crowing glory! !
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Cybernet friendship
The mystic
Of modern
Living
Access
At fingertip
Sense
Minds
Of different
nation
Lives
Of different
Vision
Networking
At oddest
Of moments
Fusion
Unconventional
ethics
Irony
Transforming...
Dimensions
Sunlight
In deary darkness
Of stressed Lives.........malinikadir
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Dark Shadow......
Let not the shadows of my dark destiny
Darken the Happy frontiers of your state.......
Let not the bitterness in me
Spill into your bubbling optimism....mate.
You deserve better.....better my love
Let not the prickly porcupine nature
Of mine bleed your loving heart to shreds....
Let not the scorpion sting lingering on my tongue
Poison the brightness of your day
You deserve better.....better my love
Let not the defensiveness in my talk
Hurt your generousness of spirits...
Let not my fear of my erring heart
Hurt your young and wholesome self
You deserve better......better my love
Let always happiness dwell in your spirits
Making you carry your burdens on easy shoulders
Let me free you....to live your life in peace
Making you never a moment sad...on any account
You deserve better......the very best my darling........
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Dealing with broken china
Dealing with broken china?
Yes! You have broken it said she...
No! You say too much says he....
In the first place,
You did not place it right....
Said she
But, I was only
Dutiful said he
And his
Placing it on the edge.....
Has caused all the trouble!
All agree!
How was I to know?
Some one will run for it and dash
Dash it to pieces!
It never happened before!
But you were careless
Or cared less!
Any ways,
The china is broken!
Let’s stop the bicker
And with adult tolerance
Fix it baby!
Come help me mend it!
Stick pieces together! !
No thanks!
You keep your distance! ! !
Oh You! You too can keep your distance;
And enjoy! ! !
Enjoy watching these two...
Bicker over china wear? .
Guys are you sure,
It is just the china?
Or are we witness
To; something more serious?
Anyways all things
Rich, rare,
Exquisite!
Are rare find!
You cared less and broke it
In the first place!
I will mend
Only if I can
Or else forget it!
Dump it!
Go buy new china....
When pockets overflow
Life easy game!
She picks up the pieces
And with glue
Of lost loving sentiments
Puts pieces together.....
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China is broken no more may be
But the cracks remain!
Time no factor
Cracks deep!
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Dented Unintented
Dented Yes! ! !
But not damaged beyound repair
For as long as there is hope
there is life
Children;
Where one fails'may be a
Ray of hope, shall warm one's heart
And lift one's spirits.........
Making one;
'

A better parent, more understanding
'Patience-laced' words one's talk
A handy tool with passing years

To softly nudge;
One's issues; up the right path
To toil well, in choosen channel
learning from failures.
To carry on;
When the going is tough
Learning to be calm
Unperturbed and patient
We parents;
Know not our powers
We create not poetic fantacy
But real live children
The future;
A dream of reality
Nuturing them, Structuring them
Brick by Brick! !
Nature's gift;
A second chance to mould
With loving care with wisdom
Experience taught one
Dented yes! ! !
But not damaged beyond repair
For as long as there is life
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There is hope! !
``````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````MaliniKad
ir
(small ray)
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DESIRE
“DESIRE” Like a playful vagabond
Strolled at twilight, down his street
And he … hideing somewhere behind
Madam Excuse, in her flimsy skirt…
Was tempted to “A window peep”
At this colorful gay dancing desire
Her wild flowers with fragrance, sweep
All vicinity in its wake to fire;
The spark of fire further fanned
With love on its heels to tend
Burning, burning…scarlet land
He consumed by flames, unplanned....
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Diamond
Diamonds in the river- bed side
Hardly have a shine
It was the archeologist’s pride
Search and find fine;
That led it to the gem cutter
And polished it to multifaceted shine! !
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DIG-DIG AWAY!
Dig another out of trouble
And you have a place
To bury your grief in double
Often said with ease!
Yet it’s oft subconsciously done
Oft late the realization……….
With departure of a dear departed one
God given mission; obligation!
Slipping between the fingers
To the hands of death
Vacuum’s spread triggers
Meaninglessness beneath
Stop not letting mist settle
Filling eyes to brim
Look around, out there with mettle
For lost, lonely, needy brim
The surface of the world around
Add meaning to their life
With it; busy life again found
Sharing joy; lessening strife!
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Do the bees ever miss the flower?
Do the bees ever miss the flower
Miss the flower they first did see?
Surely not, they simply follow
The scent of nectar in a row........
Do the Constellations ever miss the moon?
Miss the moon which brightens their sky?
Surely not, they simply twinkle
As if they naughty wink in joyful tickle
Do the clouds ever miss the Sun
Miss the Sun when night falls?
Surely not, they simply move on
Sure with day break Sun will come on
Does the Sun ever miss the sunflowers?
Miss the sunflower when it droop es?
Surely not, he majestic does his duty
Accepts its seasonal existence with its beauty!
Then why do humans we, miss our loved ones?
Miss their laughter when they are far gone?
Mess our days with tears so oft?
Are we just a wee bit too soft?
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~malinikadir~~~~~~~~~
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Dolphine like I swim
Dolphine like I swim
And cavort in the shallow depths
Of oceanic emotions...................
So fleet you your influence
Rendered......as if to secret music
My ears attuned...................
My eyes a distant glaced;
look did render........
As if the air still your presence
Diffused bore.....
My Breath its effervescene
deep breathed in......
My Lips curves in a smile
As if your fleeting touch it bore......
So new this experience
Lingering I revel to long cherish!
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Done in! !
Done in,
The very foundation of life
Pulled from beneath your feet?
Lost every single thing you worked at?
Done in?
The very foundation of thought
Pulled from beneath your feet?
Stranded on the cross roads of life?
Done in?
The very foundation of relationship
Pulled from beneath your seat?
Lonely to the very core of your heart?
Done in?
Turn to the foundation of all universal faith-GOD
And anchor yourself in his shrine
He will place his hands on your shoulders
Done in?
His silent question answer.....
Place your full trust in him and surrender
It is not giving up, it is giving in....
Done in?
He will even as you fear....
Send along a friend to care..in some way..
In some way a gleam of hope will appear! !
``````````````````````````````````malinikadir``````````````````
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Drift wood
The drift wood
Afloat on the ocean edge
Tossed by winds
Hopeless....At sea
Drifted with tide
till a gigantic wave
Washed it ashore
Sandy ground
Solid found
What bliss!
A drifting Man
Aimless loafs
Till passion winds
Washes him ashore
Wild a Pansy
Caught his fancy
In daffodil yellow, this a Fairy?
Ravishing creation
Splendid Fusion!
What Bliss! !
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Dry Bracken...
All week and withering
Dry Bracken...
On dry lands
The youth in briskness
Walked past
Oh Boy!
I am proud of you! !
Well Done! !
You have my blessings
Go on!
Boy like you
With eyes on priority,
Shall make it far! !
Trample petty emotions
As you trampled me....
And go on.......
Eyes fixed up ahead!
And believe me,
With a twinge of pride......
I shall withering
Watch thee from far......
And that my dear
Is maternal Love!
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Elated Belated! ! ! ! ! !
Elated Belated! ! ! ! ! !
These are but the feeling
That belated come your way
For they would have your ears graced
Would have been in your response dazed
In the frolicking years man
When high the emotions ran
But I have kept reign
And distance feigned
So that you get the life you deserve
Of your heart’s desire and crave
I look with joy at your fair choice
And glad of my decision rejoice
For true love is wishing you true happiness
And I have no regrets your highness! !
Naughty pranks as usual Sir? ?
And happy fun in lively pair! ! !
Come man, Live it up! !
Joyful Live ….Tensions useless, Give it up! !
Belated Elated! ! ! !
-malini kadir
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Enshrined In my heart! !
For ever and always
Enshrined in my heart
Never to be separated
By world's living art.....
You grace my dreams
Set ablaze my heart...
No force in this world
Can separate me from you
If this is love...divine it be
Your words linger...very few
Cherished within
With each passing day
Dwell more and more in
My days and thoughts....
When I feel your love
In your rustic words
A chord is set to vibrate....
As if its sound will transcend
All known laws and reverberate
The sweet song of love
For all to hear
Between my words
In my voice
As music fills
The background.......
A distant guitar way back
In the distant dark ground
Twang -a-ting....
Just the thing
Rhapsody ring....
In love akin
Sparkling Sing
With you
Enshrined within.....¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬```````````
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Ephemeral paradise
She was drawn like moth to flame…..
He mesmerises her…….
She found his sweeping mannerisms
And gestures a joy
She is sure he is love wholesome
He tantalizes her……
She in him a natural hot spring discerned
And gestured her joy
She gave him an unversed freedom….
His soul craved for her……
She had not in chords bound him
And gestation of natural joy! ! !
She
His
She
And

is like the pivot of his seesaw self
flying spirit’s temporary resides on her
has not given herself to him…………
gesticulation of ephemeral paradise is joy! ! ! !
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Escalation
Unexpected Love
Like unplugged champagne
Bubbling Forth
with tingling laughter plain
A new radiance
From boundless joy within
giving new understanding
to sleeping beauty's secret
The spirit of joy radiated! !
as if the ship
Long last had its habour sighted
The soul it's anchor grip! ! !
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Eyes Turned Heavenwards…………….
All expected eyes turned heaven wards……….
Barren, brown lands as far as eyes reach
People weather worn; skin wrinkled
First big drops of water……….
Smiles breakout!
Farmers……..”Irrigation; nature dependent! ”
All expected eyes turned heaven wards………
Berry brown lads in uniform clad……….
Their eyes have picked up the drone sound
First sight of the air craft…………..
Smiles breakout!
Tribal children…..”Exposure; Progress dependent! ”
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Feelings
I once streched an
Olive branch in friendship
And leaving my heart bare...
Let feelings show their true colours...
No hesitation, No deceit
Why supress natural affections?
Openness of heart and manner
Let feelings show their true colours...
Life taught a queer lesson
Taught man to play, hard to get
Folly of the act came to light
The Bubble burst! ! showing true colours! ! !
Malini kadir
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Fleeting shadows
Fleeting shadows of long evenings
Covering grounds just behind
Telling tall tales of the day’s doings
Appears to advice “Rest within and unwind”
Sunrise to sunset a beautiful day set
Brisk morning moves with short shadows
At mid day’s pause, shortest the shadows get
By evening the long day behind endows
Long fleeting shadows in passing
With momentous moments of the day
Coloring some, coloring us some; pacing
Behind with outdoor activities, all the way
And each new day begins bright
Clearly giving new opportunity
All yester follies is rectified right
IT”S courageous spirits that bring attractive ties
For what, done is done
And can’t be undone any
Let us move on; it is over
Forge ahead unheeding shadow ends Sunny!
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Fountain
When the fountain
Of forgiveness
Relationships maintain
There is happiness
Hope given renewed space
Life with drizzling,
Droplets drenching the face
Gentle breeze blowing
Nature enhanced
With man’s creative aid
Hearts reunited
Joy! new born, with pain’s aid!
Fountain’s free flow
Spraying the surround
Creating minuscule of glow
Where light reflects, on waters around!
Twilight touches the earth
Chirping birds music provide
Arm in arm…to the berth
Music of harmony unearthed! !
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Fragile Wine Glass
Long stemed glass
Throughly transparent!
Wine! Liquid lass
Honey brown invitingly apparent
Beauty no worse,
Intoxicating holder and beholder
Giving courage false
Imagination comes alive bolder
Honeyed liquid wine
Escape of pressures pinch
Tempting pleasure divine
Drowned in honeyed liquid inch
Bewitched beyound recall
In this Fragile wine glass
Temptation does befall
This wine; no Fragile Lass! ! !
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FRAIL NERVES
This twenty first century’s
Generation’s thirst
For scientific research
Mechatronics search
For newer avenues
On easy life style views
Dripping with icy chill
Cut throat competitive thrill
Hurried timelessness
Quick fix meals a mess
Of natural cyclic process
Undermined, unhealthy neglected physic
Tragic frail nerves resultant basic! !
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Fuel
Food fuels the body
Oranges fuel the brain
Exercised he; stamina built solidly’
As sweat drenched like rain
Toxins expelled periodically
Oxygen filled the lungs
Early morning aerobics rhythmic
Enhancing muscle chunks
Sound body houses sound mind
His firm belief static
Jovial; amicable’decisive determined kind
Cigarettes overcome; joy ecstatic! !
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Fun I have in verses mine
Fun I have in verses mine
Dance with words I do
Play with feelings plain...
And keep the sick sane
life is 'silken love in embroidery'
The roses red...
And grasses green
In it me with my love
In happy conversation seen
Entwined I with dedication
Not with any compulsion
Poetry flows from heart within
And keeps my ailing heart dipped in..
.
In Serene waters of tranquil bay
As in fallacy I dip and sway
And play my guitar of music
And send pains away; sick! !
Bring rich hopes to the lonely
And gentle Kiss the weary
To cheery bear their heavy burdens
And help them Life live
Each day A wee bit brighter...
Each minute a wee bit merrier
Seconds in joyous laughter
With heart really Lighter!
Poetry bay
Come on I say
Lets celebrate It!
And give a big treat!
For out in streets
In Heat and dust
Of traffic terrific
Come in, poetry Magic! !
Soothes the soul
Pacifies the angry
Gives multiple new rays
Of hope on dismal days! !
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Genuine care
Human we are
We human err
God will help
To self help
Each day a blessing
To renew redressing
Hope the rope
This gives scope
Let desire prevail
To excellence reveal
When a friend; is there
With genuineness to care
What else, lets strive
And lost joys retrieve!
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
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Give me oil
Give me oil
Give me oil in my lamp
Help me burn
Burn as I must….
And light the way
The way for years
That in your
Absence goes…..
And add
A spark of light
To; this devoted lamp….
So that it may
Do its work
Night and day
As it should
Always should……
Will you understand?
Bind of duty?
The need to walk straight
Unparallel path
Of ….virtues stick?
For I would
Rather your love
Having won
Not loose it
In dirty pages of
Unparalleled Lust…..
If only to prove to you…..
I walk away….
I walk away………
My precious heart
Almost breaking…..
But
Duty must be done
What must be done?
Must be done! !
No excuse
As you say….
We have bonds made
Must walk through them............
Your words remain......
To oil my way, As I stumble...
But determined....
Walk away.....
Walk away.......
(august 2,2007)
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Glimpse of Hope….
Glimpse of Hope….
Like the light at the end of the dark tunnel…..
Like warm summer rays on frozen ice; melting…..it!
Like the long awaited first shower on the desert
Like the out break of rainbow in after shower shine
Like the ripples forming in still stagnant waters…………
Like the caressing dew fresh on morning rose
Like the singing creek of this mountain here…
Like the breeze blowing her hair to his cheeks…………….
Like the tinkle of ice on the thirsty man’s glass
Like the sound of coins on the blind mans bowl
Like the reunion of the lost dog with its master
Like the sounds of horn at the gates of the happy home….
Like the weary traveller back home……….
Like the auto pilot to piloted throttle……………….HOPE! ! ! !
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GUESS WHAT?
Slim and slender
Pearly white
Loves to bestow
Always bright
Warmth and care
Every night
At the table
As I sit
In hunger pangs
Desert ate
After dinner
With my date
Goodness gracious
it is late!
Yes! You guessed right!
It is the tube light! !
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Guiding Lamp
My guiding Lamp
I let you shine
Aspirations
Inspirations
Perspirations
Walking uphill.......
Trudge no effort
With thou Lantern
Eyes set on.......
Your gentle smiling
Countenance.......................
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Gushing Rain~~##~~
Gushing Rain……
Gushing, swishing…
Strong winds….
Lightening blazing
Across the sky
Thunder breaks out
Sounding horse hoofs
On roofs overhead
Pitter patter big droplets
Gathering momentum
Falling on the roofs
Runs down the roads
The steaming summers
Hot, dry earth drenching…..
The anger of hot souls
Dripping droplets with
Humour splashing! ! !
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Hankering…
Still
Ironed out of all wrinkles
Like the botanical leaf
In Skeletal frame study
Serious
All playfulness killed
Like a mice caught in mice trap
A certain death in sight
Bitter
As Gal, spoken words
Full of inner dryness
A premature aged effect
Compliance
More like a rag doll
With inserted engine
Robot like
Hankering
As, a puppy with brown eyes
Head on feet, waiting for command
Primitive
Hemamalini Kadir
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Happiness
Fluttering heart
Races fast
Bubbling forth
Laughter’s start
Rippling music
To listening hearts
Dancing children
Joyous sight impart
Simple every day
Often taken for granted
Happy children with toys
Living in present; enjoyed
No
No
No
No

thought of future fears
productive time debate
best option decisive gears
second thoughts waste

Happiness resides there;
Eyes twinkling
Full trust in father.....
That’s the thing! ! !
Faltering heart.....
Races restart
Bubbling laughter
But trust first! ! ! ! ...........hems always
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Hard cut diamond
Multifacet cuts
On table
Placed
Picking up
I swirl it
On my fingertips
Uncut
for
functional cut
Cold
To touch
Sharp
In odd ends
Sparkles
gleam....
Toying
In
Rough hands..
I pensive ponder
Should I
Polish it to shine......? ? ?
`````````````````````
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Have you ever watched? ?
Have you watched the birds ever?
Just after a terrible torrent of rain?
Lesson here to be learned plain
Have you ever watched the Cows
Trudge uphill with loaded carts?
They too dumbly try teaching arts! ! !
These birds shake their wings
And nod off water on their heads
Torrent of rain shaken off their system
And off they fly to search for worms
Busy routines shake off gloom's
These dumb animals walk uphill non stop!
As if hold their breath for dear strength
But yes! ! they walk steady and steadfast!
And get heavy loads uphill but fast! ! !
Hold breath; but with stand the test to level best! !
Having watched the birds?
Lets fly too as determined
Having watched these dumb animals
Lets dumbfound learn the art of holding on......
`````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````malin
ikadir! ! ````````````````````
----malini kadir
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He
Tall
Wiry
Sharp
Spectacled intellectual
Tough
Weary
Sensible
Smart resourceful
Tight liped
Warm
Special
Sense of humour, Lovable
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Heaven is here........
Heaven is here……
Where we mortals live………
When love……
Untarnished by desire brims…..
When listening,
Heals dark, deep, wounds
When mates,
Of yester years share….
Heaven is here……
Where we mortals live…..
Men this kind,
Still do exit……
Men who value,
Every day joys……….
Men who appreciate
Little meaningless nothings….
Heaven is here
Even in busy mornings
A caring heart
Did stop to show….
A caring heart
Did try to understand…
A caring heart
Gentle words did speak;
Heaven no longer,
Only in dreams exist………..
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Hell
Hell is the residence
Of fallen angels
Hell has no jury
At the entry
Hell has no witness
At the witness stands
Hell has no guard
Even at the back door
Hell has no judge
Hammering order! Order!
Hell is burning inferno
Created after love's suicide.
In mortal souls
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Here is something to learn! !
To open my eyes, to learn afresh
Little things from persons I meet
Learning “art of living” in daily stress
Negativity, pessimism to beet
The first thing after her cup of tea
She with a broom swept every nook and corner,
Of her house, room to room free
Free from dust, free from cobweb torture
Watching this mechanical woman work away
With, her serene calm expressions…
How I wished I too could sweep away…
All the dust of broken dreams and visions
Cobwebs of unfulfilled aspirations sway
From cell to cell of the mind’s warehouse
To live in the present with serenity, say
Be a cheerful person…an unperturbed spouse!
Here is something to learn! !
In daily habits constuctive frame
This stoic woman her boats must burn!
I too must, my woes chase keeping busy time frames! ! !
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Hesitation
Is it a shyness
that prevents?
Is it modesty?
Is it fear?

Hesitation; a woman's
Second nature
reinforced by her
femininity;

Hesitating to say
Hesitating to voice
Hesitating to act
Time by passes

In the busy
roads of life
He who hesitates
Looses his opportunity! !

Why the expressions
supressed?
Why the words
'Thankyou'?

Then isin't it the man
who braves
the issues in hand
time and again

Is it a curtain
this hesitation?
Is it a barrier
In reality?
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Hold
Hold me, fold me a moment
In your arms
Kiss my eyes one by one
With gentle measured touch
Make the chill evaporate
Bring warmth in between
As never before seen
Hold my cuddled dream, a moment
In your arms
Kiss his sleeping cheeks crimson
With pride show him to the world
Call him 'ours'with a smile
Bring warmth in between
As ever before seen.......
Hold us both secure, a moment
In our life
Kiss our pains to fading pink
With your acknowledgement; us link
Make this a bond in ink
Bring warmth in between us
As never-ever before seen!
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadi
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''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''Hoping about! !
Hoping about,
Wings clipped
UN caged, free....
Free to fly
As high as the sky!
For, its owner
fears not its escape
Flight can not be
To much altitude
Not with clipped wings....
No more;
Can the birdie fly
Not as before....anyways.
And so
the birdie flew about.....
Hoped about more to say
And grains on the garden found
hunger satiate...
Looked around,
Watching birds in flight
Up in the sky
with pensive contemplate...
Till,
It learnt the art
Of singing
And sang out...
Loud and clear
In voice sincere
And now
The birdie,
Although could not fly...
Birds in flight
Alighted a moment
And kept her company
Now.....
Clipped wings still hurt
But her horizons
no longer jaded!
Was of universal hue...........
``````````````````````````````````````````````
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How endearing..........
How endearing to be understood
To be cared for with this element,
Element of restrain
There is joy and pain
Yet, too special
Treasure real
Touching
Sensational caring
Joys tremendous
Eternal love a bonus
Makes the journey meaningful
Life, how endearing and joyful!
Endearing, lasting from the start
Mature love is in the hearts!
malinikadir
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How Joy's Transpire
When two hearts
Willingly aspire
The evolving treats
Happiness inspire
Adding bountiful joy
Of unexpected gestures
To life’s every day
Intricate textures
Bringing Inner peace
Deep within
Don’t lets tease
Folks in
Meaningful friendships
Oft un-understandable
The soul as if in grips
Unexpected joy, undefinable! !
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How Long do I wait?
Just tell me how long do I wait?
Come out in the open and tell me straight! ! !
How long do I wait? ? tell me? ? ?
Before you tell me.....I matter?
I matter a whole lot more....for that matter!
Cause you were as crazy of me as before......
And wish to Love me as no one has before?
For you long to swim and cavort in passion...
And wish to take me to heights in submission!
Standing Knee deep in still waters...
As time stands still......knee deep waters....
Enfold me in glorious......version
Of age old Love in action! !
Wasting no words.....
Bending me backwards
As Sun dips into Sea in west
And waiting was put to rest..............
```````````````````````````````````````malinikadir! ! ! `````````
----malini kadir
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I Accept! ! !
I Accept the
True essence of Love....
In all its
Effervescence
And deep inhale
In loving vibes
The fragrance
Of rapturous love
Come lets
As cosmic waves
Diffuse into
The universe
To spread
Loves fragrance
In restless
hearts
So to; inner
Finer self
All attune
And dance
Synergy
Of Positive
Vibrations
Spread.....
Good will
And goodness
In Spontaneous
Abundance
Giving Satan
A Long rest...
As Earth Turns to
Heavenly Paradise! !
```````````````````````malinikadir! ````````````````````
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I am not
I am not your dream girl
I am not the type you chase
I have watched you;
Watch you as you grow
From; afar......
With my eyes
With my emotions ablaze
From; afar......
I long learnt my pulses
I long for you that’s it
From; afar......
You I oft admire
Your mannerism and fire
From; afar.........
I don't just desire
I don't just aspire
I am not your dream girl
I am not the type you chase
I have loved you;
Loved you as you grow.........
To heights unimagined....Handsome!
In the hearts of the female Beauties!
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I guess....
Times are changing
Times are changing
Music bells chime
A good omen mime
Heart soars up high
Lips curve with sigh
Soul mate mine
You and I shall rhyme
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~malinikadir
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I invite this pain
I invite this pain
Almost wish to be slain
For with the agony I feel
I wash away the sins I feel
Pain felt by skinbear bones
On mated coir mat
With no one to care, attones.....
I enjoy free scot? ?
Promises given must be kept
Not left unkept.........
Distance clean one kept
For heart unkept? ? ?
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I threw my arms wide open.....
I threw my arms wide open
Opened my heart and shared
My agony of my lost love
Through ages unforgotten
Shared the pain unexpected
All the anguish unavoidable
Perhaps your listening ears
Did a healing touch award
Pains more of unawareness
Of the unfathomed depths perhaps
Pains more of innocence
Of the sensual romantic love lapse
Which the wings of youth
Failed to discern or pursue
Which the heart re fains
To leave go or to reach out anew
Locked for eternity
Never to leave go
Love wrapper found
Yet, soul does not forgo....
Love fragmented remains
Buried deeper than ever before
For the world to unearth
When my song is folk lore
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~malinikadir~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Idyllic
Yearning for the togetherness
In loving thoughts and caress
Struggling with her emotions
That wisdom curbs with caution
Stranded on an isle
With sea and sand in tussle
Leaving foamy waves roaring
On rocks, as if with fury dashing
Sounds of the Sea, rhythmic...Sootheing
Sea gulls fly overhead leisurely musing
Stretched out side by side on the sand
Far away in no man’s land…………………..
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If I could but fain a distance
If I could but fain a distance
And keep away from reaching out
If I could but with my absence
thaw art your senses to love
I would dance a jiggle
Without a fiddle
As music fills my heart!
If I could walk away
to distance bring
If I could stay away
to make you a call ring
I would dance a jiggle
Without a fiddle
As my heart fills with music!
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬`malinikadir¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
¬¬¬¬¬¬`
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'''''''''''If spasms of pain..
If spasms of pain
Are changing Sand hills..
Hillocks of sand;
That change its site
With strong winds blowing.....
Cyclonic in intensity..............
May be...
Are formed again.....and again
Small or big
With change of winds....
Sands blow into the mouth
And hair plaster to ones cheek
Walking itself an effort
Against the wind........
Clothes, cling around...
Framing the counters
Of our wind ravaged body....
Try we must;
To non stop reach...
Reach the destinations planed!
Wind or rains
No detour
Must make small;
Mole hills of troubles.......
And against the winds blowing
Travel with grit! !
Sand hills of pain
Disappear with effort
A shovel and spade
Spirits UN jaded
Shoulders to grind
Walk against strong winds
Travel with grit!
And when your sights
Are on targets fixed.......
And your mind is
In determinations grip.....
Eyes half closed
Visualize......
Beyond this sandy trip
And you then
Can find all
All the courage
You need
To possess!
And travel with grit!
Then, sands of pain
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ARE changing hillocks..
Then, Spasms of pain
Were nothing but changing sand hills........
``````````````````````````````````malinikadir```````````````
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If you accept me........
If you accept me,
As a disciple and hold my fingers
Trusting I shall follow
My whole life in steps behind thee.......
If you accept me,
As a friend and hold my hand
Trusting you I shall walk
My whole life with steps to thee.....
If you accept me
As a lover and hold my heart
Trusting I shall poetry give;
My whole life with passion to thee....
If you accept me
As your soulmate and hold me close mate....
Trustingly I shall share my very soul
My whole life joyfully with thee.....
Make the choice.......
Pause a second,
Think twice! !
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in a dramatic way! !
Viola and Shakespeare............? .
Well...well; why not!
Love runs in your blood streams thick...
Seems, the only air you breathe........slick! ! .
The sky, the traffic, the blazing Sun
Bright, Orange. Noisy too, yet fun!
The future...ours be colourful in imagined rainbow
Let’s dare to experiment, Not to fears bow
World a stage...all men, women actors be
In this theatre's wooden board....lets see
You can Shakespeare be, while I shall Viola play....
In Rustic Romance, Audience enthral....in a dramatic way! !
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In a mood to romance?
Twenty four hours all new....
Just born nascent life...
All yours to do as you like
Shall we take a ride.....? in a fast bike
Speed fast....with hair blowing...
Arms…; around you clinging?
Traverse the high roads?
In sheer………….. exhilaration....
Smiling...a song on the lips
Whiz, past the vehicles?
And loaded trucks.....
As on either side greenery’s spread
As…. far as eyes can see....
Shall we then traverse the alley?
Sure the terrain bike
Will enjoy the hike track
The ups and down
Clinging to you
Your romance awake....
Till passion flames lighted
And the deserted water falls yonder
A refreshing..Tantelizing invite
Shall we hold hands?
And under its force stand
Feeling the spray
Tingling on our face
Thoroughly enjoying
The experience........
Shall we rest...
And eat berries found
Till …….the red on my lips...
Invites as much as the fruit? ?
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In love with an angel?
Yes you could say that....
For....I have seen him not with my eyes
He in my illusions exists
With my eyes closed….. with in
He becomes almost real…….
I speak with him through my day
But none can see him
He banishes my fears
He encourages me
He is a soothsayer
He my moods understands
He brings smiles to my lips
And people wonder why!
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In the twinkle of my eyes……..
This boat at sea
The fog around
Mystic night
And the stars
As we travel
Across this life
Each with paddles
Paddling hard
Let us as soul mates
Journey together
Roving past
Detours on way
Let the world
In staunchness
Unique find
A Rustic bond
When I tire
Make me smile
Lift my spirits
Cheer me up
And I in return
Shall hug you
Hug you close
And let you know
How special,
To me you are
In the twinkle
Of my eyes……….
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'''''''''''''In Vicinity.........
Than this throbbing.....
Awakened pulsating heart beet?
If she in his vicinity.......... In vicinity..

Moon looks up to see...
See if her special shooting star
Was in its vicinity.....

The butterfly asleep on her leaf
With eyes closed does dream
Serenity in its vicinity......

The night jasmine blooms
Spreading its fragrance
To all; in its vicinity.........
He lying on his bed looks out...
And as the jasmine fragrance
His nostrils assail,
Moonbeams reflecting from the bush
Pinpoint the butterfly
Its wings plastered together as if.....
Its inner beauty hidden.......
As the moon,
Behind, clouds hide......
Her beauty too hidden from him........
His glance flickers
Moon to butterfly.......
Jasmine fragrance
Stirring his senses.....................
What next?
What would he contemplate.......
Except all in his vicinity.........
In life’s context....
What madness to contemplate.......
Other than his vicinity..........

She would passionate color his life
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She could add the tinkle of laughter
And breathe the essence of freshness
Spill fragrance of eternal unchanging love…..
But what was one way track was no longer so….
And pains it may also cause,
If love where to grow….
Desire shall be born
Because; to love is to wish….
For, the very best in his life……
She must fade away………
Fade with no traces left….
Leave him to his peace……
Loving him always
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INFATUATION RECALL
Tall and handsome
Daredevil spirits
The heart- throb of the teens
Paired off with the “dream girl”
Infrequent sight
Touch unnecessary
Looks enough
For across a sea off faces
Thoughts were exchanged
Minds in vibrant unity
The majestic Leo
The petite Libran
He played the drums
She then; the guitar,
The parents trust him
A gentleman
Both proud and sensitive
Bold in action
Quick to hurt
Fond of music
Song of every heart
Strange fate
Trespasses
A sure- footed Capricorn
A passionate scorpion by moon signs
Claims his rights
Mesmerizes her
And off he goes
Bride in hand
Harvesting her youth
Life sublime
Years fly
Tanning her
Kids grown up
Back in pursuit of
Forgotten language
Stranger fate
Intervenes
A tall and dark stranger
He an Aries
She a Libran
He played the drums
She played the guitar
Yet; maturity prevails
Both proud and sensitive
Recalls her flutter
Of the yester years…..
Her heart is frail
Years have taken its toll
She would rather;
Her tombstone
Carried the message
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“The faithful soul of
A beloved wife rests here”
Yet again,
The sure- footed Capricorn
A winner remains! ! !
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Infatuations are common
Infatuations are common
Life is in its travel bound....
Inner growth, resilient surmount
Each soul its own unique path found.....
But rare to find a lingering bond
Charming nature in its foreground....
Shows the consistency in inner man
Loads to learn in each life's bent bound.....
Bound to duty and commitment
Regale of senses to the increasing tempt
Of growing culture in its permissive bent
Society forayed by techno support, strength
Changing outlooks greener panorama....
The youth's attitudes, bent of mind
Of seeing reality in authentic hue
And discovering peace in logic find.......
I bemused watch with growing infatuation
The world's colourful Kaleidoscope
And as God willed life with gratefulness live
See in it, endearing beauty and scope! ! !
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
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Invincible!
Invincible, Strong! !
If one is not wrong....
Bond is mutual
Bond is Factual...
Life is canvas
Each in inner proves
Colours splashing dignity
True Love’s identity!
````````````````````````````````````````malinikadir
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Is this train So designed..................?
When train was designed
the Iron tracks were laid
From assembly line to this end
On these tracks she has stayed
Her life on tracks; her duty well done!
Comfortable journey; home away home......
Passengers travel; alight as stations come......
To and fro; well oiled yet problems some...
The rails are twin tracks,
Both essential for train's existence
Derailment is sure; with visible cracks...
there endurement is valued, loving evidence
The growing success
Of railway's conectivity
Progress! all round access! !
'Happiness' in life's activity!
In life's journey, we oft find
A life partner and intimate friend
Both a human, very basic need
Lucky few, this balance do find!
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It hurts
It
It
It
It

hurts
hurts
hurts
hurts

Never
Never
Never
Never

to
to
to
to

love…..ever so much
know….control I must
know he is hurting too
know he means so much……

will days be as before..
will I stop loving…
will any one love him as I do
will I do anything to hurt his heart……..
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IT^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
It was almost dry
This wound on the elbow
It still invited fly
The oozing blood below
Waiting for the train
In the crowded Platform
This lad was in severe pain.......
In the Porter uniform
Busy the bustling crowd
He picks up luggage load
Argues his fees loud
Then off he sped as told
The raw wound his; no big deal
Elbowing his way through the crowd
I was more in anxiety I feel
Than he, bustling brazen brisk lad!
```````````````````````malinikadir```````````````
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Jigidy jigidy jog(nursery rhyme)
Jigidy jigidy jog
Joys are out for ride
Up the hill and down in fog
The slide the garden's pride
We kids the tiny tot
In check pinafores;
Think its just fun! oh boys!
Holding hands in joys roar
In morning, fresh air
We radiant, skip about
Swing in swings, fly up far
Fun and joy, its all about!
Our school is all, play and learn
We love study, all active fun ways
Easy numbers; and names to learn
Time for home oh dear! ; we wish to stay
Jigidy jigidy jog
Joy is out for ride
Up the town and down we jog
Time to back home ride
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~malinikadir
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Job...Job.....
My definition of me
The strength of soul
The busy reason for action
The strength of time
The address of person
The call for his mental agility
The utilization of his faculties
The reason time flies
The seasons hold meaning
The ever striving purpose
For enduring perfection
When productivity is pride
When each step leads to the other
Drudge this? No blessing in disguise!
Savour it and thank the lord!
Ask the bed ridden, and know your blessing!
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Joy
Joy! ! !
where does it reside?
In little deeds
which brings happiness to others;
Are'nt you right?
I can feel the fragrance too!
Can't you?
When you pause for a break......
For a breath..;
On life's busy way........
At your spring break
through the year........
More impartial an emotion!
you are yet to see;
Lights up the faces
of black, white and brown....
Knocks at the door
of rich and poor alike.....
Tingling sound of laughter
Spreading happiness pure......
Have'nt you heard.....?
a child's laughter! .
music to the ears....
so devoid of pretense.....
no joy greater!
Joy! !
where does it reside?
In little deeds,
In little deeds unknown indeed! !
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Jump of conclusion
You don’t love me…..
This a hasty inaccurate
Jump of conclusion
Or else would you have
Spoken with so much care?
Or found time to spare?
You did say let it in verse be
What in life has in trace been
You did sign love…….
You so understand my confusion
My battles with dead convictions
My suppression; flooding passion
My longing for reassurance
My fragility….my strength
My constraining principles

You did with genuine caring
Win the heart inches more
If that can ever be so……
You have minds shutters opened
Free, fresh to open minded visions....
Set this captive bird free….
.
Free …from pessimism
Free…. of
dogmas prevalent
Free… of
fetters imagined……
I stronger move on
For having your presence felt
Holding your extended hand in friendship…….
You don’t love me…..
This a hasty inaccurate
Jump of conclusion
malini kadir
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Just A Pretty Face.....
Pretty face,
smile
eyes reach not
Eyes open
You see not?
talk
think not
touch
feel not
move
walk not
Exist
live not
Exhibit
For window shopping?
I Guess
just a wax doll; After all! ! !
The streets have plenty, for window shopping
You can have your pick....Malls are in vogue! ! Eye catching too! !
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Just a ripple.....
In the waves of thought
Wish it was me who brought
So much excitement in your time
Butterfly kissing your mind's rhyme..................
In the waves of thought
Wish ladies start a Topsy dance
And I be invited to play lead..
So I catch your eye..............
In the waves of thought
Where mannequins lounge
And for judgment be invite, and steal
Center stage of your mind!
In the waves of your thought
Wish Angels tred with dainty feet
And playing Cinderella dance.....
Stealing your royal heart!
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Just an eye shut away…
True love;
Never lost
Leave it go
If it be so
If it be so
It will your path cross
Again;
Destiny destined
Almighty willing
Almighty willing
Just an eye shut away
In your idle moments away
Close your eyes
Close your eyes
And feel it…
You can almost see too
So close, so near…
True love
Never lost
Wherever you go…
Always yours; why fret so…
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Just an Indian wife
Just an Indian wife
Her mind set is tutored
Shaped from birth
She is brought up
To believe
Certain limiting Laws
Her husband
She will always
Support
Within limits
Of tutored truths
She is blinded
Binded to duty
Sometimes
worst of men
Are simply
Forgiven
Cause
they descent
Tied the knot!
``````````````````````````````````malinikadir
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Just for tonight...
Just for tonight
This moon is in full bloom...
Shedding its silver light
As the lovers at this beach, it does zoom
See their faces in its divinelight delight...
Just for tonight
Shall you and I also entwine...
Like this Night -Jasmine and this Ivy branch
Shall we romance, in the garden's moonlit shine
Or shall we hasten to your cattle ranch?
Just for tonight
Shall you and I as man and wife
Forget our petty grievances slight
And give our love a renewed life?
Take me to the clouds in a pleasure flight
Just for tonight
I my shyness leave...to unveil
To let you your eyes feast.....
As you, with a kiss my lips seal
And cover me with feather light touch-treat
Just for tonight
I my secrets divulge in abandoned joy
Revel in your delightful ways
Forgetting in my eagerness to be coy
For your Love my heart warms....inflames!
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Knocking at the door
Knocking at the door....
Like phoenix from ash
He barges into my mind
And frightens! ! day lights gush! !
Picking up the phone
I acertain your reassuring
Strong presense..a certain one
And feel the fears ebbing.......
He is dead, can no more come
Its my inner panic profound
He can never, never come....
Fears are knocking sound! ! !
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir````````````````
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LABYRINTH
The Labyrinth maze
Of emotions
Engulfing man’s
Senses
Leading him into
Circles
Of never ending
Fascination
Dulling his brain power
And brilliance
Making him buckle down
To his knees
Like moth to flame
He is drawn
Despite himself
In peculiar
Mesmerisation
Mankind has
Labelled this powerful
Enigmatic; intricate
Labyrinth entanglement---LOVE
And continues to
Believe faithfully
On its positive effects
Positively! After all
The healing powers
Of Love; it’s believed
Is world renowned! ! !
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Landing Back! ! ! !
Love opened the windows
Of her mind;
Filling it with gallons
of freshness in bind.......

Unique in progression
and possession
Compassion in session
Listening as if a profession

The souls mated
In air..................
Traversed and dated
an affair! !

Landing back to reality;
shrewd and crude
LIfe a 'BALANCING ACTUALITY'
their mannerism proved! !

His flights across the
country; lively(hectic) livelihood......
Her thoughts keeping
Company; delicious food!
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Learner's Licence
A Life skill Learner...
Hands on steering
griping hard
Knuckles white.........
Tensed up all!
'easy does it baby
the man beside's called.........'.
Her left foot on clutch
Right foot on brake
grip on hand gear stiff
Back ram-rod errect
'easy does it baby
the man besides called! '
Smooth release your foot
Shifting to first gear
Foot on brake so why fear?
Car noosed into the driveway
he encouraged her
'easy did it baby..
the man beside's called! '
Sweat beaded her fore head
Her heart in fear dred!
WHY did these women come?
Try his patience they did!
Not a fast learner, this one......
Learner's licence-'sure a long run! '
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Leave me be……
Leave me be….
Your trust and truth has my heart fettered
And I in tryst with its opulence
Must come to terms within my self
And on this new ground
New life resurrect
But distance
I must sometimes keep
When my within
Not with me……
And you must
Understand
If I come
Willingly
I have you in me….
Or else
Leave me be!
`````````````````````````````````````````````````````malinikadir
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Let love wash your soul
Let love wash your soul....
Gentle wash your inner self
For life is a wasted journey
If you its fragrance shelf
It spreads silent through your vein
To shake it away, a try in vain....
It does change lifes very outlook
And makes you an enigmatic book....
Oft yourself you shall surprise
In the impulses, that will arise.....
Making what was hitherto impossible
Within feasible possibility desirable......
You willing stand up to society, break rules, .......
Ready step.....new energy fuels
Willing to go the extra mile needed
To try to acquire an inch in heart coveted! ! ! ! ! !
It radical transforms you......
Life in magical hue! ! !
Let love wash your soul....
Gentle wash your inner self
For life is a wasted journey
If you its fragrance shelf!
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
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Let me
Let me Sun kiss your shoulders brown....
Lotions pour to massage strenght in your sinews
Let me sweat the toxins within
And refresh your inner self's sores...
Let me as tidal waves wet your feet
Walking on the sandy shores
Let me whisper as gentle breeze
In your ears words that keep you cool
Let me gently pull you to the beach house
And join you in the pool......................
Let us swim with strong strokes
Rejuvenated go back! !
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Let me gentle step...
Let me gentle step;
Around your heart
Find a crack
And slip in....
Reside within
Negligent find a corner
Flip your thoughts
And domesticate you
My royal roaming lion
Till a niggling need
To come in search of me
Makes you plan
A meet;
And you make a permanent
Pocket in your busy life
A permanent place
For a picture of me
To smile up at you
With my heart
In my eyes
Just for you....
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
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Let us kneel to pray
Let us kneel to pray
And join hands
Forgive us lord
For thoughtless sins
But now, for the remaining life
let us be available always
With a caring word and helping hand
Never for sake of selfish love forsake a needy soul.....
`````````````````````````````````````````malinikadir``````````
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Let us with this thought walk…..
Let us with this thought walk…..
Walk unfaltering tall...
Come …what may!
Let us do and say...
Undaunted go our way
People oft in their haste
Say things that hurt....
But when we are no more near them....
Realise our loss...in missing our deeds
The world is conquered still with love....
Love given....for hateful words rendered....
Is man on his way to Divine life....
Supreme his life....humble in manners
Who for ever forgives and overlooks
Brushing away the words spoken in haste.....
Sticks his gun to duty.....
And stoically marches on.....
For……. then the Joys.....
He on his life's roadways finds
Are flowers specially thrown?
From; Lord....himself?
Yes! ! With full appreciation of his deeds! ! …………….
(write.....of a day when very hurt...........)
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Life
In life; this great fountain of
Compassion
That springs from
Deep recesses of
the heart
the mind
the soul
The very being of
Humanity
Is encompassed in
Steep wells of
the emotions
the sensations
the desires....
That meaning brings of
Nature!
In its very totality
Reaps more of
the Positives
the affections
the progress
This very offspring of
Love!
When injured by
Cruel realities of
the self centered
the egotist
the lustful
Is washed down to the valley of
Hate!
A burning inferno
Of Vices.....root of
the negatives
the avenging spirit
the retaliator
This soft, malleable
Child...
In essence, innocence of
Mankind is lost of.....
the loyalties
the dedication
the motivation
that brings forth of
A flood!
Of creative spirits
Which brings progress of
the arts
the sciences
the litterateurs
The Infinite Source of
Knowledge!
For loosing oneself
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In the joys of

the activity
the passion
the work
The ultimate search of
All mankind
the end of
the mission
the life
the voyage complete! !
malinikadir
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Light Your Fires
Light your fires of ambition
Lift your wings birdie mine
And lift your calibre; your vision
Lift away your choking negativity twine
Strangling your budding dream
Lift your eyes and see wide
Tall stands the statue of men; the cream
Who fumbling; stumbling began in life's tide
Go my baby; go try your luck without fear
They too umpteen times rose from fall
Fortune favours the brave; with optimism I swear
Arise my baby Inspired by those standing tall! !
[dedicated to my kids who leave home this year]
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Logarithm
Logic proven
Age-old
Time tested
Allergic
Unavoidable
Mathematical need
Natural logarithm
Function on Complex plane

Natural logarithm
In Integration in
Computational complexity
Engineering minds
e - in log(x)

World in swirl
In integration
Global integration
Billion X e-mailing to Y
Faces unknown
Log in at will.
Nature’s logarithm
Functions on complex plane
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LONELINESS (new lines added)
Do not you disturb?
Your impulse they curb?
Call Aunt Patience
Good company in essence!
To while away time
Loneliness expel, with no crime……
Here is some music,
Let us eyes shut absorb its magic...
Let us in our mind traverse....
Relive our happy, special events in life canvas
The little, little moments.....
So special to you? No comments
They are yours no one can steel them.....
They are truths...so no one can deny them........
Drink in the happy nectar, like pollen on stigma go deep, deep
Let this happy flower bloom...your loneliness clean sweep! !
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Lonesome
When I walk alone at end of day
All everyday work meticulously done
Musing on how things went
Where, how things could better have been done
And a tiny part of our heart
Our inner voice; judgement proclaims
Oft morally right...
But sometimes don't of opportunity avail
Keeping strides with world at large
Fear and Procrastination
My virtual enemies....
And I by the way side
Have been left by chance....
Mr Luck I am yet to meet
Hard work...Oft by obstacles tripped
Fatigue, oft my nerves creaked
But...I have yet to elusive success see
Umpteen Failures in different ventures
Raw nerves and injured ego
Remain Faithful friends of mine
Poetry I lay my soul between
Your Fantasy lines
In verse words
Laugh at me if you must
But I have befriended thee
To ease my ailing heart
Which tells me....?
When there is a will
Would sure; a way pave
I turn back homewards
Wondering If some fatal flaw
In me resides......
Or if it a Flaw of fate...
Lonely......my spirits
Lonely I walk...
Smiles attract friends
Frowns ever none.
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Long to break! !
Long to break
The limiting Dams....
And flood the Banks
And enter your haven.....
Long to break
The limiting Binds
And Break free, fly
And traverse the skies!
Long to taste
The forbidden fruit
And taste the nectar
And ecstatic heights reach! !
Long to bond
The Soul's inmate
And entwine intimate
And spice the refined soul! ! !
Long to hug the horizon
The ultimate exhilaration
And change radically
And in resultant heat refine to pure gold! !
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir
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Longing to remind......As if.......
Longing to remind,
As if.................
As I remember, as if.......
Your cent percent promise......
Made.....in jolly moods....
May be...maybe not
Wondering if their is a scent,
Scent here of something hidden?
Having entered the hearts recess unbidden
Which will unfold.......
And be secretly told!
Whispered may be.........
May be in the ears,
With pass of years
It is as if a tiny corner
Of your smile, promises sooner
Will the awaited day dawn
When I shall legitimately fawn
Tiny, trails on your forehead
neck, down..down what ahead?
Lips on skin...
In playful fun
Longing to remind,
As if............
Of all the fun
Fun that awaits you
When you your duties veiw
With renewed Love
You cuddle your dove.....
The female heart
A melting does start
And a responding smile
All forgotten in a while....
Longing to remind..,
As if..........
Of the times, early times
When hearts in unison did chime
When joy alighted like a butterfly
On the blossom, oft to pry
To gently unveil....
And unknown reveal
Long to remind,
As if.......
Your cent percent promise......
Made.....in jolly moods....
May be...maybe not
Wondering if their is a scent,
Scent here of something hidden?
Can't you see.....or try to see
A deep rooted possesive tree?
The back handed compliment
Of true Love......Lucky you, implement
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Smile.....that charming smile
Stress the culprit here, been for a while
Long to remind,
As If.......
As I remember your promises
Made in jolly moods
I long to impress
My man! proud this Empress
He in heart the world's best
And It best be known to the world rest
Long to remind,
As if..........
As if to say I Love today
As I always did.....
And await to hear.....
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Looking at his picture.........
Looking at his picture
Cherubic grand gesture
His childish enthusiasm
And today‘s distant Chasm
My aching heart in sorrow
Lonely lies my visions of morrow
And I to practical maintenance turn….
Live in routines; yet yearn……
Guess a woman like me deserves no better
Too much emotion; deserve this fetter
Does it really matter? ?
Only a short life left; why to bicker? …….
And shall wish him no better
Too much his well being does matter
To wish to chain him to my worded letter!
Let him discover his own domain
And happy in distance remain! ! !
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Lord; aren’t you my friend?
Love
To bury
In virtual haste
Impossible
I shall not rage the heart!
Mind it reminds
Of eternal duties wedded! !
Anguished…………
Buckle under pressure
You stand there
Up above lord?
Having fun! Are you?
Watching our plights?
You may delight
But I my purity
Precious Through
Struggled effort
Retain….
On scales my love
In efforts balance
Tricky situation
You have presented
Walk through I shall
And you……?
You had better
Walk me to safety
Sailing through
Aren’t you my friend? ? ?
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Lost or fulfilled?
With love, on her way through the woods
Knee deep in emotions, almost tripped into the quick sand
Fearing to go on bold..........just stood
Almost retreated; to hide behind excuses bland.....unplanned....
Little cherubic faces of the children.....
On their way from school open eyes gazed; surprised
Must wonder at this lost lady; they did grin
Passing with innocence in their sweet smiles placed
As they passed her by; she a moment paused....
Where was she heading? where too was she bent on going?
Her true love.......her true calling beckoned.....
Fulfilled not lost.....she was her chosen path walking.
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LOVE
Love is best received
that is tempered
Intencities often repel
Wishing for escape

Love is basically possessive
Oh! that is just fine!
But look at the side effects
It is quiet oppressive

Love; looking into each other's eyes
Eye's is immature
It should be looking in the
Same direction together
love is careing and sharing
Not just between the two
It should be joining hands
to share and care for others
Love when repressed for years
without expressions
seems to take dimensions unimaginable
it's impact dynamic and earth shattering
Love is joyful intimacies
Blissful release of tensions
It should be seeing joy and pleasure
in the others eyes!
Love is trust and understanding
walking hand in hand
It should be a mateing of minds
Not an union of flesh alone
Love gentle is met by the fierce kind
firework results
Oh! is it painful happiness?
Yet a glowing face results
Love is union at it's peak
when it is a mateing of souls
It is then a glossomer dream
come enchantingly true! ! !
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Love Engraved
Magnetic pull; chemistry
Majestic; sacred bonding
Affectionate; twosome pairing
Amorous, delightful romance
Tentative; mating of souls
Telepathic exchange of thoughts
Heightened emotions in swirls
Hallo of immense pleasure
Evergreen through the ages
Eloquent; in prose and verses
Wanting of eternal youth and beauty
Wishing; missing; caring; desiring exhilarating! ! !
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'Love gets refined'
Pains

of

separation?
Yearning for a glimpse?
He photographed within her eye's in caption
Hearing his voice, her eyes brim

Sparkling with unshed tears
Holds back the rush of words
Bubbling within; with fears.......
Silent emotions in war with swords
Battling within; fighting for expression
Iron will she exercised
With each passing day of separation
Wondering how he fared! !
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Love is unique!
Love is unique in each spring!
As unique as water tastes......
As is nature,
For
Subtle breeze
That blows
Moves
Different leaves
In different
Shapes
Shades
To extent different!
And the gentle rustle
You can eyes closed....
Best in Darkness
Enveloped.....
Under Star studded sky
In Tranquil universe
Absurdly unique;
In Ecstasy feel....
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Love Knocks Her
Love knocks her door
Most unexpectedly
Shattering her rigid
Principles drastically
Youthful goal oriented
Girl all become yesteryears
She with new tide drifted
Tossed into turmoil’s of fears
Surprising herself by
The directions of her thought
Deep into emotional oceans
All futile inner wars fought
Inner buried feelings surfaced
Feelings never expressed
Left unrecognized, unfaced
Military discipline emphasized
“Symbol of love” it was said
Bitter caricature of reality
A suppressed human unearthed
Frail heart tested reality
Love in emotional oceans
Awaiting acceptance
She in love’s depth drowns
A preferred life sentence..
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Make me yours
Love smothered
Choked by reality...
Entwined hearts
Beat..........

Passions
Triggered
In words fusion
Raw....real
Prose vs. poetry
Touch of tongue
Fleeting.....faint.
Flirting..
I in refrain, disdain
Take me
Across the threshold
And love enforce
My timidity vanquish
My Knight in shinning armour
Battle your way through
Make me yours
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Management at work
Up hill two steps
Downhill four
Work gathered speed
What to say more?
Dillydallying some
Lethargy has come
Work schedule lagging
All spirits sagging!
Realities grind
Commitments bind
Authorities remind;
Improvement none to find!
Let tall tasks be sliced
And fragments dispensed
Work load divided
Encouragement provided
All successful striving apart
All street smartness tart
Yes! This management
A real soft skill art! !
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Marooned
Marooned in an island
All around silent.........
The swaying boat in waters
Brown, battered oarless
Gentle sways to breeze
A smile my lips tease.......
Watching birds alight......
White brown and bright
This destitute; sinking boat with hole
Water seeping slow in steady toll
Was even as it went under......
Providing perch for many plumes.......
Which in between flights
Did graceful alight
Tweaked with beak
Once or twice
Graceful sway
Of breeze enjoy
Till with no....
Backward;
Glance at all
Does fly away..........
Silent boat
Silent sand
Silent beach
Lessons silent teach! ! !
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir¬¬¬
(In golden old age..........)
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Marriage
When two souls meet
And hearts beet
Music of unison
And shared vision
When understanding blooms
Shouldering glooms
Thick and thin of life’s path
Through it all in full faith
Each understanding the others need
Allowing moods, although hearts bleed
Red in anger, blue in cold indifference
All brought to rightful end as friends
Walking through lifelong journey
Sharing, caring for addictive honey
All the thorns, only mirage
Long forgotten, at the end of day
Make it up with a kiss they say! !
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Match stick! !
When the match stick is lighted
The Candle was lost...........
All the Time Candle was alight.....
Matchstick was In the match box asleep....
Safe on its high shelf
Now; awake and afire....
But Candle is put out cold with chill water...
And try as it would
The match stick fails!
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May’s Solitary Blooms
(Kurinji Flowers)
Not Alone
Never Alone
May’s Solitary Blooms
On wild meadows
Sprinkled about
In …disarray….
You knit into this world
A picture of summer hills
Your sunny face
On summer days
Adding Colour to vision
Your short visit of few months
Mark a period of season time
And to visiting hearts
Of these hills
Smiles bring
Spiralling blue
To joyous hope
Once in twelve years
Leaving lasting image on minds
Awaiting for your return```````````````
``````````````````````````````Malini Kadir
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Mesmerized Nut
Mesmerized Nut
The squirrel sat on hind limbs’
Paws held the new found nut
’Nibble; nibble no care to keep slim
Lost to the world this free nut’
So cute, so busy, so sweet
This little nut, held her mesmerized
Work suspended in the sight’s treat
The lady watched mesmerised....................
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MIRROR

REFLECTIONS

Hair parted in the middle
A streak of kumkum
A 'spot of innocent rod'
On the centre of the forehead
Thick brows; lacking
the beauticians touch
Two eyes look back
A straight nose
A wee bit long
A spot of gold
Catching the light
Twin crystals, dangling
From the ears
A strand of hair
Has escaped the pin
A streak of gray
just appearing
A neck with deeplines
On shoulders not so broad
this image has a sad;
deep QUESTING LOOK
critical self examination
on the seas of self doubt
Soon another reflection
falls on the mirror
unrully bush of hair
On the forehead
Twinkling eyes
Behind the auto cool
A pert nose
wet lips
On the broader face
just behind
the first image
Swiftly turning
Is caught close
In Strong arms
Minutes tick..................
Peeping over the shoulder
A catching smile partly visible
A dimple on the cheek
Stars are pinned on the eyes
Face so softly smiling....As if the mist had cleared
On the oceans of doubt
And the ship had found its habour!
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Missing
At the crossroad
Red light......
Traffic jam tight
A peep into the car
A couple
Man with frowns of impatience
Tapping fingers
Woman; pouting lips
Lipstick
Dark
Understanding
Missing
Missing life's
Finer essence
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Mr Exclusive
Mr Exclusive
I am yours exclusive
Perhaps elusive
But I loved to see red...
Shall I begin to tell you?
How much you mean to me?
Oh! but Sir, you do like variety
Much to my anxiety
I fret and fume
And then resume.........
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir
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Mummy, wear your necklace in blue
Mummy, wear your necklace in blue
And chase your blues
Chase your blues…
Mommy, wear your necklace in blue
And chase your blues
Chase your blues…..
The lord is kind…..is kind
In his own kind way
Not unkind……never that!
He nudges us ever so gently
This his very own way
His very own way…..
The unexpected blow
This theft I know
This theft I know…..
With little left
With little left….
All gone …
All gone…at stroke of one
In single stroke
Mummy, wear your necklace in blue
And chase your blues
Chase your blues…..
This lord is kind….is kind
The lord is kind…..is kind
In his own kind way
Not unkind……never that!
Just think, if you and dad
Hadn’t been away
Hadn’t been away, that …
Ill fated day…ill fated day
The thief if armed,
If armed….what you say
Would have for petty jewels
Done you away…
Done you away…
Left us in dismay
In dismay…….a jolting shock
No tremendous shock
Shock tremendous! !
This lord is kind….is kind
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Mummy, wear your necklace in blue
And chase your blues
Chase your blues…..
Mummy, wear your necklace in blue
And chase your blues
Chase your blues…..
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MUSICIAN
Cascading sounds
Of clapping hands
Echoes down the
corridor behind
He walks away
Guitar encased
Years pass by
The music forgotten
Till one day down
Memory Lane
The faint stirring
Of way back notes
A pulse beats fast
Faces come to light
Music fills the air!
The musician is back;
But the rusted Strings
Brings forth music none
Which once willingly
Yielded to his touch
The
short hand of
every emotion
His only love.........
Besides him
As twilight touches
the earth! !
Fine; deep drawn
notes stir the leaves
A faint breeze
Of cool passion
A curl of hair
Touches the cheeks
Magical music
Envelopes it all! ! !
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Must I?
Is there no way?
Must I relinquish my little
Special secret joy?
Harmless as it is,
For it replenishes me.....
With renewed hope
And that smile;
Stagnate reassures....
Does it have to...;
Fall in the dark alleys
Of mis -nomer relationship?
With little tact,
And little self discipline
Could not it fall into
In the royal road of friendships
For some thing is better..
Than no more in touch
It breaks my heart
It is impossible..........
Walls of life
As if close in on me
And darkness falls
Bloating out
All Sunshine
And the strength
That has been my mark
Dwindles.........
I collapse on the sofa.....
Listless and blank
As if the very meaning.....
Meaning of this existence
Where in question...........
This luck charm like
In my heart my God's gift.....
I cherishing carry.......
No!
No! there is no me...
Without God's gift within me.....
Accept me;
With my foible.....
You must! ! !
And so I must walk....
My self I dedicate,
To my loving life mate
And to you; God's Gift
I shall my writings dedicate
Today and always! !
And with clear conscience;
Walk held high
On the Royal High Roads
Of life Chaste and pure! !
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir
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My Beating Heart
My beating Heart
Be still…
Let the music around
Filter in…
Let it wash your soul of bitterness
Within still…
Let the floating emotions
Spill
Bringing transitory joy
Till
Life in it’s own way
Will
Heal; this “special brand” love
Pill
Will lasting pain and sorrow
Within kill
My beating Heart
Be still…
Let the music around
Filter in…
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My Choosy Mate,
My Choosy mate
I note of late
How you skip
And tactful tip
The direction
Of life in action
Channelizing
Defining....
guiding
admiring
I choose to love
I choose to surrender
In your arms, place my self confidently
Resting my aching head willingly!
``````````````````````````````````````````````````````malinikadir```````
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My fears and Claws,
My fears and claws
Oh! so often show
As my stubborn principles
Stick out their neck
Heart longs to throw
Caution to the winds
Did you know?
Yet my old habits
Like transparent skin-co loured
Gloves,
Can't be pealed off! !
My fears run deep
Like Banyan tree roots
Traditions of our culture
Cloak my vision
But, love like a mist
In misty morn rises
Up yonder
Hardly a mile away
Hides the harsh realities
Of the world
From my eye
And I cosy curl up
On my Sofa
Hugging cushions
Close my eyes
To conjure you up
Behind nature screens
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~malinika
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My proud Man
For all your disdain
Pushing me to the edge
Your caring comes through
Loud and clear……..
So; How often in your thoughts
I dwell; no………don’t tell me
Keep a silent distance
And prove your uncaring disdain
Or else; your sharp nose
Might break an inch
Oh sir! And that will not do
For isn’t it your best feature?
Keep it intact
And walk through Life
But. Well; I will have you know
I love this very thing of yours! !
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My Stand?
I stand there,
And discard my notions of love...
Hitherto here
And discarded my notions of perfections
For be-late
Came knocking at my door
Infinite love
And peeping for a keyhole vision..sure!
I was star stuck! prompt! ! !
And have yet to recover.....
Did you hear of love at first sound?
Heard of first sight.....I guess.....
Keep guessing....I am off
Off with a smile to dream dreamy! !
Of the beautiful times together
And while away time.....creamy! !
His mocking smile flashes in mind
As if to blush......; remind! !
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Need of the day!
Here is a need
Water like I converge to it
No more, No less
I am not important
You aren’t important
It is what synergy creates…
That outlives man
You will die
So will I
Little seeds
In work deeds
Will live on…….
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Need you say more?
Need you say more?
your heart and the overwhelming love in it....
your pen
your carress brings, with feather touch words
your poetry
your eternal love...your yearning within..
your message
your love for the 'lady' devine...
your song
your serenade to your lover...
your romance
your youthfulness evergreen...
need you say more?
your heart and your evergreen love in it.....
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Networking net
Networking is fun
Net working is fine...........
All over the world
Like minded spirits I find
In Jorden and U.S
In New York and Bangalore
Oh! the daily updat of
Poems read does allure
To write, more and more
To add Joy to the hearts I adore
The work of an every day
Sculpture in scriptures
As love spectacled
I see the world all anew! !
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No Justice!
No justice deserves this!
Surely it is not worth loss of life!
No matter how worthy a cause
Fear beads her forehead
She was engulfed by dread
No Justice deserves this
This she was sure
Yet, they were the reason
For the strife in her land!
And Leader has all of this planned!
No Justice? It is fair justice!
'I cannot let my country down
The innocent people I must in due time save...
It is a noble deed, indeed
And my name will history read'
Justice! Yet sweat breaks out again!
'I must control gain.....
Haven't seen a man's love
Life is still young........'
Yet; Bomb belted swung
NO! It is justice for the trodden
My deed to redeem my society
She saunter’s into the crowded ground
In minutes she must press
Blow out there's and her life's stress!
Where is justice? Charred in minutes!
Demolished the target
Took many lives with her
A pawn in the hands of her leader
Was not her act a mere Blunder?

~`````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````MAL
INIKADIR
(Perhaps she did not value herself enough.....nameless face shameless dead; is buried)
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No more innocent...................
Handsome you are...
and lost in goodness,
until my heart...
my innocence
in you mad; madness……
Your fondness
An Offence not! !
Not when in me
A reciprocating
Flame is kindled
And I Beseech
With eyes
Silent entice
You into my veil
As if magnetised
Draw you
Into my world
With simple words
Full of hope
Of lasting, love…
Charming poise
Inviting?
Wholesome I was
and lost in goodness,
until my heart...
my innocence
in you a madness……
My fondness...
An Offence not? ?
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Nothing Amiss
Nothing Amiss;
In a dream or two
Adds a flavor
To daily endeavor
Brings a shine
Of happy joy
Deep within
An inner unity
Me in element
with the ebbs and tide
Life a smooth sail
Down the track in trail
On the rustic reality
An engined drive
For it releases an euphoria
Of majestic suspension
Of thoughts;
In optimistic fast gear
And heart in added thump!
Why! the blood in relay race
Competitive to reach out
Hand out the torch,
Bending with ease
To life's demands
Nothing Amiss;
In a dream or two
Adds a special savor
Suspending worry in mid air
Pacing with inner breeze
Flowing life in crazy drive!
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
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OASIS
Unto the oasis of freedom;
Into the deserts of marriage,
A little hesitant; a little unsure
I stood on the threshold of this
unknown territory... deliberating...
a silent prayer on my lips.
The 'desert call' so fascinating...
miles and miles of sand stretches ahead.
It promises so much; its unfathomed
depths so mysterious, so beaconing...
the thrill of adventure!
I succumbed to nature!
Awake this bright morning,
Having traversed far into the magical
desert's starry night,
It was as if the sun had touched
with golden warmth
All in it's vicinity radiantly alive!
My first morning in this new world
After last night's stormy, passionate winds
Had irrevocably changed me,
The landscape before my eyes!
Chalked strongly on the sands of time,
It has stood many a test!
Finely interwoven grains of sand speak volumes,
Many a day of love and passion
Intermingled with joys and sorrow.
When duty comes first, desire must follow.
I traversed this world, may be...
In eagar enthusiasm... a little too fast!
Perspiration beaded my forehead...often
The desert's shadeless life took its toll.
The laws of life and this new society
Soon taught me its lessons.
I learned to SURVIVE
Both the heat of the day and its nights.
Today, I step into a world of freedom.
This metropolis, an oasis in the desert.
The hues of colour and bustling activity.
His duty permits no endless vacation,
And I stand, exploring, experimenting
With this candle of love... ALIT within.
A Freebird, at liberty to fly...
Racing Jonathan's seagulls
To greater heights of ambition,
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Building new bridges, making new contacts.
Is it a MIRAGE or A REALITY?
Unto the oasis of freedom,
IN THE DESERTS OF MARRIAGE I step!
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Obsession
A persistent attack
Of a thought
An idea in mind
Against one’s will
It claimed the thoughts
Every waking minute
Wanting to reach out
Against one’s will
Try to suppress the urge
A futile effort
Desiring it, desiring it
Against one’s will
Bottled up emotions
Long years of suppression
Springs out in easy flow
Against conscious will
Efforts of well wishers
As if on deaf ears fall
The spoken words charming
To resist…. no will…..
Some unseen forces…
Appear to pull
Visions blurred, reach out
Its grip on conscious will…
Boycott it I should
Reason dictates
But emotions defy
The Task needs great will
But man is always
Creating and recreating
The world nearer his hearts desire
Desire; his wish, his will!
Obsession; desert me
Can sustain no more
The strains of it….
Leave me alone, a free bird at will
malini kadir
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Often
Oft With thorns,
thorns must be removed.....
Oft words of hurt heart
Without words of love buried......
Often the biting sharp tongue
Did hurt merciless
Often love! never! did argue
Till this man frivolous
Breezed through life slick
And try as one would
To dead principles stick
Stole away, .as..he could! ! !
The minds distinct thoughts
Into passion by default as if....
Unerring strove to return........
And ever green the heart as if....
Flew to him in minutes captive
And he with casual shrug may be
Brushed it away curious at the motive...
oh! love can not you see...pain may be.....?
Will the saga continue
All life in its tide ebb to flow?
And will not it changes bring new?
And throbbing bring alive....slow? ? ?
`````````````````````````malinikadir`````````````
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Oh Love! Come to me.......
Oh Love come to me........listen
Let me take you in my arms
Rest your head on my bosom
It is your anger that oft alarms.......
Rest yourself; till all refreshed
you then go about your work
Tell me what it is; you relished
And I with careing love shall make.....
Let us in harmony share.....
Tell me; what you would have me wear...
Let me dress, to please you; prepare.......
Your glance; is all I am aware!
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Oh! My beloved heart!
Do you so miss me?
i feel tears prick my eyes
You can't mean it....see
Makes me wish I could turn the clock back twice....
Not to the point of time I left you
But back to when we were together maybe...
So that I could relive each second with you
And if it were possible share more of me with thee
Add more of playful romance to it....
Add more of courageous yes to my feelings....
Without fear you would merciless tease me about it
Not to have buried it alive fearing you detect it
I would not have withdrawn within my shell
And avoided you on purpose......
Putting on false pretense...in my shyness a veil
Alas! I have foolish lost you I suppose!
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On the Judgement day
On the judgement day
Sat tall the judge
And Gave the verdict
Unbaised Sound
Twelve years
Later Personal
Experience opened
New Vista in dimentions
How sound was
Judgement then
Sound to his knowledge
On that day......
How unbaised?
To the depths
Of his knowledge
On that day......
Agast at misjudgement
Stood Shattered
Knowledge
Empowered
Pondered anew
How best to
Redress? ?
IT Happens.......
Judges too
Are human
And Swayed
by able lawyers
All the time
It does happen
Judgement
given mistaken! ! !
````````````````````````````````````````````````````
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One too many
One too many,
Hearts to break
Rake that you are
But I can't you forsake...
Minstrel of music
The joy of my gentle heart
A rouge by lamp light
You do me; still delight!
Whence did angles
Teach you to please?
Did they secrets to you
Alone in heaven's gardens teach?
Must thank the angel
Who taught you so
For I lie in soft heavenly covers
Having visited ' Bliss Paradise'.......
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Oscillates ***************
Oscillates
My Poetry Oscillates perhaps
Like a simple pendulum in deep ponder
But I watch the time with out a blink
Awaiting your ring with dizzy sound louder! !
When the pendulum dully reaches centre
Past 8 o clock; the heart in throb thunders!
And Pulses race....as minutes tick...
Waiting for your summons to pick! !
Pick the instrument...come alive as if! !
For It must be you....my thudding heart! !
And your voice shall me in minutes enthral! ! ! !
My poetry oscillates but not I! !
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Pain Pushes her.......
Pain pushes her
To irrational behavior
Patterns she
Herself Abhorred
When goings were good
Making her for
First time in life
See......others in a different;
Different light
All who hitherto
Had seemed
'Lacking in principles
Or self discipline.....'
She had prior claimed
When she herself
On life's easy highroads
Unerring walked tall
Then Death
With its irrevocable;
Irrevocable ultimatum
Opened her eyes
And made her
Gentler too.....
In her superior vision
To those Before,
who fell short
Of respect! ! !
And also cleared
Her self-image....
'Image of unerring
Pride tall'
For she in her own;
Eyes did fall....! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
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Playmates
Two kids….playmates be
Shared intimacy…….unwittingly
Time effaced…….memory
Souls mated; maybe
For her subconscious
His love registered
Warmth remembered
Hurt was healed
Remembered love…
In gratefulness
Poetry was born
Nurtured by her
As loving child
Till they met
She presented him
His legacy of love
The first wild oat
This youth did sow…
Large as life
Just as true! !
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Prism light
Like light on prism fell
and rainbow colours refracted
His presence on soul fell
and multiple thoughts errupted! !
my true mate or soul mate? .......
A joy springs....from deep within
You my thoughts claim of late
Tempting... estatic, errotic sin
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Rain drops
It falls free, with lightening, military Salute
Sound band in thunderous tribute
Fare thee well; Free from dark clouds
To the world ….in cascading delights! !

Pastures in green invite
Colourful flowers bright
Playful children in dancing rain
Look up eager…; eagerness plain

Mowing cows, lift their heads
Fan with tails, chill water-droplets
The playful hen near its feet
Runs under cover of the belly; fleet

The chicks in row behind trot
Their wings free of water drops; this lot
Peep out, as if to see if rain drops make it!
All the way from their glorious height

From fluffy clouds, down to earth
All the way, wind in attendant mirth
Laughing loud, in joyful play
As it magnetized, gravitates to earths say!

Triumphant the little drop, lands safe on earth’s side
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Unto the trickling rivulet! ! ! Running down the hill's side
Joining the mass, in eager willingness, to greater purpose find
Quenching thirst of myriad lives and souls; serving mankind! ! !
MaliniKadir
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Rainbows Good Fortunes foretell……..
The rainbow reflects multiple colours
The Arch across the skies in vibrant colours
Speaking the truth of the situation in its pulsating hues
Speaks silent of the Sun’s arrival in midst of rains
Speaks of the dashing winds that chased the clouds in fun
Nature sticking the posters of hope across the sky
Telling us of awaiting golden pots at rainbow ends
Telltale colours of good fortunes, after every
Downpour of raining torrents of pain...
Lord sends winds our way to chase
To chase away our blues ……clear the gloomy sky
And sends rainbow colourer to reach our
Own individual pot of gold in dreams come true!
````````````````````````````````````````````malinikadir`````````````````
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Raining Dreams
Loitering aimless the fluffy clouds
Endowed with dreams, free fly....
Impregnated deeply darkened in
Spread out on the blue sky
Rain drops of reality
Splashing tingling fresh
Lightening like he flashed
Across the dark sky stretch...
Awakening loud thunder in his wake
Greek god like he towered
Saddled on the passing moon
Causing shadows to blush
Shy the willows bend
As the winds tease and swish
The late larks retire
Leaving nature to its wish!
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬```
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RARE

BONDS

You burst into laughter unexpected
A thrill of joy runs down the spine
Totally fulfilling, feel really satisfied
Communication total; remembering I pine..........
Burst of anger; words of impatience
Your time taxed emergency defined
Silence my understanding, answering essence
Communication total; intimacy redefined
Jolly moods, romantic spoken extravaganza
Home, office fronts in smooth tracks
Good night's sleep; timely meals rare bonanza
Communication totally poignant, naughty pranks
Proud; silent withdrawal
Stumbled on self pride's toes
Flat on ears, your words falling unravel
Communication totally nil, you I loose..
Not understood! It’s all a mistake
Sheer manipulation; too much expectation
Ready to break off’, more than he can take
Communication total flaw needs breathing space in transaction! ! ! !
Sentimental as an old lace; poetic too..........;
Some rare times; hearing it _a pleasure pure
But, man must balance...........take the queue
Communication total; intimate understanding in soul mates true! ! !
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Rays of hope
Hope the rays of dawn break
On the eastern windows of your home
Touching its inmates with golden light
Slight, slanting, soothing winsome
Giving each, thoughts bright, fresh, dazzling
Springing into action, lithe, lissom, nimbble
Stepping out into this world; these fledgelings
Succulent, wholesome healthy, happy, able!
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Real heart warming words...
Real heart warming words....Thankyou,
They ease the sense of utter loss
That love brings to the loving heart...
When it carries the pains of unrequited love................
And tries to walk, as aloof as humanly possible
And tries to brush away tears and fears.....Responsible.! ! !
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir.....
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REDEFINED
Hazy impressions!
Indistinctly heard, vague ideas
kindling expressions!
Like 'bartered- bride' of Smetana's?
Disturbing life's ambiquity!
like two sides of a coin
Or company shares of equity;
The best bet ventured in?
Need to be disturbed
over obscurity?
evocating? troubled
over trivia entity?
Don't be! proud decision's
aftermath difficulty;
Short sighted vision's
aftermath reality! !
Mind works no better
in mental fog
Than a camera
does in physical fog
Hurt ego ran to protective arms
unfailing tears of self pity
Like a boom-a-rang to
start point! ! -the pity!
Till life knocked sense
into thick skull's inside
Then; took birth humbleness
authentic truth's side!
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'REKINDLED FIRE'
The fire place cold:
burnt embers told
of fire once bright
am i not right?
On cold winter night
A cosy den; lovers site!
Old fashioned, outdated home
Beautiful place........., do come...
Colour tainted, glass windowed
Central square, sunshine endowed
Pillars of teakwood solid
Carved entrance all polished
Huge mirrors; all around
Rekindled fire; all round.
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'''''''''''''Restart
Let me
Pin a smile
And
Keep it pinned
Let me
Sun shine
And
Peace sign
This Signpost
At the
Doors of my heart
At the
Pores of my being; RESTART
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Restrain (2)
Restrain more admirable
Than freedom plain
Actions befitting drapable
Keeps man in life’s grind sane
Proactive man oft must become
Priorities in mind clear….
Keeps life in off-track some
The mean justifying the end dear
Rigid in unbending personal code
Principle living always good
He then atop; Peace horse rode
And end of day, back home stood!
``````````````````````````````malini kadir
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Rose bud
The little rose bud,
Yet to full bloom….
In life’s spring
Just sprouted
Amidst leaves
Darkened green
Presence not
Much in view…
Dew touched
Gentle light
Awakening it…
Till Sun kissed
Blossomed
Young fragrant
Flower...
Velvet to touch
Vibrant
Silent smile
Enticing...
Infatuation! ! !
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Sadly grounded!
The balloon was
With care constructed
Endowed with the right colours,
The right pressures within……
It floated free up in the air….
The free air……….
Over the meadows
Over the hills….
Till a brush with a rough twig
A very tiny puncture
The balloon still floated…
But slowly….steadily….
Through the tiny hole
Air leaked out….
Down….
Down……
Down the balloon dropped
Slowly
Steadily
Now the balloon gravitates back
Down to earth
Into this man’s garden…
Will he see…
If something can be done?
Will the balloon ever Fly again? ?
Reminds me of people
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Secret of lasting binds
Secret of lasting binds in blinds
In life’s little homely windows found
In pastel shades of green in backgrounds
With designer yellow blooms round
They added colour to the decor
And gentle to seasonal breezes sway
They let in little sunshine now and then
And brought brightness to my day....
Watching them move to nature’s rhythm
I pause to muse and mute ponder...
When we shade our minds from harsh light
And let positive rays filter in yonder
The dark contours of existing furniture’s
Are brightened a shade, a brighter furnish?
Yes! To life's realities gentle warmth brings
Swaying curtains, curtail harshness as per wish! !
malinikadir
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SELF PRIDE
The responsible emotion;
It mostly elevates
Pushing man’s reason
To useful debates
On self appraisal
Increase of his efforts
To betterment; not unusual
Waste of time retards
For self pride affects all
Response, reaction towards
Family, friends and situation
Making efforts double!
Source of inspiration and determination
Wounded self pride, surely no great trouble! ! !
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Set her heart; she did!
Set her heart; she did!
Set her heart she did!
On that big diamond
With passing years
Heart unchanged.....
Slaved hard..
Heart enslaved
No doubt had;
set her heart
After toil
years later
Diamond
Set in taira
Exquisite!
Stood before the mirror
Brows in furrow,
Agast!
Hair still in wavy curls
'Streaks of silver'
their tale told.......
Her taira with,
Daimond set
Best on the
young woman's
Crowning glory
with shrug
turning.....
mirror caught
her dimpled smile
Why? there was
beauty here!
Inner beauty
that smiled through
Taira without!
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SHALL I JOIN YOU IN YOUR RAFT? ```````
Is the raft of your imagination?
Caught in a tempest?
Almost throwing you off balance?
Tossed, in confusion worst?
Wondering who I am?
I am a like minded spirit …..
Caught in similar tempest, loosing calm
Strong winds navigating… I helpless let it!
Do you foresee disaster?
Rocking our very lives?
You are a gentle Poet...Philosopher
Cut ties with Knife?
Definitely not your way…..
You are a warm man…lovable
Crew man, what you say?
Can you navigate? Much Preferable
Shall I join you in your raft?
Hold it still a moment please….
Till I a sure foot hold find. Deft
On reaching safety take me if you please………
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Shattered mirror
Shattered mirror
On the floor
Each piece
Your face reflects!
I knelt on the floor
To pick up
the pieces.....
Your presence
In the background.....
Magnificently manifested! !
In multiples! ! !
Fragmented?
Mirror....Yes! !
Me.....No! ! !
.........................................malinikadir.....................................................
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SHE SAT PENSIVE
At her door step
Sat; pensive?
Why lady?
Why so, at the door step?
Passers by
Glances flick.......
In passing
Go within,
And place a palm
On your cheek
Hasty rub your tear....
Have no fear
My dear..........
Every thing
Worth possessing
Try as you would;
Will give the slip.......
Don't loose heart!
Your; Poetry Man
I command!
```````````````````````````````````````malinikadir``````````````````````
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SHE SAT PENSIVE AT THE DOOR STEP
She sat pensive at the door step
Pensive sat, as time passed by.....
Sat with thoughts
With herself lost
Herself the cause
The cause...
Always?
Would walk away, dutifully, faithfully
Walk away said, half hearted
Away said she, oft said so
Said she in cue to need
In due time......
Time....
Always?
Love a feeling too big for words
A feeling of too much depth
Of too much longing
Too much it hurt
Much hurt
Hurt raw......
Always! !
She sat pensive at the door step
Pensive sat as time passed by.....
Sat with thoughts
With herself lost
Herself the cause
The cause...
Always?
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'Silent Companion'
It was in the fiery green;
of warm summer days
It was his charming ways
that fanned embers within;
Left to simmer; nearly cold
At her cottage green
Pottering about; she is seen
hugging memories; sweet to hold
Seasons change as days fly
Hope keeps her company
Smiling she remembers funny
the walk; always a few steps away
Keeping distance; as oft decent folks do
paveing a road deeper
STAYING IN MEMORY LONGER
Than other charming folks do.............
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So friend, How goes your day?
So friend, How goes your day?
Too busy for a break....Say? ?
Morning was all i could keep busy by
And your thoughts at the mind's fringes bay
Till my resolution to keep away......
Niggled into my head to say....
Why..do you plan to play?
The' hard to Get''game's way?
NO! I cried why should I?
IT's the game for the coy......
Who would wish to trap his love.....
Why this game in friendship's alcove?
And so my friend here i land
And believe me all unplanned! !
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Sorry,
Sorry, for hurting each time with pride as shield
To pretend to care not, when I could not but otherwise
Sorry, for the numerous times even today I wield
My charms on your defenseless heart, inconsiderate unwise
Sorry, for the numerous times I speak of others in my field
Turning the knife on wounds raw, I took time to understand you, I surmise
Sorry, for being insensitive to your reserved self, taking you mild
Turning your unspoken love away, for your words were pity prompted I surmise
Sorry, but please speak to me, magnanimously to my pleading yield
Don't my be late realization turn away.; .give me your love today as a gift surprise!
Sorry, but I am not going away now...not without your answer, I shall Plead
Till your heart all old wounds forget and you taste the depth of my love...till sunrise! ! !
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Stars; I wish....
Stars as I gaze
At you as if in a daze....
Long moment, Lonely pause
Wondering at restlessness, within pause.
Stars; you twinkle
And Hope sprinkle
Long moment, peace peeps in
Wondering as time stands still, within
Stars; thoughts arrest
And romance attest
Long moment, loving thoughts flash by
Wondering as time fleets, sitting up with a sigh!
Stars; I do spy
With hope's ceaseless cry
Long moment, with shy smiles
Wondering I; my moment has come; as he smiles! !
Stars, I wish
As winds swish
Long moment, my romance comes true
Wondering I; my thudding heart pumping as if in cue!
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬`
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''Start of a friendship''
For a start

Some feelings strive.............
To find expression...........
And emotions drive
A bubbling joy's
unbidden entry
A nature's ploy
to some degree!
When kindered spirits
path do cross
In busy tracks.....
of progress toss
Strangers awhile
with mutual consent
To converse and smile
in dialogue pleasant
An empathy blossoms
curiosity piles
Question after question
Interaction files
A new chapter in life
hithero smooth
IN beaten tracks
an unusual truth
Sparks fly, kindling
a start of a new friendship
Fire and interest keen
A dreamship of joyous relationship! !
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Stolen (I)
Broken down
Ravaged
Crazy devil
Amateur work
Nerve rocking
Loss pathetic
Life’s precious possession
Innocence
Stolen
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Stolen (II)
Stolen (II)
Broken in
Ransacked
Crafty Devil
Professional work
Nerve racking
Loss tremendous
Life time’s savings
Gold
Stolen
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Storms
Storms in the teacups
Brews up oft, a test….
Negligence ….into ups
Of the streets of rift
For a while no harm;
Larger pictures remind
Of emotions that swarm
Engulfing the mind……

The petty debates,
Useless, futile waste
Happiness stakes,
Buried? In virtual haste

Negligence the best! !
Up the streets awfully true;
As then; storms in the cup
Recede to brew!
Shall we now share that cup of tea, please?
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Struggle
Kicking his feet
Hands in frequence
Working hard beet
Birth in sequence
Baby's struggle
His Birth! !
Up on all four's
Progress is tremendous
On his feet in double
Persistence is born
Watch the tough struggler
A determined youngster
Bag hitched on back; this mister
Tiffin box, bottle cluster
With all courage, he can muster
Walks resolutely, as if master
Bipedal to bicycle shifts
His school journey lifts
His calibre, a God's gift
Growing naturally swift
Young master, Mister now
On Motar Bike; Friends in tow
His struggle has new goals too..................
Finding a notch; in world queue! ! !
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Sun on its way south.........
The Sun is moving away
The Sun is fading out,
Out of visions sight
It came with promise
Of bright new day light
But dark clouds
Blocked its rays
So, its nealy sun down
Sun is now,
On its way south!
Away to the other side
Of earth! .......so is he;
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir¬
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T! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ^^^^^^^Tied?
Tied to the tree of reason
Free to traverse the universe
On the planes of choice
We traverse like
The tied Cow
Gracing within limits
Limits of our knowledge
Till experience
Widens
God willing
Life is limitless
Learning always
Youthful.....
Joy
the freedom
To learn......
Love
Is
Joyful learning.....
Friendship?
the
flowers on the path
learning
the
Growth..
A journey
this
Life
We traverse
Purpose?
to learn
refine
define
progress
towards
the Omnipotent....
All else
Is
insignificantly
temporary.............
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Take rest
Rest your head awhile
And close your aching eyes.....
Let me give you a warm drink
And help you into casual wear...
Let in viral bout; the blazing Sun go on..On its track unheeded......
Rest from work awhile
And relax your aching muscles
Let me give you a warm water bag
And help you into your welcome bed
Let in viral bout, the blazing Sun go on..On its usual track unheeded.....
Rest from mental fatigue
And gentle soothe your ragged nerves
Let me darken, pulling the blinds at the window
And help you find solace with right music...
Let in viral bout, the Blazing Sun go on..On its usual track unheeded.....
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir
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TEMPTING FATE
Why fate do you
tempt me so?
when i finally settle
into life's flow.........
Paired off; with acceptence
Challenges accepted;
Why then this test intense?
my spirits sink defeated!
How oft'the old Mr Trouble
His ugly head rear?
How oft will I need to?
my proactiveness gear?
Yes! ! dear fate
Yes! ! i am looseing hope!
Lost my strenght to fight of late
My ability to cope! ! ! !
What ever currents flow.......
Let it take me along.................................. along..............
No more any fight i show............
For to let it flow through me i long...........
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Thankyou with a twinge in my heart
Thankyou...... but a twinge in my heart
tells me i impose on goodmanners
thankyou for accepting
that you are perpetual within.....
thankyou for understanding
that love seldom knocks twice
thankyou for offering
shelter from storm if need be
thankyou, but no thanks
life may offer much....i have all i need!
thankyou, good advice!
choose my own ground? i am sure i have chosen! ! (have'nt I?)
Thankyou above all
For careing to show concern..! !
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The Artist and His Weeds
On the plains of contentment
Rich with lush green fun
Painted within an artist’s tent
Colourfully gay realistically done
Shy in inflitering sun; a blushing delight
Mesmerized him, it was her colour
Trembling she stood encircled in his might
Visually in disarray, growing a shade paler
Age old game still the same
Changing world’s jet speed progress
Filtering in noisily from the window pane
Awakened from it belated; redress rigorous
Drugged in her tasteful elegance divine
Slumbering in joy’s peak oblivious
Senses addicted to pleasures, privileged wine
Weeds of lazy lethargy abundantly obvious
Weeds need to be weeded out
Best for sustaining any garden’s beauty
Then better Blooms should bloom no doubt
With day light awoke the artist to his prime duty
Weeds of the garden attended periodic
Artist turns back to his art work
Upgrading his fine arts; quite systematic
Happy sunshine spreads with each fine stroke
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The Tight Rope Trot
The tight rope trot
A balancing skill
Up in dizzy heights
with your voice beaconing.............
I trotted step by step............................
eyes looking straight
Focused on you..............
A short walk; yes!
my emotion scales tiped,
me to rapturous heights.....
with hands spread wide
keeping my balance,
from this end to your end
i have skillfully reached!
I enjoyed the thrill;
risk taking is fun
I wonder if you enjoyed?
watching my trot?
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The Copper urn
THe copper urn
with atmost care
rubbed with concern
a glowing affair!
Stood on table centre
Holding a fraction second
All glances, with effort did tear
Away! ! ...........I reckoned....
My son too; with constant
effort on center-stage stood
Praised, prized...a time; penchant
longing, memories do stir....I understood
Just as the copper urn
oxidized with air in time stands
So too my grownup son
Galvanised into action; in friend's circle lands....
And try as i would,
to my son responsibility bring
he'Worries'me, film coated
tarnish remains; with efforts in desperate ring! ! !
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The day begins........
In the simple joys of life
Rests the heart the best....
When I push your knee
From; my waist....
And Push your arms
From around my arms
And breathe the fresh morning air......
And turn to smile morning
As you kiss me fully awake....
As you whisper the time
And remind of the Kids...
To be woken up early........
I nuzzle up closer
Wishing time to stand still.......
As we share the cup of tea
And the knowing glance
Over the children's heads
As we start them off
To begin there day
And change for a walk
Brisk daily life insurance policy..............
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The 'DIFFERENCE'
August (made) makes autumn leaves fall
September makes new shoots tall
Seasons make yearly cyclic call
April makes youngsters fool all
Acquaintances make life smoother
Sorrows make man softer
Sufferance makes men humbler
Absence makes heart fonder
Aptitude makes progress perfect
Substance makes conversation longest
Sufficient efforts make positive results surest
Attention makes accuracy exact
Authority makes progress perfect
Solitude makes mind perceptive
Sustaining makes efforts elective
Awareness makes life effective
Affections make life’s lively essence
Sequence makes lord’s presence logic
Success makes all struggle of sense
Attitude makes all the difference!
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The Earth suspended
The Earth suspended
In mid atmosphere
And imagine us all
Living on.... its outer sphere?
Without this sky
And floating clouds
How vacant….
And empty above………
All this security
Wrapped in cotton wool
Around the earth
This blue canopy
Keeps us as if cosy
Hiding fear of fall
Within this…. special Blanket
Lord created above……
The oceans cobalt blue
The Sky is a dreamy blue
The water, the air
Sandwiched Lands between
Our world!
Our earth……
And we specks on the mighty scene
Like ants on jaggery mould (sugar ball…Say)
Dancing life, …tiny dynamites
Our power to blast the mountains
Destroy the forest
Concrete jungles form
Ozone layer …part stolen
Down to earth …Progress! !
Scientific flights
In jet pace....moving society!

We in conceit….Pride of power
Desire to possess lands
Currency found for easy exchange
And nature pervaded to imbalance
Ruling earth this mankind
In tremendous progress
The global village in connectivity
Strides..Taken positively! !

Wonder what the youth of today
Tomorrow in vision
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Shall discover… reroute life….
If we be visiting planets as we
Today….. Countries visit? ? ?
Time travel; to meet our ancestors
In yester years or shall we our
Descendents of the future visit?

Earth in suspension
May roll aside to give way
To planet “baby earth ”man made
For life is but a relay race
As we hand the torch
Over to the next generation!
But ….love will live
Generations through in hearts tick….
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The emotionally fragmented lass(part I)
Fragment she did within
And unable to digest it all
She withdrew from this livin'
And she withdrew from it all
Staring into space........
Expression blank, vacant
Response belated, slow pace
Huddling on the bed, in her blanket
She was upset by the slightest sound
And withdrew to the fatherest corner
Eyes big pools....almost a frightened babe; found
She hugged her pillow.....she spies you no sooner......
They said she had fragmented.....
Slow Tortures extreme reaction?
Physical, reaction to physical abuse? Demented......
Change of place and environment, new action
Doctor recommends, dire need of the day
Electric massager for the neck
A month of calm by the way
Some place by the sea...what the heck
Can't you see the poor soul...............?
Doesn't need you breathing down the neck?
Well...she is going to be ok
She needs time.....she will come out with luck!
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The emotionally fragmented Lass..... (Part II)
Parents both up the success ladder
In friends circle sophisticate
Try to force feed intelligence fodder
Starting earlier the better....the fate
All educated parents mind you....
Not the unintelligent lot....in manual labors
Should be laws; this lot to sue!
These Success seeking. Lime light flavors!
The child’s childhood they steel....
Forcing extra hours in hard work
Never a thought to the child’s wishes till.....
Extreme pressures force, behaviour changes mark
The child's inner rebellious revolt to it all...
Now what? Regrets...Doctor needs to be consulted
Change of place....a holiday, away from it all
Parents...think! See what has.....finally resulted! !
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The Love Birds
Bridged , Bridged by understanding
Strange sense of closeness
The black bird looks on
The cuckoo on the Neem tree
The Bulbul nods understandingly
The separated Love Birds…..
One sadly seated on the doorstep
Strange stillness in the backyard
Waiting; waiting………….eyes full of pain
Nature takes its own time
All the birds agreed wisely
The male of the species must fly
Far and wide his duty’s nature
The female it’s duties done
Must patiently wait…………….
He shall come…………….surely
Love’s bond a strong chord!
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The moment
.. The moment

The moment of realization
Yokes of love..
All the yokes of love that
You will
In your charms surround
Can not...
Can not from certain destiny save....
Save you...
Save you from the inevitable.....
You must
You must your destiny
Alone face
You on this earth
With cry
Are born to loving arms
Loving arms
Cradle you through early days
Your life
Certain extent shape....
You then
Are free on this surface
To elect
Your path and passage
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To your will
Desire, duty, passion, profession
Your saga
Shape to your limited knowledge.....
Yet friend
Beyond certain limit....
You are
Bonded to natures laws
To your
Destined path led.......
By forces
Beyond ones finite views
Trusting
In this moment realized
Life
In multiples returns what you sow
Then
You can live by giving away
What
What all you crave to posses?
And seldom
Seldom my friend, destiny denies....
.
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The Nick and the notch
The nick and the notch
A rest for the torch
Show the way
What did you say?
Yes; I agree lets make the day sunny
Think up some thing funny
As we live the lively way
What do you say?
Of course! It is all in the point;
Points of view
Let’s not review
What's in a different view; I say!
But then; as many views
As people in view
Each has a thought
What a difference, a thought makes; anyway......
Let’s hold hands and walk as always
Let the world go its way
Let you and I have a common say!
What's in unity; ain’t in any thing else!
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir
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The road ends
The road ends
And pathways begin
Where fleet springing steps
Of mischievous children skip...
And the grass under their feet
Joyful dies having their missions
Of life complete.....................
And on these beaten tracks
where moonbeams dance...
By the night;
And Sunlight bounces
by the day.....
Newer horizons
are oft
playful found.....
Photostat copies
taken
And deep in
childhood's
memories stored
To brighten
The spirits of.....
And smiles bring......
When moon beams
reflect from
Bald heads by night
and
Sweat glistens
with heat of Sun
In Life's busy Prime..................
Adding tonic touch
As smiling; hands join
And Hearts as one
Once again diffuse.......................
`````````````````````````````````````````````````malinikadir````````````
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The ROD of STEEL
The rod of steel
Put to molten test
The men in peals
Of laughter’s jest
Yet, stood the test ironically
Lady with disdain and pride
Melting in pressured heat comically
Although disfigured, withstood the test ride………..
The ROD of STEEL, Character fine
Not all lost; fit for its defined purpose
Men in eyes with hint of shine
Proudly behold the results, one does suppose!
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The turning point........
Committed to duty
Obedient a lady
Open in heart and manner
Devoted to life partner
Part and parcel
In ups and downs
Loyal and faithful
Loving but sensitive
Emotionally injured
For years rendered
Committed as always
Serviced as usual
Strange repercussions
The unjust individual
With sight impaired
However, the worst….
A sightless new babe born
The pain of observing
The toddler’s efforts
Sears through the heart
Neigh! This unbearable!
Pure duty, pain heavy?
Rather be susceptible human
Lord, If chances of sight
be greater……
Show me the path….
Lead me to release….
This toddler….
Shows without seeing….
What blessings we forgot …….
The trifles we cling too
The larger picture forgotten………
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The Winner
Striding purposefully
Brisk and fast
Upstairs in a jiffy
At his workplace at last
Alert and good tempered
Amicable, cheerful
One just wondered
At his energy, just wonderful!
This commanding winner
Who oils his individuality?
Decisive and dynamic turner
Of collapsing structures to success reality!
Ha! it must be the fires of love
that fires his imaginations
It must be the confidence of his love
That rejuvinates his aspirations!
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The zero game
You your power

Literally, liberally enjoyed
When you did tower
Business” or” me”….I have opted
You my weakness
Have well identified?
Me my weak self despise…..mess
This journey has testified….
My drive to create…establish
Many hours of research…..
Wee hours till…work…with ease relinquish
This loss of dignity, this breach
Aftermath..Labels laden with lead
My views didn’t matter…did they?
But today …I bear the brunt; : tears, shed
Yet..today..besides you are they?
It’s a laugh …these women
What all they do..”in love”
Silly, spineless…stupid then
All for this. “ Feelings in love”
Tell me…did I desire this?
Tell me did I willingly consent?
Tell me., . did you my tears not notice?
Trying to smile.... behave decent?
At this crossroad, remain in mute silence
With walk out and all it is….
New strengths have learnt.; .the essence
My choice prudent, sure is
Yet; Is this the “Love”
I so foolish show…
“Rose-Tainted” glasses Still? . my dove?
Life suddenly a game; nothing to loose!
Add joy some; some pain subtract
Sum total- 'life it a zero game '
Does it really matter? all abstract.....
shall live through all the same..................
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Thirst
An incessant urge
To quench this thirst
An impertinent demand
On one’s attention
Despite; the untimely need
The parched throat
Demands…….. Strongly!
Water! Water the great,
Refresher…….where are you?
Doesn’t my voice ripples create?
Without you; how will i
Survive; the heat of days
And sultry nights? My needs
For you does ever remain
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This Voice
This Timber
This tone
This melody................
Waves of emotions washes over
Bringing forth bubbles of laughter
The 'Fountain spring of joy'
starts to overflow................
Butterflies fluttering
within the heart
Alights off the centre!
This timber;
this tone
this melody.............
Has weaned it's way within
Unknown to it's owner
has carved a notch for itself
Resident in the heart
Strong and steady
Stamped it's presence
on the mind's subconcious
This timber
this tone
the melody of this voice
Fills the heart with trust and joy! ! !
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'This Bond Poetry Remains
Years,20 plus odd years
My heart it does quiver
My love for you
Still as green as ever
My youthful eyes
You did steal
My mature; love too
You still appeal
Holy Jesus
Is this a dream
Does Love
Always remain?
Power of its flow
Is high or Low
Like electricity
It still does flow
If you electricity handle;
With touching care
On fingertips, many gear
Easy Life dear!
Love too,
Hot to touch
But into flow
Joy as much
Like a fountain spring
It sprinkles much fun
Each day it does bring
Special joys in tonne!
Years or age
At a stage
Matters not
In passions rage
Time will fly
You and I
Shall meet sly
Prying eyes deny
For its private life now
The world around seizes to exit
For every where eyes show
No one but you and I ex-hist!
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
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THIS 'BOOK 'TO ME
This book to me,
Bible like did become
Each day I turned,
Its pages as time did come…
For life engulfed me around
From all sides; this my world
Folks in my arena’s surround
Inexperience, innocence my head swirled
Blundered through; my way of life…
Till with me; teacup aghast!
Lamented my days of book worm strife
Till he as “Experience Book” found in-exhaust
Till today; as solid rock support
He in unchanging stance by me stands
And I; Step out into the world with rapport
To enhance my unexploited grey cells, interest fanned
(dedicated to my husband…Kadir)
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This 'BUBBLE JOY'
This Soapy “Bubble Joy’ I held….
On the palm of my hand
Bathing; reflects rainbow colors
My eyes twinkle as ‘STILL’ I stand…
How my love, I see you in it…
I oft wonder at my imagination
Sometimes I see myself too
Dancing in glee..; I watch with fascination
Tap a rap together we do
Fluidity and grace as one breathtaking…
As I swirl in your arms….
Till you bend…my hand kissing
My dreamy, loving, smart gent
In impeccable grace you always show
My romantic partner succulent……
Having stolen my heart and soul, you know…….
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This'Century'
Cellular World
Of cell phones many
Celluloid movie stars
Studding the skies
Money cushioned
Success Satellites
Launching and landing
Electronic Century
Human value diminish
Robotics Uproar
Scientific flights
Of Fantastic fantasy
Turned tangible truths
Cut throat competition
World Today
Hard reality!
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Thoughts after midnight........
While; I am alone...
In
….. My home’s foyer...
Alone, with no one to share me with
To share with me this silence...
These silent thoughts...
And this calm dark night...
Only the stars which look at me...
And; the breeze; which plays with my hair...
Sitting alone and so confused I am...
As: the air and those stars...
Maybe they are also confused in my case...
They just smile with no advice to give
And I over and over go through the situation
Trying to untangle this life's tangle
Feeling one with the solitary moon
What mess a single sentence…..
Can into life bring…..
Explanations so oft impossible
Why does a heart feel?
Give so much special meaning?
To feel, as one with one?
What magic here? So that all else
Appears insignificant?
Is this the Love spoken of in verses?
Is this how those lovers feel
Those in pages of history live?
Did they also these pain in reality undergo?
Did they also feel the strangling pressures?
When they tried to enforce restrain?
Love! Oh Love! Exile me to a life sentence
A life sentence, captive in your heart
Bending to your every wish..Shall happy live.
Melting in your arms, like a candle; light give
Exile me, within your heart
Don’t exile me without….
To life worse than death sentence! ! !
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Thunder Stuck? ? ?
Love is a form
Of energy
Can neither be?
Created
Nor destroyed
It just gets
Converted
From
One form
To; another form…..
Love
Shown is also
Neither wasted
Nor destroyed
It simply
Spreads into another
Filling the being
Passive to Active
Positive to Kinetic
Love
Is always divine
Its lust
That should be
Labelled swine
Thunder stuck? ?
Let love rain…………….
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Time
Curtain lifted at dawn;
A new day’s beginning
Privileged we are; out drawn
Fresh, fragrantly alive!
Celebrate each passing moment
Let not this precious currency
Slip between your fingers on any event
Unutilized, unexpended to your best
Time will tell of time well spent
Let your heart speak the rest
When it swells with pride content
Peaceful joy within…………
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Time to Feel..........
Holding this burning flame
And Torch let me find
An independent path...with no shame
And having shown my vulnerability in bind
Find soon the path of pride
That destiny is but leading too
Agony it is to feel this tide
Of overwhelming need too
I can not but see the divine purpose
At loss at my weakness
He is still tall in my mind's surface
I like a tendril climber in nearness
Like the west wind of tempest
I realize the pains I oft inflicted
And uncaring walked in angst
Time I too experience as afflicted
For till head is ours
Headaches are taken in stride
And with easy sweeping flows
Enjoy surfing the tide
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
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'Tip-toeing......'
Tip-toeing into his heart
A glimpse of his true self
Cashing on emotional account
Of decades; past……
Residue bitterness shelved
With his caring…soothing words
A new freshness
Found in binding…..
Swimming and cavorting
On shallow depths of distant love
No………….nothing separating
In his diplomacy and tact…..Love
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To Brighter Horizons..............
She let go......
She let go Clinging emotions.....
Free....once more.....
Free from Love Limits
To future venture.......
Eyes and ears open
Open to new, newer
Life dimensions
The Dark spectrum
of yesteryears
Finally steped over
To walk on.....
Steping into broader spectrum
Broader spectrum of friendship
Open minded; freer
To brighter horizons
Free from Limiting inhibitations
Free from crippling truths
Free from Narrowminded despondency
To brighter Horizons Finally............
````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````
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To Open my eyes
To open my eyes in the morning....
Afresh, to meet you again my longing...
Your smiles lie heaped in my memories
just their teasing presence chase away my worries
For more than three decades this infatuation...
Astonishes me....the intensities of my emotion.......
My love unexpressed frozen in 'time frame'
My heart longs to express, no longer tame...
Passion flames fanned by your voice, refuse to die
my efforts to discipline; to my lips only brings a sigh....
The desire to hear a corresponding response
Your voice in husky, dusky...sexy tones...Just once
In self restrain, I my Love to poetry transmute
As i go about the life I have created....mute
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To Hug Death
To hug death
Is cowards way out
And irresponsible human deed
Why not wade as it were
And distant observe the race?
Humans in short term endeavor
Given to comparisons
Given to ego 's disdain?
In Petty issues revel
And gigantic steps aspire
Make money their dictator
And Circumstances their master...
Prayer their escape;
From shouldering responsibilities perhaps
Made a thorny cushion my bed
I bleed a wee in dread
I ask God to give strength to bear
And he invisible sends help
Not relief from what Is my duty
Just a helping hand to cross
I kneel to give my thanks
Verse in life is fine
Could be worse
Hug hope I do
leaving death waiting.....
Awaiting my hug
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir
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To love it all………..
To love it all………..
Your passion of music
The desire for solitude…..
Your pensive mood for lyrics
The relaxation…Change in attitude!
Your desire for the venture
The thirst for adventure
You’re shifting sands of emotional treasure………
The passions curbed in every day pressure…………….
Your temper tantrums
The timber of your voice to high pitch runs
Your impatience to injustice stems
The angry words to the ear drums
Your passive self behind the wheel
The music to de-stress
Your moments in your mobile den
The fond memories…..smiles caress
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To Love or not too?
Love in all its vulnerability
Is mine for the take
But I must re-fain to accept
For its own sake.....
Love is man's undoing
Is detour to progress....
But Life's raw necessity
For its own sake
Love is in itself a winsome moon
Is mooning a must?
To love or not to love?
For its own sake...........
``````````````````````````````````````````````````malinikadir```````````
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To my Son
You to value your father
I at this cross road elucidate
He did force feed for your best
He his experience-taught lessons aware
Wished the very best for you
Realize my son......
May be not today, you can see
But down the road in twenty five years
When weak he shall your shoulders need
You shall realize! !
Today to Father you are son......
A wee bit Prejudiced
Your attitude to your father son
Is sprinkled with colours of my pain
Stop a moment to think I did
And in it I see my foolish pride
When I clash with your dad
Its Individual ego's at war end
And We are equals...in some plain
You I have coloured to my view
And It is but an emotional one
Walk out of it you must...
Moms aren't love gods
Just that we oft win our sons
Its nature willed
That's all! !
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To the beach with you................
Today; I will.........................rub
your heart; your sleep disturb..............
Easing into mind; perturb
your conscience asleep; to curb
I shall hold your hand
pull you to the beach.
Into the water and sand
breeze blowing cobwebs; out of reach
your smile I can visualize
your twinkling eyes
The 'no' in your lips
the 'yes' in your complaince...............
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Today
Today an unpainted canvas
Spreads out on the easel
Just in front of you……
Give your day a positive dash
Use colours bright and splash
Let’s anew; resolve to
Noteworthy make
This painted canvas
A day of jobs; satisfactorily done
A work of great art; artistically spun
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Transition
Gone are the days
When women at home
Cooked and cleaned in ways
Just to please the men who roam
Out in hard toil
As he pushed himself hard
To battle odds in working soil
Welcomed back as loving lord
Today to make ends meet
Man, woman must rush to work
Stagger back both hard beet
Hypersensitive and tired after their task
Emotional strength at its ebb
Hasty meals and pollution drub
Minor events wrong side rubs
Struggling emotions hard to curb
Eventually surface
Leaving nerves battered
Gregarious social man’s phase
Unpleasant transition, all altered
Why let need’s multiply?
Electronic gadgets, fashion fads?
Marching towards disastrously
Tension undermined; health Lads!
Why? stop to think a second
Where does all this lead?
Where does all this lead?
Does it help escape death? Of record
Provide an un perishing happiness creed?
Human values fast reseeding
This transitional phase of life
Where to is humanity moving?
These changes here with strife.
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True Romance Never fades
When heart has housed a face
Years will not erase
Nor winds of change
Falling leaves of autumn
Circling in life's seasonal swirl
Mystics of old age may remind
Nature looks up to new shooting leaves
Translucent and green
Fresh and fragrance spreads
Love in corner of the heart shall repose
Perhaps not every day impose
On your hospitality dwell....but hidden remain
No; we perhaps learn to live with times
Learn to walk with strife
Even secrets of art of living muster
Yet a bleeding corner remains
Hankers in oddest of moments
Makes you pause a second
Amidst activities in mid to seconds ponder
How your love this moment does fare
Wishes of goodwill lingers on the lips
For does love, true love ever die?
How ever much we live on in pride
Some where a part of the heart is lagging behind
As if it had a mind of its own
The little bit of your heart will walk
A journey of its own
Where dreams are sown
And in full bloom sway
Making the heart somersault
Fun it is, if did not pain so perhaps
To watch the heart throb for a second
As longing cries out from the heart
For a glimpse of the beloved
A word or two to cherish
And carry on as God destined it!
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~malinikadir
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Truly His..
All through the day
In thoughts way
A poignant charm
Memories disarm
Makes living a pleasure
Spending time in leisure
Adding peace as treasure
Secret joy full measure
Is this the feeling
Spoken as meaning
As meaningful life
This elusive wife
In thoughts paradise
truly his, today and always
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TRUTH
Truth

stood

starkly in stride
denuded for logic reason to perceive
Tainted glasses of self pride
refused to acknowledge or conceive
Till circumstances;
crises isolated in time's hand
Solitude and self acceptence
checkmated; gave truth it's righteous land
Fifty percent of the heart, of barren acres
Undrenched in passion rain
the other half, fertile in ploughing hand's
Life's harsh reality; and truth plain! !
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Twilight of perception
In twilight of perception
A smile tugs at the lip ends
He could see through
And perceive her love
Her war within
To walk in justice
And her stolen heart
In dreamy abandon
He would come
Take her in his arms
And erase all glum
But then would she let him?
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬``malinikaidr¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬`
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Two Wax Dolls
Two wax dolls
To my credit
Out in the elements
Of my chosen choice
Years of work
I did put in........
With atmost love
And dedication.....
Now I visit to veiw
My handicraft...
From afar......
As silent spectator
One of many....
In the environment
Why the wax dolls
Fit in; in element too......
I watch the show awhile................
Hear what people had to say
And withdrew unnoticed
From the scene..........
As I walk away
My heart is filled with peace
No my life...
Not all sheer waste
Here Is one job
Well done
To leave behind
To speak silent
Of my life's hard work..................
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir! ! ! ¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
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Two hands required
Two hands required
To sound Clap
Two Hearts Required
To right out elope........
Two minds required
To traverse in similar
wavelength to bind.....
Attractions alone
Never suffice
For long standing
Life's journey
The thoughts
And beliefs
must on
similar grounds
Rest.......
Adjusting
Is fine
Compromise
refine? ?
Stifle? ? ?
breathing
required
of fresh air
to avoid
suffocation
Two Hearts required
To Clap sound
Two hands Required
To elope right out.......
````````````````````````````````````````malinikadir`````````
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Two sides of the same coin
night and day is 24 hours
joy and sorrow is life
illness and health is body
Passion and boredom is mind
Truth and lie together two sides of every word
Change is the only constant.....in life.
LOVE an emotionally variable constant of every life! ! ! ! ! ! !
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UN Checkmated!
Is it you?
Or the excitement
Of a dream come true?
Or is it my Penchant
Longing of childhood…..
Given the freedom
Belated in my heart…..
Taking root?
Is it your words today?
Or words of yester year
That ignites the fire?
Is it the freedom of time today?
In….life, . my present state?
My life’s slower pace?
That has enshrined you?
Or is it the Just fate?
Are we fated to ….
To the experience of it all….
To, …. this bubbling joy?
To…., this exhilaration….
Timeless, on physical
Sense or the space?
Just a time travel
A travel through…
To emotions realm
Trust and mutual
Confidence in the other
That opens the mind
To; eternal freedom…..
Where the shackles of
Time, age, space,
Circumstance….
Nothing can…..
Come in between
Between Souls
Souls that have
Have traversed…
All; with love in the air…
Mated! ! !
UN checkmated by this world! ! !
In the true as life
Realms Of Poetic Fantasy! ! !
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Uncrowned Monarch
He reigned uncrowned monarch
Of quivering female hearts
She draped in cotton starch
Conventional, an uninspiring start
He a successful Catheral dean
Or should she him a bachelor magnate call
Of this modern world gliding seen
Many tough corners successfully tall
Confidence in his every pore
Mild manners deceptive be
This Leader lion with his talent store
Anger rare; but then in molten degree
This shy woman for coverage ran
Lest her true feelings, his eyes discern
Her inner joy, in the voice detect one can
But in her manners, sophisticated unconcern
Some disputes, best be put to rest
For the time being this be best
Let things in harmony, travel and test
A rare relationship…..yet in restrain best!
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Victim
Hands griped
Lips sealed
Out cornered
Unexpected? Victim
What to say?
Irritated?
What to say?
Protested? Victim
No; gently
Withdraw
And tactfully
Out grow!
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Virtues alone enable-th
Virtue is my breath and life
Chastity my dying signature
All the temptations of this world
I shall but read of as poetry
And Inhale the perfume
To exhale in verses of my own
Puff off its fragrance......
For
To Love you
In my dictionary stands tall
To succumb to desire
Falls short in battles I believe in....
For
Golden
Fishes free swim
But
Man with restrain
Ranks
Higher
Nature’s law
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Walking the every day roads.....
Walking the every day roads of life,
Go with uplifted spirits......
Give away, what you wish to receive
Go with uplifted souls.....
Life can be battled through,
Or smooth sailed through
Life is too short for remorse
Or smooth sail always although
Each
Each
Each
Each

coin has two sides
action two reactions
word two different effects!
action two opposite reactions!

Details accurate marks in work gain
But overlooking; in relationships is gain!
Simple in complexity, complex in identity.......
But overlooking; in simplicity in relationships a gain!
Yet! True to one to live life with;
We must of necessity false walls build
And to the nearer at heart distance fain....
We must of necessity falseness not live.
Yet true depths of feeling,
Must oft of necessity be rained?
For ones own well being
Must oft be thought off, with responsibility.........
Than the chasm betwixt life and reality
In poems spun, must be let off your inner self
For paddling through, synergy in rhymes created! !
In poems spun, love in all true sense truly loved...............

Lets before, to hasty decisions come
Let not the pain of the moment blind.....
Let man in his living, loving be......
Let not the pains in living reality blind

What was meant to be yours will reach you
What is meant to be experienced by you shall reach you
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The lord wills, your prayers answer
What is meant, never for you may also be granted! !
To test your strength; your skill.......
Obstacles are there, for you to overcome.....
You can overcome them all, if you have a will!
Obstacles are there, to prove your skills once again!
Cheer!
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Wandering, , , , , ........she stilled in wonder!
1. Wandering, , , , , ....................
she stilled in wonder!
Within his arms......
a calmness welled!
Within His attensions
Her heart bloomed, Swelled?
Faith in him....
Helped her through......
Faith in him....
In yearning, learning through.....
Then Infatuation
Is real understanding see?
Then in love
she but an offering be..
2.The Clarity in those eyes that
walked alone.......
The charity in those gait
not then forlorn;
Service it was to her.......
Today she is drawn
LIke moth to flame
And, it no game
Her wandering thoughts...............................
imprisoned with out a finger's lift?
She listened!
3.He an ocean of worldly experience
Spoke.....; so she could learn the essence...
Unshed tears of joy in her eyes glistened
She in interest to him listened!
'Speak! so I can learn
Teach me, I love to learn
Teach me....with love at every turn
Teach me.........for I long to learn'
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Washing Bitterness
Washing bitterness
In Grimes of sandy
Dirty, dusky shores....
Later in the evening......
When lovers left
The dancing waves to splash
Unversed in dreamy
Glances......in between
Their engrossed twosome
Conversations........
When moon was high up
mooning alone.
I too walk the shores....
The tide rising;
Wind howling....
As if the deafening sound
Could erase
All the pain......
Pains inflicted
Needlessly......
Wondering if
it was worth it all? ?
Wondering
Why I had not
Found the courage?
Courage to scream......
Scream it was
Unbearable? ? ?
Humanness and pity
Overwhelmed...within....
And I put this donkey
Last?
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
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Waves
Waves washed the shores
Shores of reality
And ebbed away
But the sands.....
Sands of time
Discovered the shells
Embedded in grains of sand
Grains of truth
Fossils of life
Once lived
In the seas of salty depths
With viscosity befitting
Now the passage of time
Had washed ashore
Leaving hardened shell
Which grew with time on back
A deposit of consumption
Divulged with time
As multipurpose shelter
Home, a safe nook of rest
Prised possession of the lost sea animon
Discarded with death
Life forms basic?
Attachment to property
As in basic life forms....
Lingers in higher forms of life too
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬`malinikadir
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What goes there mate?
What goes there mate?
In your world out there;
Does the work load
Press you; killing your spirits?
Reality in its wholesome stake
Gobbling up time
Like a hungry starved elf
Stealing unnoticed
Into the hours of day light?
Causing you to pursue
With maddening seriousness
The logistics of business
Till twilight peeps through the window
And conscious of loving love bonds
You step out to reach out
To do your best;
With perhaps spirits,
Spirits lifting in a child's innocent laughter....
Let warmth glow in mellow yellow light
And peace find residence
As head touches the pillow
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
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What is Poetry? A romantic Poet.......?
Dear Friends,
Emotions with depth bring forth poetry
Yet when we are ready to share ourself with another with no personal limitations
It is transformed to a common noun....POETRY
JOY IS SHARING WITH NO EXPECTATION! ! !
It is true
It is false
It is fantasy
It is fact
And in the depth
and shine like still waters with reflecting sunlight
Radiates multiple rays of diverse colour and sheen!
Poetry is personal made impersonal
and Impersonal made personal
Tantalising reality
In realistic freedom
Unpinned by humanity
Humanity unpinned.....to reveal! !
Rhymes and rhythem
In born within; with in the limited exposure of the individual poets
Pronouns made Proper nouns
And the other way round........
Legitimate made
Love given an address! !
For truths can not be buried for ever.....
Yet can not be acknowledged either
THEN the balancing art form is Poetry
for all romantic poets.............
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When there is a shift in thoughts.....
When there is a shift in thoughts
There is a corresponding shift in vibrations
When there is enthusiasm and bridled passion
In your words there it brings...... a shift in your charisma
When you speak with optimism in words
All the depressing vibrations emitted disappears
When your thoughts are in your thoughtful hands
You magnetize similar vibrations in the environment
When you Dream Youngsters......and attract similar vibrations
Let your ambitions in your thoughts evolve.....
When you focus, your dreams to reality shall turn
Laws of nature shall affirm your success...
When dreams to thoughts and then to action churned
All future is yours to gloriously earn! ! all your visions yours to fulfill
```````````````````````````````````````````````````````````malinikadir``
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When Trust gets tattered.............
She lived,
Her response from the heart!
Never gave importance to words
Naturally lived
Moment by moment
Till
Seeds of doubt
Were sown
Then
Each action
Was on scales put
And each Action
Two meanings given
Deny It!
Deny it she did
At first......
Till
He checkmated her
Checkmated with reason
Dumb stuck
She stands!
Why now which is true?
Pray help her!
For she herself
Had not even;
Thought deep about it
Till circumstances
Cornered her.............
Always running from truth?
No!
It wasn't like that!
Just an innocent lass
With unrequited love
In hidden recesses........
STILL.
With no address to it
But a tiny corner
Left simmering...................
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When years have trudged by..........
When years have trudged by
And in these faithful pages
You cast an eye
Perhaps a change of heart
And a warmer voice in person
I shall spy
When monsoons wash away
Murky mass on the surface
You may glimpse...
The glassy fresh green
In its ever green sheen
You might understand
When summers flit away
On times winged chariot
You may sweat..
With regret of lost time
never to visit you again
You may then wish....
When violet mountains
Silent stand passive
I shall whisper
You are still within in my silence
And my love is in tempest
Come change your heart.......
Years may have trudged by
But love perhaps still in its youth
Faithful casts an eye.....
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
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-------When......it doesn’t matter
It doesn’t matter, what really happens to us
As when you and I landed on earth each a bag carry..........
And are on our qualities that outer physic given
And our home has chosen to match........
Where we each compliment the Karma we must
Individually experience.......
The lord has predestined the circumstances
But also given us the freedom of choice.....
And between our choice and reaction rests
The rest that comes our way......
People judge you by appearances and action
The lord from your thoughts also
The unseen guest at every meal, every conversation......in every thought....
In my chosen path, of self realization
At the very bottom find myself........
And with lots; … of refining to do.....
I claim not to be perfect....or even aim to be
But to live and die; … my duty done to the best of my ability...........
I have , and am still erring each and every day
Lacking control.......
Living on....still hope to refine and persevere
To gain in insight and wisdom
Which youthful desires … , hurdles prove....
And weakness threatens to engulf
Erecting legitimate excuse to further err
Unbowed as yet the ego tall.......
Humble at your feet my lord...my inner peace in my thoughts destroyed.....
Place your hands on my forehead to bless me lord
Deliver me from evil...but not from test.
Let me refine and learn to love impassionate
And ready to let go........
Learning to experience the completeness within
Not to seek peace without
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White tusks
White tusks in gleaming shine
Roaming hills in dusk and grime
Wisp of aroma in the air
Coffee, spice and freshness therein;
The mountain side
In dusky orange in sundown
Elephants rare
And then with tusks fair
The herd in motion
Enroute in journey
Far sighted
A rustic motel terrace
An arm careless;
Around her shoulders
A peg in hand
A view of nature
Restive land
What more a blessing?
Can you demand?
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir
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Who says I miss you?
Who says I miss you?
Ofcourse I don't!
And why should I
But why should I!
Long to hear your voice?
Who me? forget it!
I have long forgotten thee
But long forgotten thee!
My eyes scan the horizon
My eyes? You are mistaken
I love watching birds high up in the sky
But love watching up in the sky!
My heart thumps in passions beet
My heart beats? in natural rhythm
And ofcourse I love life! ! always shall!
But ofcourse; love I always shall!
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬`malinikadir¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
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Why must reason crawl?
Why must Reason crawl like a babe?
On all fours; to? ? ? to accepted life views?
When It stood! ! Still stands tall otherwise?
Why must it feel all the fears that adult
Is full of in his accepted dogmas?
The child was so much free er in expression
And so much beautiful in truth.....
But then the consequence weighted in adult
Is not in The Balance mounted by the child
And nor does he self blame, or think deep
He has but not studied the laws of recoil of the gun....
Nor does he battle within his mind on the cause effect laws of life...
Nor does he put himself in the victim stand
And acquitted by the law or society
Realizes he killed by the deadly weapon of sheer love
Kindness is cruel, if dependency is created.....
Love is sin if it with mere words has the potential to elevate
Elevate a man to addiction! ! !
Harsh words but tolerance of inevitable is weakness
Weakness in you! ! ! No! ! not me! !
I was cornered by circumstances! !
Fine! !
But he who so ever has leadership does lead! !
And then when he enjoys the perks of his position
Must make it his duty to visualize! !
See with long sight into the evolving future....
Lead by his decisions! !
Or less have the decency to resign! !
It is less harm to accept the truth of yourself
And avoid mistakes once again! !
For the first time was unawareness....
Second time awareness made distance possible
This time? ? ? ? there can be no excuse
So I must let reason as soon as I could
From chili sh tear stained eyes see through....
That I was having power on the tip of tongue
Let REASON crawl to make excuses
For until you are WORDS that evoke
Then you should not harm,
Can not if you care for the other! !
Yes! I am duplicity personified! !
I care less what you think of me! ! ! !
My needs drew me......
Blinded like moth to flame I had no restrain
No restrain in poetry that flows.......
Now your needs frighten me.....
I step back.......eyes rounded!
```````````````````````````````````````````malinikadir``````````````````
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WHY? ?
Gave with no expectation
But did not like,
To be taken for granted.......why? ?
Well! I ain't no door mat Sir!
I like my due share
And if not given I walk away.....Why? ?
You can't trample my love pure
Not under horse hooves...NO!
You learn to give, more with each passing day.....why? ?
May be a twinge of love it is I glimpse
Under banter casual?
NO! ! Never! ! ! I care a tuppence for girls
like you.......Why? ?
Why should I? ? ?
Why then Indeed should I sir? ? ?
Why? I don't care a wit!
Why who said I care? ? and then who said you did? ?
Why this debate at all?
Why indeed?
`````````````````````````````malinikadir! ! ! ```````````````````
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Wild
Wild
Wild
Wild
Wild
Wild
Wild

as
as
as
as
as
as

a forest flame
horse untamed
an angry tigress
a tempest
an ocean on stormy night
wild can be…..

Wild
Wild
Wild
Wild
Wild
Wild

as
as
as
as
as
as

a willow in cyclonic winds
a restless lamb before slaughter
a deer in frightened flight
a dog sensing danger
a victim of organised plot
wild can be…..

Wild
Wild
Wild
Wild
Wild
Wild

as
as
as
as
as
as

a child in naughty prank
a woman in passions abandon
a teenager in addictions compulsions
a student in a students strike
a traffic police in peak hour
wild can be…….
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Will you wait by the majestic hills?
Will you wait by the majestic hills?
Till they get done; my regular chores
And I beget the courage to venture
For my heart, loves our adventure
In the mystic hills divine
With rustic cattle's fine
languorous none the climb
Hearts in jogging with limb
Shall we, as children wayward skip
Till heads come close, lip to lip
Hair blowing in winds grip
Hands holding lest in haste we trip
Dreams of mountains blue
Co lour my day dreams hue
I wish too! in it to find you....
Of course! with kisses few
Your dream now mine too
Let us make it come true
I hope you find the way
So; shall I flick-on a hope ray?
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~``malinikadir~~~~~~~~```
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Wilting roses
Wilting roses in the sun
Tell me what can be done?
So that smiles I in you win
And you dance to the breeze in fun
Is the heat getting you down?
Or is it the gardener‘s neglect
Tell me shall a little water suffice
Or shall I some manure get?
Roses, your gentle fragrance I miss….
Must you wilt away…without a word, it’s unfair
Could you not just wait a bit for this Miss?
Till her lovers tiff did end…and she returned to care?
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Wine Devine
Bubbling initial estatic joy
Gives way to stark reality
Drunk in nector of the unusual
.Drowsy.........Tipsy.... magical Wine
Can't foresee anything but addiction
desire flaring, drowning in its shallow
depth......entangled, thirsting for more....
Drowsy......Tipsy......a peg too many...
Empty wine glass....Lying on the settee
The moving skirt...compulsively pulled....
Limbs entangled.....lost to this world
Drowsy....tipsy.....taken to his fill..........
.
Bubbling initial estatic joy
Gives way to stark reality
Drunk in nector of the unusual
.Drowsy.........Tipsy.... magic lost! ! !
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Wings of thought
May the wings of thought
That you wear.....
Help you fly unscathed
Through it all.....
Let the engine of your system
Be in even dribble
Keep alert to your environment
And define it.....
And juxtapose your self
with accuracy.....
¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬malinikadir¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬¬
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With This Faith..........
No sir no
But i wish it not
Yet feel hurt and wounded
Wish to, as a weary traveler
Sleep an innocent sleep
Head on your shoulder
Your arms around me
As that night, , , , , in my dreams
As if then
No harm will ever assail me....
As if never again be to... to it put...
Not when you are there
Who would dare touch...or slander...
..Your.. Love my protective yoke
Will you as my friend?
Always be at calling distance?
You will
You will never let me down
With this
With this faith I lived
I shall
With this faith die.............
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Yet; It Still allures...............
How I wish
I could set a fire
your heart's switch
'on'....for glowing safire
It still remains.............
reminding of oceans
On heavenly summers
in low tidal waves
Hitting gentle; dark rocks
on the shores......
Spraying water on docks
yet it still allures.........
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You are the silver lining of my cloud
You are the silver lining of my cloud! !
For battling through baffling fluffy apparent clouds
The eye did catch in its corner a silver shine....
And Beckoned to follow.....I paddled on....
And Low behold!
The path of clear visions arose.....
The Cloud no longer suffocated me....
I no longer gasped for breath! !
I breathed easy........
And easy did it! !
Why Then?
Did you wait?
This long to reach?
The horizons of my vision?
And left me floundering?
Floundering about?
OMNIPOTENT I
I RENDER PROVIDENCE
IN PROPORTION TO
YOUR FAITH IN ME
OMNIPOTENT I
I RENDER GUIDANCE
IN PROPORTION TO
YOUR PROPORTION
OF FAITH IN YOURSELF
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Your day
Grease your day
Lubricate it well with smiles
Turn the wheels of work
With sincere appreciation’s spin
Have a moment to nod
A second …to give hand
As you briskly pass
Sprinkle authority
In short, terse words
Clearly specify your expectation
And expect it done
Pat on shoulders
When work well done
Your silent frown
When undone……
Thinking ahead
In broad spectrum
When you walk….
Towards the Sun
Shadows fall behind!
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'Your Stressed Heart'
Your Stressed heart need not alone be
Not when so much music within reach, see;
Listen, let your heart be still
Close your eyes and will
I as fairy shall fly to you
linger in the garden, to stroll with you
Sharing sweet nothings....
making you forget everything....
All your stresses of working tensions
To my listening ears you can mention
Those unresolved office disputes in question
For oft speaking aloud, brings to mind a new solution
Once your burdens ease away…..
To pleasanter topics our talks will stray…….
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